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THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
That last remembrance before winter sets in

Cemetery Wreath
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in the

S

following sizes
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16 inch,
18 inch,

S

$2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00

Let Us Serve You

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
399 Main Street

Rockland
142-tf

BRIDGE-MERRILL, INC.

DEPARTMENT STORE, BATH, ME.
Two minutes’ w&llf from the New Bridge across the Kennebec,
and established in 1852 by David T. Percy

SANTA CLAUS’
HEADQUARTERS
Every department filled to overflowing with goods suitable for
Christmas Gifts. Something for all the family can be found here
and reasonably priced.

Silk Hosiery and Underwear, Bath
Robes and Kimonos, Leather Goode,

Toilet

Articles,

Gloves, Handker

chiefs, Umbrellas, Men’s Furnish

ings, Blankets, Spreads, Puffs, Suit

Cases,

Jewelry,

Handkerchiefs,

China and Glassware.

TOYLAND IN THE BASEMENT
Make This Store Your Headquarters

Shrti be yp glad. good people
At lifts time of tlfp year

e*e

And light yp up goorCGattdlro

•* He serves his country best
—
•* Who joins the tide that lifts her nobly •••
•••on.
—Susan Coolidge.
•••

Jnr Ifis star it flifbtPtif rlrar

*•*

S

We make them to your order

14 inch,

and very reason able.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established l«
1846. ' In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed its came to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897

The

12 inch,

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation

•••

WILL VISIT MATINICUS

Capt. Hutchings of Winterport Has
Anchor On Hie Cemetery Lot.

FOR CHRISTMAS

City Matron Corbett Asks
Help For theCity's Deserv
ing Needy Ones.

■ _____
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:-—
About this time of the year you
have allowed me space in your pa- ;
per to make a brief appeal on be- i
half of certain deserving poor. Al
ready a number of friends have ,
called at my office and said they
want to do something for someone I
this Christmas who really is in need, J
hut do not know what to do or how
to go about it.
I would like to express in this ap
peal what I tried to impress on the
minds and hearts of these Mentis,
namely, that instead of a Christmas
basket (which will last only for one
day in a large family) use that
amount of money to buy milk for
the babies and little children. Two
quarts of milk a day for one month
will cost $7.20, or one quart a day for
two months the same amount. The
hill can be sent direct to the donor,
whether an individual, club or so
ciety.
There are enough little children
suffering from malnutrition in this
city to stir one’s sympathy and
awaken them to do something, not
for Christmas day only, but through
Use Hardesty Peerless Flour lib the winter months as welL| I am
erally and cut down food bills.—adv. sure the medical profession and the
Red Cross will sustain me In this
124-S-tf
statement.
Do something for the little chil
dren this winter. Mr. Crane of SenFAIR
».• Crane Co. is duplicating his
MINSTREL SHOW kindness cf last winter, that is, sup
plying several families with milk
AND DANCE
right through to March. I will be
only too pleased to give the names
APRON, FOOD AND
and addresses of worthy cases. And
FANCY GOODS SALE
may I add that I am in dire need
Also Luncheon in the Afternoon
of bedding of all descriptions and
can use every piece sent in. The
people of this city and vicinity have
TOWN HALL, UNION
never failed to respond when the
TUESDAY, DEC. 6
need has been made known through
this paper and I am sure they will
At 8 P. M. the Mon, assisted by the
not fail now.
Helen Corbett,
Ladies, will give a Minstrel Show
City Matron
Followed by a Free Dance
Telephone 1183-M before 8 a. m.
and after 6 p. m. Between those
Heaps of Fun
hours telephone 663-W.
Bs Sura and Get Your Share
Free Admission in'Afternoon
WAS DESPONDENT
Tickets for Show 35c
Children under 12 years 15c
Aged Waterman’s Beach
Good Music and a Good Time
Auspices of O. E. 8. CIRCLE

Capt. James F. Hutchings of Win
terport is getting ready to go into
winter quarters. He has been fishing
all summer in his power boat which
is now hauled up for the winter at
Bucksport after a cruise to Swan’s
Island, Matlnicus, Orland. Verona
Park and his home port of Winterport. After visiting relatives in Ma
tlnicus he will go to Sailors’ Snug
Harbor, Staten Island, N. Y„ and
keep snug until spring.
Capt. Hutchings is hale and hearty
at 80. He has been skipper of 44 ves
sels in the past 54 years and may
have a few more. He has a burial
plot in the cemetery In Winterport
marked by an anchor which he
bought of a junk dealer for 75 cents.
He paints it every year.
He has a daughter, granddaughter
and great-granddaughter at Matinicus. Another daughter. Miss Etta
Hutchings, lives not far from Snug
Harbor and sees her every Wednes
day in the winter.
He is one of the oldest members of
Garfield ’Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Winterport in which he is much interested.
—Belfast Journal.

Resident Commits Suicide
By Shooting.

William Foster, aged 79, committed
suicide near his home at Waterman's
Beach. Thursday night or Friday
morning, by shooting himself wtih a
revolver. The body was found early
yesterday morning by Scott Rackliffe,
a nephew of the deceased.
Mr. Foster had become greatly de
pressed by ill health, having suffered
since last July with a painful infec
tion of the eye. He is survived by
two brothers, Frank and John Foster
of Waterman’s Beach and two sisters,
Mrs. Hilda Post of North W)arren and
Mrs. Emily Rackliff of Pleasant
Beach. The neighborhood held him
in very high respect and he will be
greatly missed.
Dr. H. W. Frohock went to the
scene of the tragedy and rendered a
verdict of suicide.
Funeral services will be held from
the residence Sunday afternoon.

READ WHAT MR. LITTLEFIELD
SAYS ABOUT

BUXTON’S

RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC
Stockton Springs, Maine.
September 26, 1927.
Dear 'Mr. Buxton:
Your Rheumatic Specific cured me of
Rheumatism of about twenty years’
standing. I feel that after suffering so
many years that if a man of my age,
sixty-one, can he free from Rheumatism,
and in good physical condition, that every
sufferer should know of Buxton’s Rheu
matic Specific. I am very glad to give
you this testimonial.
Gratefully yours,
CHARLES W. LITTLEFIELD.

Let us send you a booklet

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Mayor Carver Refutes
So-called “Facts”
use of the city's money by the present administration and attested to
by the City Auditor would be sufficient for every thinking citizen, and
while the charges by the Democratic city committee were directed
against the administration I felt that no answer to that story by the
Mayor, personally, was necessary. However, it appears by the pre
ceding issue of The Courier-Gazette that the Democratic committee
intends a personal attack, as signified by the headline above their
advertisement.
Their "statement of facts" is a curious perversion of facts, and
shows either gross ignorance on the part of the person who compiled
them or a deliberate attempt to fool the people. Taking these things
into consideration I have decided to show how misleading these
“facts" would be were they taken in their entirety as the whole truth.
“Fact 1"—Showing an increase of the expenditures of this admini
stration over the other administration is a fact; but the preceding
administration being the first one to operate under the new charter
began their operations on April 1st and made their financial report on
Nov. 10, showing that the expenditures of the preceding administra
tion were for a period of 18 months only, while the expenditures shown
by this administration were for two years in addition to that, at shown
by our statement; $32,946.03 of this expenditure wee used to pay the
accumulated bills on hand dating from the administration of 1923 up
to thq date at which this administration took its seat.
“Fact 2"—Regarding the increase in Tax Commitment: The tax
^immitment has not increased to any extent under the present ad
ministration, as the expenses had already risen to that comparing the
total tax commitment for the full year of the administration shows
that the tax commitment in 1925 was $306,211.10; the total commit
ment for 1926, $323,418.27. The commitment for the year 1927 was
$307,972.11, showing that on the whole there was a little raise in the
total of the tax commitment for 1926 over the year of 1925. The year
1927 shows a tendency for a downward movement in the expentee of
the city. I would call to attention that included in the commitnfent given to the Tax Collector for the two years is the sum of
$132,802.37 for State and County tax, of which, of course, the city has
no use, and which would reduce the amount used by the city by thia
much.
“Fact 3”—Giving a total of $155,267.67 does not actually show that
to be an excessive amount which this statement intends to convey.
Subtracting from that amount the $38,436.61 which was admittedly
used for permanent improvements of which no one denies the value,
leavei the amount of $76,825.06, or a very little in excess of $35,000.00
a year; which amount pays the laborers, the purchase of equipment,
the removal of snow, the building of sewers, the care of the roads,
in fact is the amount which takes care of all the activities relative to
public works of any description in the city. Taking into consideration
the full amount of work taken care of by this department the amount
is far from excessive.
“Fact 4”—You will notice that the increase in the city debt the
year 1925 has been used for convenience, as it would have been im
possible for them to show any increase for the city debt during the
years 1926 and 1927, or under the term of office of the present ad
ministration. As a matter of fact, a reference to the statement attest
ed by the City Auditor shows that in these two years there was a
reduction of $5,570.00 in the Temporary Loans, a reduction of $15,000.00
in the Temporary Loans applicable to the High School Equipment
and a reduction of $366.00 in the Certificates of Deposit, which shows
an actual reduction of $20,936.00 in the interest bearing debt of the
city. The net city debt account while not showing the exact amount
of the city's indebtedness, nevertheless does show a reduction, and
that fact alone shows that there has been no increase in the city debt
as it would have had its effect to increase that account had there been
any Addition to the city debt.
“Fact 5'—Relating to the increase in the interest account of ths
city—the present administration found that it would take
that much money to pay the interest and it was so appropriated and
used. The mere fact of a decrease in the interest bearing debt of the
city rather than an increase plainly shows that thia increase in inter
est was accrued before this administration took its seat.
“Fact 6”—Permanent road work cannot ba charged with a aingle
dollar of the increase in the city debt, wheih is true, but neither can
any of the rest of the work done by the present administration, for the
simple reason that the city debt has not been increased.
“Fact 7"—The new High School building accounts for only a por
tion of the increase in the outstanding bonds; this is true, but at that
time there was $47,472.37 in Certificates of Deposit, which constitutes
a demand loan. The balance of the money obtained from the sale of
the issue of bonds was used to retire these Certificates of Deposit and
was not expended in any way, simply a change from a demand loan to
bond loan and resulted in no increase whatever in the city's indebted
ness. The statement that the High School building does not account
for a single dollar of the $128,000.00 Is an error, for included in that
amount is the balance of the High School Equipment loan. Indirectly
the High School building is responsible f or nearly the entire loan, as
the expense of building exceeded the estimate, so that in order to
take care of this excess and continue to pay the city's expenses it was
found necessary to borrow some money.
"Fact 8"—Regarding a deficit of $10,900.00 In the Trust Funds
I will say that the word deficit is not the true word to use. This con)dition in the trust funds has been standing so long that the actual
reason for it is cloudy. To the best of my recollection the trust fundai
were transferred to the building account during the yean of 1897-98
and used in the construction of the present city building. This amount
of the trust funds is accounted for and acknowledged as a liability of
the city and the city pays to the individual accounts as represented in
this total the interest due them every year.
“Fact 9"—Regarding the saving of $80,000, I am inclined to agree
with the Democratic Committee and point to the fact that none of the
statements which I have made has at any time made this claim.
“Fact 10”—Does not require any explanation. The insinuation
that Mayor Carver was in some way endeavoring to koop the figures
in ths reports for 1927 out of the hands of the citizens refutes itself)
as they were published in the same issue of the paper in which this
“fact ten” makes that claim.
A careful comparison of the statement of the Democratic City
Committee with this statement and the statement of the actual finan
cial condition of this administration as published below and attested
to by the City Auditor will furnish the information necessary for
every citizen to form his own judgment as to whether or not the
attack made by the Democratic City Committee upon this administra
tion has any foundation in fact.
Appropriations, 1926 and 1927 ........................ ................ . ......$ 470,656 95
Other revenue ............................................................................. 127,167 83
Total ......................................................................... -........ -$ 597423 78
Expenditures, 1923 and 1927 .....................................................$ 591,906 69

Unexpended balance ......................................................... $
Bond issue Jan. 1, 1926 .............................................................$
Bond issue Nov. 1, 1927—no change ......................................
Temporary loans, Jan, 1, 1926 ................................... ..............$
Temporary loans, Nov. 1, 1927 .................................................

5,917 09
334,850 00
334,850 00
128,570 00
123,000 00

>

5,570 00
$ 20,000 00
5,000 00

$
»

15,000 00
366 09
000 00

»

366 09
21,449 46
10487 51

$
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1926 ....... „......................................
»
Cash on hand Nov. 1, 1927 .......................!...............................

10,561 95
12,315 91
29,454 00

Special High School equipment notes, Nov. 1, 1927

BUXTON RHEUMATIC MEDICINE 00.
Abbet Village. Maine.

The Specific is for sale at all leading drug
stores.
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NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
Th.mi.lvta of Thio 8orvieo For
This Service Is To Moot Any
Finaneisl Nssd

Certificates of deposit, Nov. 1, 1927

Decrease ......................................
Bills payable Jan. 1, 1926 ......... . ....

1 17,138 09
$ 402,540 12
366,166 06

Rsal Estats
Psrsonal Property
Loans Privately
2—Office—2
Ollies Hours: 9 A. M. to 540 P. M
Lawful Rats of Interest

Decrease .............................................................................. $ 36,374 06
In a nutshell, with the payment of the above $10,887.51, for which
the checks have since been drawn, the bills payable account will have
been reduced entirely. All bills contracted before Nov. 1, 1927, which
have been presented will have been paid and the interest bearing debt
reduced $20,936.09, with $18,566.49 left in cash to continue business.
In addition, the State and County taxes have also been settled in full
without increasing the interest bearing debt.
James F. Carver, Mayor,
I hereby certify that the above statements are correct and that
the accounts herein submitted are in accord with the books of the city.
Herbert W. Keep, City Auditor.

REPUBLICAN CITY COMMITTEE.

E

Volume 82............ .....Number 145.
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KNOX

HOSPITAL COMPLETE

New Wing Opened To Public Inspection Yesterday—A
Model Institution With Capacity For 75 Patients.
Many visitors thronged the corri ing supervision, drug room and labo
dors of Knox County General Hos ratory; and Miss Ethel Turner, night
pital yesterday, and saw realized the supervisor. AU are registered nurses
—registered in Maine as well as in
dream which its promoters have been Massachusetts.
cherishing since the establishment
A nurses home is needed desper
had its original opening in the old ately, Miss Richardson declares.
Stackpole house back a quarter cen Proper management is almost Impos
sible with the nurses under two roofs,
tury ago.
and the conditions are extremely
Yesterday's occasion was the open crowded even now.
A graduate head nurse is employed
ing of the new wing, which occupies
the site where the main portion of on each floor.
• • • •
the Stackpole house stood, and which
In 1901 a groun of Knox Countv
now brings to completion a hospital
structure in accordance with the am physicians and surgeons, realizing or
bitious plans of the designers—made appreciating the lack of a hospital
possible as everyone knows by the nearer than Portland, Lewiston or
persistence of those who have Bangor, united in an informal organ
fathered the institution and a public ization to, in a most modest way,
which responded so generously to the purchase and equip an old residence
which might answer, in a way, for a
great hospital drive of a year ago.
The goal in that drive was $75,000. hospital. This organization was the
Friends of the hospital, without nucleus from which, In 1903, the
wishing to appear unduly pessimistic, Knox County General Hospital was
felt very doubtful of such an achieve formed and a special charter granted
ment, but their hearts gladdened as by the Legislature making the Insti
the figures grew and as they were tution essentially or practically the
helped over the "March hill” by the property of the public.
In 1914 the first step was taken
wonderfully generous gifts of sum
mer residents. The drive went over toward replacing the then almost ob
the top by a full $5000, and President solete wooden buildings with a per
Kimball and the directors lost no manent, up-to-date, fire-proof hos
time in having the plans and speci pital building io be constructed In
fications placed in the hands of con units. The directors and incorpora
tractors. The result of that drive is tors employed one of New England's
two new wings which embody the foremost architects who furnished
latest conception of hospital require plans for a modern hospital building
ments. and which gives to Knox of a type which could be enlarged
County an institution capable of with additional wings to meet the re
handling 75 patients in such sur quirements as funds were procured.
Sufficient money was raised and
roundings as they would And in a
the first or centre unit, containing a
large city.
strictly modern operating depart
• • • •
Visitors yesterday were amazed at ment, was opened In 1916. In 1929
the degree of perfection thus shown— the increasing demand made further
amazed, too. at the orderliness and expansion necessary and again funds
efficiency with which the day’s work were raised by subscriptions from
was being done under the direction of friends of the Institution to complete
Miss Ella Richardson, who has been the second flre-proof unit, containing
in charge of the institution as super private rooms and a strictly modern
intendent since July T5. 1926. Miss X-ray department.
May SI of the present year an
Richardson is a graduate of the New
ton (Mass.) Hospital and received other new wing was placed In com
her practical traihlng at Lowell Hos mission, and today you see the com
pital, where she was serving when pleted structure.
• • • •
she received the call to come to
During
its
long
career the hospital
Rockland.
At no stage Un Khox
Hospital's 25 years of existence has has had but four presidents. Their
the establishment been conducted names and terms of service are:
more smoothly or with a greater de 1903-1995, E. S. Farwell; 1906 to May
24, 1913, A. W. Butler, May 24, 1913
gree of success.
As in digging a well, the writer ap to 1922, S. T. Kimball; 1922-1924,
proaches his task of describing the Blanchard B. Smith; 1924-1927, S. T.
new wing by beginning at the top Kimball.
It is quite probable that no other
and working down.
The top or second floor is known person in the city is so familiar with
as the maternity department, and has all branches of the hospital work as
two private rooms and a five-bed President Kimball, who living in such
close proximity to the institution, has
room.
been almost a dally visitor when not
A room for the bathing of Infants
out of the city, and who has worked
has modern equipment in porcelain
for the hospital's welfare in season
and nlckle and as the tiny forms
and out.
lie on a well warmed slab and feel
Dr. Walter M. Spear Is stirgeon-lnthe gentle effects of the warm shower
chief of Knox Hospital and Dr. F. B.
there is no tendency on the part of
Adams Is physician in-chief. The
the Juvenile iratlents to cry. If they
assistant surgeons are I>r A. 'W. Foss
do cry It Is probably 'because they and Dr. Neil A. Fogg, the assistant
object to a discontinuance of the physicians being Dr. Charles D.
treatment.
North, Dr. H. W. Frohock, Dr. Fred
Opening from the baby's bathroom G. Campbell and Dr. Benjamin H.
is the sterilizing room with its 'WUI- Keller. Dr. William Elllngwood is
mot Castole utensil and Instrument oto-laryngologlst, Dr. R. W. Bickford
sterilizer and hot water heater.
is dental surgeon. Dr. North is roent
The feature of the delivery room is genologist and obstetrician and Dr.
the specially designed obstetrical bed, H. V. Tweedie is opthalmic surgeon.
furnished by Hall & Co.
The hospital also has an Imposing
At the end of the wing, facing array of consulting physicians and
White street, Is the fire escape, which surgeons, consisting of Edville O.
also serves as an open-air porch for Abbott, M. D., orthopedic surgeon,
both floors.
Portland; Thomas Foster, M. D.,
• • • •
pediatrician, Portland; Edwin W.
On the northern side of the corri Gehring, M. D„ Internist, Portland;
dor Is the room containing five beds, Stanwood Fisher, M. D.. oto-laryngo
separated by curtains, which affords loglst, Portland; William Sharpe, M.
semi-privacy. The linen closet in the D„ newcological surgeon. New York.
corridor owes its abundantly supplied
The associate physicians are:
condition, in port, to the gener
W. F. Hart, Camden; Archie F.
osity of the Itooevik Club.
Green, Camden; J. G. Hutchins, Cam
With a desire to have the rooms in den; A. P. Heald, Thomaston; J.
this wing as nearly sound-proof as Wlarren Sanborn, Waldoboro; Abbott
possible each has a chestnut door of J. Fuller, Swan's Island; F. F. Brown,
extra thickness, and the ceilings are Rockland; Frans Lyonborg, North
covered with celotex. The floors are Haven; R. W. Belknap. Damariscotta.
laid In battleship linoleum.
'Other officials who have an active
The personnel quarters are located part In the hospital's welfare are H.
on the first floor, and as planned by O. Gurdy, treasurer; and Miss Mary
the architect and approved by the Anderson bookkeeper and stenogra
building committee and directors will pher.
continue there until there is an ade
quate nurses’ home. When this has
YOUR F/AVORITE POEM
been provided the personnel will
transfer to It, and the quarters now
If I had to lire my Ufa again 1 would
used will become private hospital have made a rule to read some poetry and
rooms.
listen to some music at least once a week.
Three of the rooms on this floor The loas of these tastea la a loaa of hard
are occupied by supervisors and here, ness.—Ohar lea Darwin.
also, is the superintendent's suite,
MY AIN COUNTREE
comprising sitting room, bedroom and I am far frae my hame, an’ I’m weary often
bath. All of the rooms are cosy and
whiles
attractive, lending to the institution For the longed-for-hame-brin<lng an’ my
’s welcome smiles;
tl home atmosphere. The walls are I’ll ne’Father
er be fu’ content until my een do see
done in Ivory, with the dado in a The gowden gates o’ heaven, an’ my aln
countree.
brownish tint.
Both floors have the annunciator The earth is flecked wi’ flowers, mony-tinied.
system.
fresh an’ gay.
The basement section has a terazzo The birdies warble blithely, for my Father
made them sae;
floor. Here is located a Goder incin But these
sights an’ these souu’s will as
erator, which has connection with
naethlng be to me,
When
I
hear
the angels singing in ray aln
both of the upper floors. In the
countree.
basement, also, are to be found rest
rooms, the nurses' bathroom and the I’ve his gude word of promise, that some glad
some day the King
nurses' room which is provided with
lockers and serves a three-fold pur To his aln royal palace his banished hame
will bring;
pose—a roogt for special nurses, a Wl’ een an’ wl’ lieart running over we shall
room for sick nurses, and a demon
stration classroom. Twenty stu ’The King in his beauty,” an’ our aln countree.
dents were receiving instruction
when The Courier-Gazette reporter My sins hae been mony an’ my sorrows hae
been salr,
called, and that they were deeply
But there they'll never vex me, nor be re
absorbed In their work was plainly
membered mair.
apparent. Miss Gertrude Matthews His bluld has made me white, his hand shall
wipe mine ee,
is superintendent of nurses, and her
When he brings me hame at last to my ain
classes have given a good account
countree.
of themselves.
Other hospital officials who have Like a bairn to his mither, a wee birdie to
nest,
a prominent share in the Important I wud Its
fain be ganging noo unto my Kavlour’a
work, and who likewise reflect credit
•breast;
upon the institution are: Miss Mil For he gathers in his bosom witless, worthless
like me.
dred Chandler, operating room super An’ helambs
carries them hlmsel’ to his ain eounvisor; Miss Martha Schurman, second
tree.
floor supervisor, (in charge of the
’ that hath promised, he’ll surely
women's maid, maternity department He's falthfu
come again;
and children's room); Miss Bernice He’ll keep his tryst wi’ me, at what hour I
dlnna ken;
Speed, In charge of first floor, nurs

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING, HEATING
106 Pleasant- St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W

But he bids me still io watch, an’ ready aye
to be
To gang at ony moment to my ain countree.

So I’m watching aye an* singing o* my hame
as 1 wait.
For the soun’ing o’ his footsteps this side the
gowden gate.
God gie his grace io ilka ane wha listens noo
to me,
That we may a’ gang in gladness to our aln
countree.
—Mary* Lee Demarest.
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Rockland. Maine, Dec. 3, 1927.
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he Is Preasntan in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Dec. 1, 1927 there wa*
printed a total of 6310 copies.
Before tne,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Show me th.v ways, O Lord: Tench
tne thy paths. Guide me in Thy
truth, and teach me; For thou art
the God of my salvation; Fgr thee do
1 wait ail the day.—Psadm 25:4,6.

MONDAY’S ELECTION
We look to see the Republican
vcters of Rockland elect Mayor
Carver and his associated nominees
by a majority so great as to testify
in no uncertain measure tlie people's
approval of the success achieved by
the administration during the past
two years. Never in our city's his
tory has a man occupied the Mayor's
chair who has given to his trust
more faithful and intelligent atten
tion than has Mr. Carver. In each
department his interest has been ap
parent In the loyal co-operation of
every man connected witli it.
Two years ago in ills platform
preceding election Mr. Carver said;
"I beiiete the voters will not tolerate
a halt in the march of progress. 1
am opposed lo anything savoring of
a niggardly policy that might save
the city two cents and eventually
cost it four. I am against any In
crease of our interest bearing debt."
There lias been no halt in prog
ress. In every part of the city the
good work of the administration is
to he seen. There has been no in
crease in the interest bearing debt.
On the contrary the interest bear
ing debt lias been reduced. Of these
achievements in detail the newspa
per columns during these two years
have fully testified. They are known
to every citizen. So also is known the
hourly devotion of Mayor Carver
to official duty, his honesty, his
singleness of purpose where the wel
fare of his fellow-citizens is con
cerned.
In the election of Mr. Carver to a
second term the Republicans of
Rockland will register their ap
proval of a competent and conscien
tious public servant, and we do not
doubt that they will do so in most
emphatic manner.

A talk upon some phases of life
insurance hy Rotarian Louis A.
Walker featured Die yesterday Ro
tary luncheon at the Thorndike. It
was a practical talk, highly interest
ing and illustrated by figures show
ing what becomes of the insurance
premium and demonstrating why life
insurance lias today come to be rec
ognized as among tlie staunchest
forms of investment as well as an
instrument of protection. It links
itself up with the banking system
in tlie propagation of thrift and con
tinues steadily to grow In the re
gard of the public. The luncheon
was an economy affair, pea soup
and doughnuts, the price of the
usual meal going into a fund for
Vermont flood relief that is being
raised by Rotary Clubs. Secretary
Grie told an interesting story of the
visit lie and L. C. Cook, accompan
ied by their wives, paid to the in
stallation of Old Town's new Rotary
Club. Tlie resignation of William C.
Bird, wlio is soon to remove to New
York, was accepted with regret.
Visiting Rotarians present were Al.
Goodhue of Belfast and Carl Sunn
tag. A. W. Hopkins of Boston was
u guest.

CHANGES AT “THE

EASTERN’

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Twelve Hundred Persons
| Just as this paper went to press
Called Yesterday To Set
official notification was received In
the New Designs.
this city of the voluntary retirement

Fair Harbor and Blue Hill Lines and
Galen L. Goodwin is made General
Agent with jurisdiction over Bangor,1
Winterport and l.ucksport. S. T.
Over 120(1 persons hy actual count 'of Frank S. Sherman as District !jiuLord Is made agent at Belfast and R. :
vlsited the Main street salesroom of perinten(|enl
the
Steam.
S.
Ulierman, for 20 years agent In
the Knox County Motor Sales t o.
ship Lines, inc., effective Dee. 15 af- Rockland is advanced to Traveling
yesterday to see the cuts and draw
ings of the new Ford line on the oc-;
40 years of faithful service. Freight and Passenger Agent for the
casion of the official demonstration
George
E. Dunton is made General district witli headquarters in this
Pictures were shown with the hgnd-,
some new ears in action, making up Agent, supervising Rockland, Cam-'city. Tlie changes are in the nature
to a large extent for the actual cars den, Belfast and tile agencies of the J of richly deserved promotions.
not being on the spot. As it was
only two ears were allocated to
Maine. The heavy storm which set
INDUSTRIAL LEAGUE
in at 4 o'clock materially decreased
the attendance.
Unusual speed and acceleritlon Schedule For Season Is Com
are among the outstanding features
pleted — Bowling Starts
of the new car, which is said to be
able to make 55 to 60 miles an hour,
Next Wednesday.
with ease. in recent tests it has
made even more w tiiout difficulty
Tho schedule of the Industrial
When traveling at such speels, it
holds the road easily, and with Bowling Leagfie is printed herewith
With the
comfort to driver and passengers and the stigg* stlon is made that it
BOWLERS
and performs in an equally spectac be cut out for future reference. The
ular manner on bad roads.
Mr. matches will be rolled Wednesday
Out of 25 strings roiled by the
Ford has held to his original idea and Friday evenings beginning at 8
of a car which can meet all condi o’clock witli the first match next Star Alley team witli tlie Recreation
week.
Tlie learns competing are j Aliev team Thursday night 14 were
tions and types of roads.
Building.
Casion
Press, liiglier than 100, the palm being i
Appreciating tlie constantly in Federal
creasing importance of acceleration Merchants, Wholesalers, C. M. P. awarded to Harry “Mayo whose
Milligan
the Ford Motor Co., has given a Co., inside men No. 1, C. M. P. Co. smallest string was 107.
great deal of study to this feature of outside men No. 2. Barbers and The and Fogg also had remarkable live
The games will
ning totals. Lawry made a full
tile new car. In high gear tests Courier-Gazette.
with two passengers in a Tudor se be rolled at Recreation Alleys and Worcester break oil his first ball In
dan it has shown an acceleration of the season will conclude with a ban the second string. The score:
Star Alley
from 5 to 25 miles an hour in 81.. quet and presentation of cups.
The Schedule
seconds.
Bonney .. . 98 88 107 R7 81 461
The new Ford car also introduces
Dec. 7—C.-Gs vs Barbers ; Casion vs Fed- Lawry .... ... 103 95 89 8-5 81 453
a new type of four-wheel brakes. era Is.
.... 121 121 122 107 107 57k
Dec. 9—C. M. 1*. Xq. 1 vs (Merchants; C.
An exclusive Ford development, M. P. No. 2 vs Wholesalers.
Fogg .......
ill 114 116 99 104 544
they are of the mechanical, shoe-ex
Dec. 14—C.-Gs vs Merchants; Barbers vs Cobb ....... . 112 128 94 59 101 534
panding type, and are self-center Wholesalers.
16—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Casion ; C. M.
ing. The brake pedal and the hand P. Dec.
545 546 .".28 477 474 2570
No. 2 vs Federate.
brake each operates all four brakes.
Recreation Alley
Dec. 21—C.-Gs vs Wholesalers; Barbers vs
It Is stated that this is the most re Merchants.
De 23—4’. M. P. No. 1 vs Federate; C. M Lufkin ... . 99 106 103 90 115 513
liable and simplest type of fourNo. 2 vs Casion.
McKinney . 83 89 93 93 99 407
wheel brake, and also the easiest to
Dec. 28—C.-Gs vs Casion ; Barbers vs Fed- Shields . .... 101 85 91) 101 98 475
adjust, all adjustments being made erals.
H »7 87 455
Dec. 30—C. M P No. 1 vs C. M. P. No. 2; Hinds .... .... 95 91
from the outside without removing Merchants
vs Wholesalers.
Milligan .... Ill 105 118 122 99 655
any parts.
Jan. 4—C.-Gs vs Federate; Wholesalers vs
,’aslon.
• • * •
499 476 499 493 493 2466
Jan. 6—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Barbers; C. M.
An engine that is practically vi P. No. 2 vs Merchants.
Tlie series between these two
Jan. 11—Federate vs Wholesalers; Mer
brationless develops 40 horsepower
teams is based on points, the Rec
chants vs Casion.
at 2.200 revolutions per minute. Tills
Jan 13—C.jM. P. No. 1 vs C.-Gs; C. M. P reation Alleys Itaving won seven
low revolution speed in ratio to the No. 2 vs Barners.
points and the Star AI ley.s five.
Jan. 18—Merchants vs Federate; Barbers vs
high horsepower is illustrative of ti,e
* • * ♦
Casion.
unusual efficiency of the engine.
Jan. 2o—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Wholesalers;
Milligan
Rolls 160
Also, it means longer life, the lower C M P. No. 2 vs C.-Gs.
Jan. 25—C.-Gs vs Ba hers; Casion vs
ngine speed insuring less wear on
This
interesting
total
was run up
engine parts. The low revolution. Federate.
Jan. 27—C. M. I’. No. 1 vs Merchants; by W. H. Milligan at Recreation
speed is also a substantial factor ifi
M. P. No. 2 vs Wholesalers
Alleys Thursday the ten boxes
Feb. 1—C.-Gs vs Merchants; Barbers vs IS. 35, 44. 61, 77. 87, 106. 122, .142.
lessening vibration. The bore is 3%
Wholesalers.
inches, stroke 4^4 inches. The un
Feb. 3—C. M P. No. 1 vs Casion; C. M. P. ICO. Next!
• • ♦ •
usually large crankshaft, which is
2 vs Federate.
Feb. 8—C.-Ga vs Wholesalers; Barbers vs
both statically and dynamically baf-'
The Forty Club* teams rolled their
Merchants.
anced, weighs 28 pounds. This bal
Feb. 10—(’. M. P. No. 1 vs Federate; C. first stated match Thursday night, 1
ancing. combined with the lightness M. P. No. 2 vs Casion.
Captains Peaslee and Stratton tiding
Feb. 15—C.-Gs vs Casion; Barbers vs with two points each and Capt. A. S.
of aluminum alloy pistons, further
k',.i le*r*k1 c
combined to reduce vibration and
Capt. M. P.
Feb. 17—C. M. P. No. 1 va C. M. P. No. 2; Peterson defeating
increase riding and driving comfort Merchants vs Wholesalers.
Trainer’s cohorts for all four points.
and safety.
Feb. 22—C.-Gs vs Federate ; Wholesalers vs
In addition to freedom from vibra Casion.
Feb. 24—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Barbers; C. M.
A Southend subscriber writes: i
tion, it is announced that the car P. No. 2 vs Merchants.
is unusually quiet, a great deal of
March 1—Federate vs Wholesalers; Mer ■'Capt. John A. Hall of Holmes
street has been called to East Bos
attention having been paid to this chants vs Casion.
3—C. M. P. No. 1 vs C.-Gs; C. M. P. ton b.v the serious illness of his
feature by the Ford engineers. In No.March
2 vs Barbers.
daughter.
He will visit his son i
the engine, ihe timing gears are
March 8-'Merchants vs Federate; Barbers
George and family in Marlboro, be
Casion.
made of bakelized fabric, which fs
10- C. M. P. No. 1 vs Wholesalers
fore returning home. The latest re
much quieter than metal. The cams C. March
M. P No. 2 vs C.-Os.
port from the hospital gyhere Mr.
on the camshaft have been so de
March 15—C.-Gs vs Barbers; Casion vs
Hull's daughter is a patient is that
signed as to prevent valve clicking. Federate.
17—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Merchants
she is very ill.
Johnnie' tas Mr.
The coaehwork of the car is as C. March
M. P. No. 2 vs Wholesalers.
Hall is affectionately known to a
distinctive as its performance. There
March 24—C.-Gs vs Merchants; Barbers
large circle of intimate friends here) i
vs Wholesalers.
is a noticeable European touejk
26—C. M. P. No. 1 vs Casion; C. will lie greatly missed here, espec- I
line and pontour. It is not only de M.March
P. No. 2 vs Federate.
hilly at the Southend ar.d will, un- I
signed for exterior beauty, hut lias
March 31—C.-Gs vs Wholesalers; Barbers vs doubtedly have much' to relate to
as well the roominess, convenience Merchants.
April 2-C. M. P No. 1 vs Federate; C. M ‘Uncle Bill,' 'Tootle,' and Harry upon
and luxurious appointments to be
P. No. 2 vs Casion.
his return: Mrs. Biacklngton’s many
found in much higher priced auto
April 7—C.-Gs vs Casion ; Barbers vs Fed friends hope for her a very speedy
mobiles. On an instrument board of erate.
April 9—C. M. P. No. 1 v% C. M. P. No. 2; recovery."
satin-finished nickel are mounted
Merchants vs Wholesalers.
the speedometer, gasoline gauge,
April 14—C.-Gs vs Federate; Wholesalers vs
ammeter and ignition lock, with a CasiOB.
Incorrect announcement as to the
April 16—C. M. P. No. r vs Barbers; C time and place of tlie funeral of Ira
dash light in the center. The new
M. P. No. 2 vs Merchants.
military-type sun visor, with crown
Ap.il 21—Federate vs Wholesalers; Mer A. Sidelinger, made in another news
roof and round corners, are features chants vs Casion.
paper, led the veterans of Edwin
April 23—C. M. P. No. 1 vs C.-Gs; C. M. P. Libby Post into
of the closed models.
Unusually
an unfortunate
No.
2
vs
Barbers.
narrow pillars and very wide doors
April 28- Merchants vs Federate; Barbers e: ror Thursday. They assembled at
and windows give maximum vision vs Casion.
tlieir hall at 1.45 and marched to the
April 30—< M. I*. No. I is Wholesalers; Burpee funeral parlor:-, only to learn
Nickled radiator shell and headlampC.
M
P.
No,
» t'.-Oe.
tha{ ll)e services were held at 1
further accentuate the exterior at
tractiveness, while choices of four
' ociock nt the Crozier * Bowes parcolors in pyroxylin finish are offered
Uhlldren’s Coats at reduced prices. : lers. The veterans are very regretFuller-Cobb-Davls.—adv.
fuj

A box alarm from 49 awoke the
echoes yesterday morning and the
department found a hot chimney fire
in progress on Front street. Two
children were alone in the house at
the time and 'the older boy had
presence of mind enough to pull in
49, being rewarded by a ride on the
Ameriean-LaFranee engine from the
box to tlie scene of the blaze. Little
damage resulted. The apparatus was
hardly back in the house before a
grass fire on Cedar street required
Its attention. With reference to the
earlier fire. Chief Pettee took oc
casion to compliment the youngsters
on their prompt action in turning in
the alarm. It is the business of the
fire dejiartment to put out fires and
the sooner they receive the call the
smaller the resulting damage. The
chief urges that there he no hesita
tion in sending in a call at shortest
notice, phone "Centr&l Fire Station.’
The item in The Courier-Gazette of
a week ago announcing the need of
50 pairs of mittens for 50 children
met ready response. Mrs. Arthur S.
Littlefield sent a cheek of $10; Miss
Ella Richardson, superintendent of
tlie Knox Hospital, sent a dozen
balls of Fleisher yarn; some good
friend, agent of Santa, left a box of
two dozen newly knitted mittens,
Over the telephone several have said
they are knitting for the youngsters,
Two years ago the same quantity
was asked for and 98 pairs were sent
in, a record that by appearances will
he overtopped this year. City Matron
Corbett will not wait until Christ
mas to dispose of them Dirt will give
them out now' as the need calls.

President Coolidge, Gov. Brewster
and A. O. Thomas, State Commission
er of Education, are among the many
prominent officials who endorse Gold
en Rule Sunday, which tomorrow will
be observed the country over. Gov
Brewster, who is entertaining 16 boy
at the Blaine House in Augusta over
the weekend, will serve a Golden Rule
dinner Sunday night. How manyRockland citizens will follow his ex
ample?
At a meeting of the board of
trustees of the Public Library yes
terday afternoon Mrs. Stella McRae
was elected acting librarian of that
institution.
Mrs. McRae lias for
several years been identified witli
the library, to whose interests she
is earnestly devoted, and patrons of
the library will approve this recog
nition which the trustees have given
to her services.

? ‘

*

Simplicity in design has also been
carried to the ignition. There is
only one coil, in a waterproof case.
There are no vibrators to adjust,
and no exposed cables to work loose
or short circuit from water. The
distributor is located in a readily
accessible position on the engine.
Centrifugal water pump, large ra
diator and airplane propeller-type
fan provide a cooling Bystem which
makes the car very difficult to over
heat, except from abuse, such as
running without enougii oil, or dry
radiator.
From 20 to 30 miles to a gallon of
gasoline, depending upon driving
speed, is the gasoline consumption
announced. Feed to carburetor is bygravity.
The oiling system, also a distinct
ive Ford design, is a combination of
pump, splash and gravity feed. The
new transmission is of tile selective
sliding gear type, with standard
shift,, three speeds forward and orti?
reverse. The main shaft runs »»t
ball bearings, the counter-shaft oft
roller bearings and tlie reverse idleron bronze bearings, a power-saving
design unusual on light cars. Shift
ing of gears is noiselessly and easilyaccomplished. at the pressure of n
finger.
Multiple dry-disc clutch, rear axle
of three-quarter floating type housed
in electrically welded steel, aijd
spiral bevel gear drive are interest
ing features. The axle shafts tariy
none of the weight of the ear. the
wheels running on roller hearing
on the housing. Newly developed
springs of the transverse semi-ellif)
tic type and hydrauliA shock-absorb
ers prevent excessive up-and-down
movement and remove side sway..
Irreversible steering gear, whiqh
prevents shock from being trans...
i I , S I,back
. . 1 - 4..
I— « l-»hands
• . •-» . I i • zaoft* •the
li ZA
mitted
to 4the
driver, makes handling exceptional
ly easy. Maximum steering safety
Is further provided by a gear lioitsir.g of welded steel frogings, and a
steel tube steering column welded
Into the housing, making a sturdy
and exceptionally safe one-piece
unit.
There are six models of the new
ear. They are the phaeton, road
ster, sport coupe, coupe, Tudor se
dan and Fordor sedan.

For a Cold or Cough

GRIP
Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN’S RELIEF
on rising and retiring
Norway Medicine Co.

Every-Other-Day
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

BURPEES

Features Next Week

Mayor Carver’s

Accomplishments

1.

♦
Back tax collections of $86,742.49 ware spent indeed of being ap
plied te reduce the City Debt. Thp collection of back taxee for
ever removed a City Asset thst existed prior to this Administra
tion taking office. Those collections should have been used to
reduce the City Debt instead of being spent by this Administration
for other purposes. New the City has neither the asset nor the
money.

2.

Did net abide by the “one term” theory under which he was
publiely nominated. •

3.

Did not ask for bids on refunding the $20,903 bonds, as reeultl of
which the City would have paid more than it needed to pay if
competitive bidding had been allowed. Alderman Thursttn of
Ward 7 saved the City $£C0 on this atone, and he ha* constant'y
endeavored bo conserve the City's money. On that account, he ia
accused of “making trouble in the City Government !’’ The City
should elect Messrs. Carroll, Benner, Glover, Richardson, Trim,
Duncan and Thurston, who would comprise one of the best Boards
this City hat ever had.

4.

Congoleum Rug

$5.75
l i 8x9 rf. Choice of
patterns anil of many
different colors.
$1 Down—50c weekly

Spent more money than any Rockland City Administration ever
spent.

5.

Demanded more money in taxes than ever before.

6.

Did notemake good the $10,090 shortage in the Trust Funds.

7.

Allowed the public to believe hi* administration ‘saved” $80,003
by never publicly repudiating that fairy tai*.

8.

Allowed the public to believe his administration had reduced taxes,
wherta* it increased taxes.

9.

Cannot answer the facts of “The True Story,” but relies upon the
mistaken theory that the public is not sufficiently intelligent to
weigh unanswered facts as against propaganda. Instead of spe
cifically replying to specific charges, he published a set of figures
which had no relation to the charges, and In addition, used as his
baelt a “Net City Debt” figure which his own Auditor has previ
ously stated (71st Report page 41) was “misleading.’’ Obviously
more buncombe, to take Its place with th* $80,000 “saving” and
“taxes were reduced;” once claimed, but no longer even mentioned.

10.

Injured the efficiency of the library by not appointing a librarian,
in order to “save” the librarian's salary. Such “economy” needs
no comment.

11.

The Mayor stated in the November 29 Courier that “all bill* con
tracted before November 1, 1927, which have been presented, will
have been paid .... with $18,998.49 left in cash to continue busi
ness.'* The statement is ingenious. It was handy to buy a new
fir* truck at a cost of $6,250.00 but not have It legally “contracted
before November 1st," especially since net a cent has been paid
on it. If that $6,250.00 had been paid, and the $10,900.00 deficit in
Trust Funds replaced making a total of $17,150.00 the “Surplus"
would be reduced from $18,536.49 to only $1,416.49. Then, if bills
contracted but not yet presented are deducted from that, the
almost obliterated "surplus" would become a staggering defici*.
These figures will not be found in the public report because for
sdme strange reason the Carver administration does not report
for two whole years; instead, it report* only for the period from
January, 1926, to November, 1927, two months short.

Cedar Chests

Da-Couch

Bedroom Rocker

$11.75

$24.00
Opens to a full-size
bed. Fine spring and
heavy mattress pad.
Cretonne cover.
$1 Down—50c weekly

Large size chest of
genuine
Tennessee
red cedar. Guaran
teed moth-proof.
$1 Down—50c weekly

$2.98

Spinet Desk

$19.50
Plenty of room f,.r
writing materials in
the quaint h irdwo d
spinet desk.
$1 Down—53c weekly

Spring-'filled co n structlon.
Covered
in figured velours,
Very comfortable.
>1 Down—50c weekly

DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE.

won, hy the Brute, is verj- lovely.
Clyde Cook, known as^ine of the
fur.niest comedians of the vaude
ville’ stage, is cast as Oklahoma
Red. a prospector who strikes pay
dirt, and well cast he is.—adv.

STRAND THEATRE
' The Confession" which is one of
tf,jay.g feature pictures, is a powerfuj screen reproduction of a famous
play.
How the rugged forces of
man in a brute country are tempered
by the faith of a good man anil
true—how impetuous youth runs wi.d.
errs, pays the price and is redeemed
all entwined in a beautiful love
story weaves Itself into a powerful
d, amatlc document the equal of
whk-h you won't see this season.
The companion feature is "Hoo
doo Ranch" starring Buddy Roose
velt.
“The Brute" starting Monte Blue
is the big attraction presented next
Monday and Tuesday.
Blue is
splendidly cast as a slow-in-speech
quick-in-action cowboy of the days
when the West was really wild and
woolly. It Is among the really great
interpretations of the old days of the
Far West. There are the gold rush
the oll-Tush, rodeos and lariats and
Bad men, Indians, sands, and sage
brush, fights and faro, loves and
ladies, all tlie razzle dazzle of it, and
the humanity, tool Leila Hyams as
the dance hall girl fought for and

^he

ft]

EMPIRE THEATRE
The feature picture today is Fred
Humes in One Glorious Scrap."
Milton Sills' greatest picture of
the year, and the 4inesi offering of
his .screen career, is how those
who have seen “Men of Steel" are I
speaking of this tremendously pow
erful photoplay of steel which was
filmed from a story written by Sills JyI
ind which First National filmed in
-he gieat steel mills of the Tennes
see Coal and Iron Company at Bir
mingham. Alabama. "Men of Steel"
comes Monday and Tuesday with
Sills, the author, in the starring
role, that uf an immigrant mill
worker, and with a supporting cast
that includes Doris Kenyon in the
featured feminine role, Mae Allison.
Gt orge Fawcett, Frank Currier, Vic
tor M< Laglen and a host of other I
screen notables.—adv.

PARK THEATRE

&

The picture for today at the Park
is “In Old Kentucky" featuring
James Murray and Helene Costello
Five acts of feature vaudeville will
be Mother. Hayes and Mosher, com
edy cyclists, Alice & Waiter Hill in
"Poor Old Jim,” Joy and Percival in
It's Ail Over Now,” Marie Burton,
the grand opera girl, tlie Coes Com
edy and music.
Robert Burns—hard of Scotland—
is an assistant screen director! This
is the poMhutnous distinction of tlie
famous poet—for his words years
after his death helped in tlie pro
duction of "Annie Laurie," Lillian
Gish’s new Melro-C.oldwyn-Mayer
starring vehicle Cuming Munday lo
tlie Park Theatre. Lillian Gish plays «
Annie, daughter of the historic Sir
Robert Laurie in the new produc
tion, staged on a huge scale. Itais
laid about tlie historic massacre’at
Glencoe. Norman Kerry plays tlie
leading male role, and the cast in
cludes Hobart Bosworth. Russell
Simpson, Brandon Hurst, Creighton
Hale, Patricia Avery, Joseph Striker
and others of note.—adv.

S

New Ford9 Car
Prices
PHAETON...................... .................................... $
ROADSTER............................... ...................
COUPE............................................................
SPORT COUPE.....................................................
TUDOR SEDAN....................................................
FORDOR SEDAN.................................................
ROADSTER PICKUP...........................................

396.00
385.00
495.00
550.00
495.00
570.00
395.00

>/2 TON CHASSIS................ 7...............................
V/2 TON CHASSIS...............................................
1 */2 TON CHASSIS WITH CAB........................
1 >/2 TON CHASSIS with Cab and Stake Body..
1 >/2 TON CHASSIS with Cab and Body .....

325.00
480.00
545.00
610.00
600.00

n

Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc.
Str. CORNISH, freight only, leaves Rock
land for Boston, Wednesdays and Saturadys
at about 5.0ft P. M., and leaves Rockland for
Bangor and Intermediate landings, Tuesdays
and Friday* at about 5.30 A. M.
Str. WESTPORT, freight and passengers,
leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and inter
mediate landings, Tuesdays at 7.ftft A. M.. and
for Bluehill and intermediate landings, Fri
days at 7.00 A. M.
144 tf

Prices F. O. B. DETROIT
ORDERS WILL BE FILLED STRICTLY IN THE
*
ORDER RECEIVED
z

No children will be admitted to
the Old County Fair who have
whooping cough.
Admission
10
cents, babies free.—adv.

ImI

You have in a Guardian
Memorial an expression of
eternal beauty, peace and
security. Fashioned by mas
ter craftsmen from selected
Barre Granite, it is protected
forever by a Jones Brothers
Guarantee Bond.

CORNER DRUG STORE '

Christmas Suggestions
From a Very Complete Stcck We Are Pleased To Offer These
Timely Holiday Thoughts

Perfumes
Hudnuts, including the famous Three Flowers, Deauville and
others. Colgates Ashes of Roses, Piquante, Egypt Houbigants,
Quelque Fleurs, Boujoui^, all Palmer odors.

Atomizers
Beautiful line, all sizes, 75c and up.

Toilet and Facial Soaps
Ideal gifts, individually wrapped.

Ladies’ Manicure Rolls
Red, Pink, Yellow, Green Linings, Rich Leather Coverings,
$2.00

Cigar and Cigarette Humidors
Ash Trays—Ail Varieties.

Christmas Stationery
is always in goed taste.

We have a Complete Line.

Kodaks
Erownie Cameras, Flashlights, Match Holders, Bath Salts,
Pocketbooks.

Christmas Candies
The Nation’s Quality Standards—Whitman's, Page & Shaw’s,
Maillard’s, Lowney’s, Tiffany's. The Best there is in new,
Freeh Boxes.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
COODS PACKED TO MAIL ON REQUEST

CORNER DRUG STORE
MAIN a.
CL LlMfeKOCK
LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND.

TEL. 378-J
145-14C

Second
/

*

Liberty Loan Bonds
.
t
Are Called For Payment
NOVEMBER 15, 1927
Attention is called to the fact that more than
27,000,000 of past due Government Securities have
not been presented for payment.
If you have any we would be glad to collect them,
also the Second Liberty Loan Bonds and U. S. Treasury
Savings Certificates.

Knox County Motor Sale? Co.

Rockland Savings Bank

Phone 333

Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND, MAINE

GUARDIAN MEMORIALS
Eixriasting Beauty

E. A. GLIDDEN A CO.
Waldoboro, Ma.

AuthorizeJ Dittribulort

Surplus and Profits

Deposits

$202,996.22
$2,475,083.29
94-S-tf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 3, 1927.

Every-Other-Day
SEVERS HOME TIES

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

W. C. Bird, Soon To Leave
Here, Resigns From Local
Organizations.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 4—Gold Rule Sunday.
Dec. 5—Municipal election.
Dec. 7—Camden Congregational aodety,
Christmas sale at the chapel.
Dec. 7—Thomaston—.Annual fair at Meth
odist Uhurcli.
Dec. 7—Camden Congregational society
Christmas sale at the chapel.
Dec. Hl— Auxiliary St. Peter’s Church
Christinas sate and supper In Grand Army
hall.
Dec. HI (li p. m.)— Picnic supper for Edu
cational Club members at Methodist vestry.

Mrs. Abbie Carkin is critically ill
with pneumonia at her home, 15
Achorn street.

•Richard I’. Bird is pledged to the
Beta Theta Bi Fraternity at the Uni
versity of Maine.
The third game of the City Series
will be rolled at the Recreation al
leys Monduy at 7.45.
I'ales Circle, Indies of the <1. A.
R, will meet witli Mrs. Ij<-na Merry,
Thomaston, Wednesday evening.
W. O. Cummings has returned from
a hunting expedition in Appleton,
with one deer as his reward.
Arthur S. Macomher is home from
Marblehead for rhe winter. He has
been employed on a houseboat the
past summer.

Major Ralph W. Brown called upon
Adjutant Gen. Hanson in Augusta
and also appeared for the petition
ers in a pardon case.
Judson Benner has moved from
Broad street to Warren where he
will occupy the Newman house which
has been extensively repaired.

Capt.
day for
tention
Sailors'

David Conners left Wednes
Staten Island with the in
of spending the winter at
Snug Harbor.

The resignation of William C. Bird,
vice president of the Rockland &
Rockport Lime Corporation, as brief
ly announced in The Courier-Gazette
Thursday, was read with much sur
prise and regret, for his changed
plans were known to very few per
sons outside of his family.
His approaching departure from
Rocklahd, to take a staff position
with Bond & Goodwin, Inc., necessi
tates the severance of local relations
which have been very pleasing. Mr.
Bird was a member of the Rotary
Club and Forty Club, a director of
the Chamber of Commerce, Rockland
Country Club. Community Chest and
Loan & Building Association, and a
trustee of the Universalist Church.
This meant the writing of as many
resignations—and this proved not an
easy matter for one who has found
such congenial relationship In these
organizations. ,
Mr. Bird is a son of Mrs. Jennie
Bird of Talbot avenue, and graduated'
from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1912.
The next year he went to Canada
and was employed by a corporation
which operated a brickyard. From
there he went to the staff of the
Dirkes Lumber Co. in Kansas City,
his work being in the States of Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas. 'He came
back home to take the general man
agement of the Rockland, Thomaston
& Camden Street Railway and was
with this public utility for three
years.
In April, 1920, he entered the em
ploy of the Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corporation as general superin
tendent. Appreciation of his serv
ices found signal recognition two
years ago when he was elected vice
president in charge of operations,
with duties as general manager In the
absence of the president.
The opportunity to enter a larger
field, as represented by association
witli Bond & Goodwin, Inc. is the di
rect outcome of some special work
which he did for that concern not
long ago, and came to him wholly un
solicited. The firm has offices in
Boston and New York, but Mr. Bird
will have headquarters in the latter
city, assigned to special duty as an
Investigator. His family will remain
In Rockland until his plans are more
fully developed.

The Catholic Charitable Society
will hold its next whist party Mon
day night at 8 o’clock in the BP’W
The city election takes place next Club rooms. Mrs. Willis II. Ander
Monday.
The polls opening at 7 son is chairman, assisted by Mrs.
a. m„ and closing at 7 p. m. The John H. Flanagan.
result will probably not be known
much before 9 o’clock.
Canton Lafayette, P. M., I. O. O.
F holds its annual meeting next
•K
Wednesday night, at which time the
son Sheridan of The Highlands left Auxiliary will be inspected by Ma
Tuesday hy motor for Somerville, jor Luke S. Davis, retired. Supper
Mass., where they are visiting rel will be served at 6 o’clock.
atives.
Earle Dow, who has been ethployed
bv the IW. II. Glover Co. as book
keeper for several years past has
resigned that position and will devot" his attention to insurance mat
ters.

The basketball schedule of Crosby
High School. Belfast, includes these
games: Dec. 16, Belfast at Rockland;
Jan. 27, Camden at Belfast; Feb. 3.,
Rockland at Belfast; Feb. 24, Bel
fast at Rockport; March 2, Belfast
at Camden; March 21, Rockland at
Belfast.

The first bond of the Maine Public
Health Association which is conduct
Owing to the length of the pro
ing its annual health drive was pur gram at the Park Theatre today the
chased by the Auxiliary of Winslow- first evening show will start at 6.00
Holbrook Post.
o’clock and the second at 8.30. The
feature picture is “In Old Kentucky”
Rockland friends of Forrest Bur with Helene Costello and James
kett of Camden will be glad to learn Murray, also five acts of feature
that his condition is much improver!. vaudeville will be presented.
Although still in bed, his temperature
has lowered and there are many other
New Hampshire has enjoyed with
encouraging features in the case.
the rest of us the sustained com
fortable weather. Witness this box
Miss 'Margaret Lindsey enter received in the mail, sent to the be
tained Misses Mary LaCrosse, Har lated-flower editor by Mrs. L. J.
riet Lufkin, Charlotte Wardwell and Sylvester, who. on the last day of
Gwendolyn Lindsey Friday evening November, plucked from ' her garden
at her home on.Grace street in honor in Hampton Beach the English
of her 15th birthday. The dining daisies and wjiite clover tliat it con
loom was prettily decorated in keep tained.
ing with the coming holiday. The
•
birthday cake with its candles made
A well known young matron was
ait attractive center piece.
driving her Marmon a casual 40 to
ward her Grove street home Thurs
The Woman’s Auxiliary of St. day noon with her mind busy on
r» ler’s Church will hold a 'sale of chateaux en Espagne (Mo.) when
aprons and fancy goods, suitable for those thoughts were brought hack
Christmas gifts, nt the Grand Army to Rockland, Maine by the disap
Hall the afternoon ■ and evening of pearance of the earth beneath her
December 10. There will he a pub rear wheels.
Investigation dis
lic supper served from 5 until 7 closed tlie cause to be the sinking of
o'clock.
145-147
the age-weakened timbers support
ing tlie roadway over the brook,
Tlie Ladies Auxiliary, will hold a in front of the Sub Rosa apartments.
public supper, in American Legion The sole result is a new bridge in
hall, Saturday at 5 o’clock.—adv.
stalled yesterday by Commissioner
145-lt
Gardner.

Page Three

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Republicans
of
Ward Three
•

It is said in high glee in certain quarters that Ward
Three is “Fixed,” that the voters "will not come out.”

Let’s Prove the Loyalty of Old Ward Three !
Make a special effort to come to the polls between 7
A. M. and 7 P. M., come early if possible, and give
Mayor Carver a rousing majority !
Men and Women of Ward Three—It Is Squarely
Up To You !

Warren S. Gardner,
John M. Richardson,
of Republican City Committee.
/

SALVATION ARMY
477 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Adjutant and Mrs. W., Phillips
OF PORTLAND
WILL CONDUCT SPECIAL SERVICES ON

SATURDAY, DEC. 3, at 8 P. M.
SUNDAY, DEC. 4, at 11 A. M. and 3 and 8 P. M.
A HEARTY INVITATION TO ALL

Christmas
Means
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Round* will
preach on the subject, “A God Near
At Hand.” The church school will
convene at noon. The Fellowship
League will meet In Ihe vestry at 6
o’clock.

Something for the Home
Though something for a minute
Some heart a moment cheers.
The gift with Christmas In it
Is something for the years.
The little gifts are pleasant,
The gifts as light as foam.
But, for the great big present,
Give something for the home !

• • » f

On Sunday at the Salvation Army
Citadel, Adjutant and Mrs. W. Phil
lips of Portland, will conduct the
services. The visiting officers are
the young people's secretaries for this
division of army work and having
spent a lengthy period in China on
missionary service, their message
should be one of great benefit.
e « • •

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson seimon, “God the Only
Cause and Creator." Sunday school
at noon. The reading room is lo
cated at 400 Main street, over
Daniels’ Jewelry store and is open
each week day from 2 to 5 o’clock.

Gateleg Tables
$16.00 and up

Martha Washingtons
$12.75 and up

Mahogany and Walnut—-Peer
less for decorative and utilita
rian purposes. Handsomely
finished.

Beautiful and dainty additions
to the home furnishings. Use
ful and distinctive.

* • • «

Universalist services tomorrow in
clude preaching at 10.30 by Rev. C.
A. Knickerbocker, subject, “Author
ity in Religion.” The choir will sing
the anthems “Sing, O Daughter of
Zion,’” Hoffses and “Spirit of God,”
Humason. The Junior Y. P. C. U.
wifi meet as usual at 3. leader, Na
omi Stearns and Y. P. C. U. devo
tional meeting will be at 6, leaders,
Carl Herrick and Robert Wallis.
* * • •
At St. Peter’s Church, Episcopal,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, tlie serv
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
ate for the second Sunday in Advent;
choral eucharist and sermon at 10.30;
church school at noon. The early
celebration of the holy communion
will be at St. John Baptist Church.
Thomaston, also evensong at 7
o'clock. Holy communion on Wed
nesday morning in the chapel of St.
Peter’s at 7.30, litany Friday night
at 7.30.

Windsor Chairs
$4.75 and up
Handsome additions—one for
every nook and corner makes
the home complete.

Spinnet Desks
$17.00 and up
The ideal Christmas gift—a
charming piece to place in
any home.
Mahogany and
walnut.

Trade Early

There isn’t any other
That hearts will hold as fast,
That pleases Dad and Mother
Like something that will last—
A chair, a table near it,
A lamp to "light the gloam—
To bring the Christmas spirit.
Give something for the home !

(///'/'
LX—

Table Lamps
$3.00 and up
Brighten the corners and re
lieve the barren appearance
by adding a Tab'e or Bridge
Lamp. All types and prices.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Free Delivery
We Will Hold
Goods Until
Christmas

Cash or
*-• • «
LOUIS MARCUS, Proprietor
The sacrament of Vie Lord’s supper
Easy Terma
will be observed at the Methodist
PRATT MEMORIAL
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Church In the morning with an ad
dress hy the pastor on “Our Supreme
M. E. CHURCH
Loyalty.” The anthem “The Great
Day of the Lord is Near at Hand,"
Sunday Evenings
Martin, will be sung. Church school
7.15 P. M.
meets at noon and Epworth League that it will become an established
SUNDAY
at 5.30 p. m. The evening service comes custom, to be given each year by a
Series of Sermons
at 7.15 p. m., “The Generous Man” combination of organizations on a
Representative Men
will be the topic of the sermon and much larger scale.
Miss Crockett will sing "O Rest in
Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold
Dec. 4. “The Generous Man.”
the Lord." Tuesday prayer service memorial services in Strand Theatre
The
is
at
7.30
p.
m.,
subject,
“
Discovering
Dee. 11. “The Narrowminded Man”
Sunday evening, and the program will
Younger Generation?”
God," followed hy an official board
begin at 7.30 Instead of 8. as stated
Give quiet to your Sabbath eve
The famous J. W. A. Cigars are now packed
meeting.
on the tickets. Music will be fur
Fine Music
ning by attending Church
* * • •
nished by Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
in attractive Christmas Boxes of the sizes
145*8148
Rev. O. W. Stuart has returned
FIRST
and a Warren male quartet compris
from his vacation and will occupy
most desired—Ideal Gifts for Men.
ing Chester Wyllie. Charles Wilson,
The Maine State Grange holds its
BAPTIST CHURCH
his pulpit at Littlefield Memorial
54th annual session in Portland, Dee.
John Robinson and Ward Stetson.
Church Sunday, speaking at 10.30
13 and 14. J. E. Abbott has no op
Edward R. Veazie will sing "Beauti
The L. T. L. rfiet at the Baptist ves from the subject, ’’God's !Rod and
position to being re-elected state
ful Isle of Somewhere.” The address
The new hymnals will .be
try Thursday after school. The treas Staff.’’
master.
will be delivered by Brother Arthur
urer reported dues paid for 23 mem used at this service and the choir
S. Welch of Portland Lodge, No. 188
in the city. Packed ready for mailing upon
bers.
Three new’ members wpre will sing the anthem “A Song of
who made such a fine impression
Guy Simpson and Miss Alida D. signed
Service,"
Adams.
There
will
also
be
The children are cutting
request
'
Knowlton of Criehaven were mar used post cards for pifzzles, for the. a vocal duet by Misses Sibyl Jones when he delivered’ .a similar address
here on a previous occasion. Mem
ried at the Methodist parsonage on
Bible school
work of the Sunshine Society among and Doris Daggett.
Thursday, Rev. John Dunstan .offi
bers of Rockland Lodge who have
shut-ins. Thanks are extended to comes at the close of the morning
ciating. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond An
died during the year were Elmer S.
local flower shops which gave flowers service and Miss IBerla Lord will lead
derson accompanied tlie bridal pair.
Bird and George Herbert Blethen.
for flower mission work. The playlet the young people's service at 6 o'clock
147&150&153
“flood Will’’ is to be given Dec. 30. The evening meeting at 7.15 opens
BORN
L. E. Wardwell of Camden knew
by
stirring
song
service
with
Miss
Burton
—
Spruce
Head,
Nov.
—
,
to
Mr.
and
—'
»
there was a fire in Rockland yester
Evelyn Jacobs at the piano. The Mts. Elbert Burton, a son.
A school of instruction for the
day morning as soon as Rockland
choir will sing “Sweet Sabbath Eve,'
officers
of
the
Second
Battalion,
people themselves knew it. Coming
MARRIED
Kirkpatrick."
The pastor speaks
Simpson-Knowlton—-Rockland, Dee. 1, hy J
out of hts driveway he heard the dia- 240th Regiment of Coast Artillery, from the subject “Star In the East.’
will
be
held
in
this
city
Saturday
Rev.
John
Dunstan.,
Guy L. Simpson and Miss
phone 8Vj miles distant and caught
and Sunday, opening with a supper Quarterly business meeting at close Alida Dorothy Knowlton, both of Criehaven.
the number, 49, very plainly.
at tHotei Rockland at 6.30 this eve of Tuesday evening social service.
• • • e
DIED
ning.
Adjutant General Hanson,
An authorized magazine solicitor Co!. Roy E. Decker, U; iS. Army
The subject of the Sunday morn
Wentworth—Thomaaton,
Nov.
30,
Mrs.
has been working Rockland selling disbursing officer; and Lieut. R. E ing service at the First Baptist Annie Wentworth, aged 82 years, 1 month.
23
days.
a four-dollar magazine for $1. DeMerritt, I'. S. A., will be in at Church will be "A Leap to God.”
Starrett—Warren. Nov. 30, Joshua Starrett,
Through the prompt efforts of Fred tendance. Major Ralph W. Brown followed by the communion service. aged 82 years.
Foster -South Thomaston. Dec. 2, William
Harden, who has represented the will lie in charge of the school.
Special music will include a solo by
Foster, aged 78 years. 10 months, 20 days.
publishers locally for tlie past 10
Mrs. Kathleen Marston, “The Hoi)' A.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o’clock from lata resi
years the bogus canvasser’s efforts
Hour,” Nevin, and the anthems "O dence.
One hundred Chapter Masons, in Worship The Lord," Watson and
Wellman—Rockland, Dec. 1. Doris, wife of
were stopped.
clusive of visitors from Waldoboro, 'Tni a Pilgrim, I’m a Stranger” by Flores Welhnan. aged 22 years, 11 months, 22
days.
Burial In Waldoboro.
Newhall—Thtonuwpon, Dee. 2, Alaua J.,
Among those who Ind exception Thomaston, Camden and Union, sat the choir. The Church school con
ally high marks when ranks came down to the excellent supper served venes at the noon hour and the widow of diaries F. A. Newhall, aged 62
years, 2 months. Funeral at 2 p. m. Monday
out for the first half semester at by Golden Rod Chapter Thursday Young People’s Christian Endeavor from 185 Broadway, Rockland.
University of Maine—in other words, evening. The occasion was the in at 6 o’clock. In the Temptation se
among those wlio made the dean’s spection of King Solomon's Temple ries of sermons Mr. Browne will
CARD OF THANKS
The Willing Workers of Appleton wish fo
Ils’ were Clifton H. Robbins and Chapter by John L. Tewksbury of sypeak at 7.15 on “Who Is To
the people of that town and 1he sur
Charles K. Hooper of Camden, Ken Camden, Rt. Ex. D. D. G. H. P. The Blame? The Young Generation?” thank
rounding towns for the help they gave, which
neth R. Haskell of Deer Isle and Royal Arch degree was 'conferred There will be special music in ad made the Harvest Home the tremendous suc
on
Joseph
Taylor,
'
Edwin
Woolston
dition
to
the
anthem
"Except
The
cess It was.
Delbert L. Moody of Waldoboro.
Nov. 30.
•
and William H. Boyd, who belong to Lord Build The House” sung by the
the construction forces at the Ce
Tlie anual meeting of King Hiram's ment plant; and Stanley A. Snow. choir. The prayer meeting on Tues
IN MEMORIAM
day evening will be a special birth
In loving memory of our dear wife and
Council, R. & 8. M. was held last Luigi Venezia. Eugene E. Stoddard
day meeting and the subect will be mother. Ruxbu-y F. Harrington, who passed
night, these officers being elected: ar.d Dr. Blake B. Annis. The sup
“The Light Of The World.” The away Dec. 4. 1920.
Frank A. Beverage, II. M.; James F. per was the last to be served on
Time may pass and bring Ha changes.
Burgess, D. M.; James E. Stevens. one of these occasions under the Circle supper will be held on Wed
TRAOC. MARK RCO U.S PAT OFF.
Fresh with eiery coming year,
nesday evening and the Teacher
But her memory will be clterlahed
P. C. of W.; J. A. Richan, treasurer; administration of Worthy Matron
Training Class on Friday evening.
In our hearts that held her dear.
Charles L. Robinson, recorder; E. It. Mattie Spaulding, wlio has achieved
Gone but not forgotten by her husband and
Veazie. captain of the guard; F. A. much success in this line.
Impressive funerat services were daughter.
Beverage, J. F. Burgess and J. E.
Clarence E. Harrington, Edna H. Melvtn., *
held Wednesday afternoon at the
Stevens, finance committee. The in
TO LET—Several nice rents and apart
Named Archfit Because
Universally. Church, Rev. C. A
The
Maine
Music
Co.
announces
stallation will take place at the reguments In Thomaston and Rockland, furnlahed
Knickerbocker officiating, for Arlene and unfurnished. Inquire EASTERN agar.
the
receipt
of
a
telegram
from
the
||:tr meeting in January.
Radio Corporation of America whish' the 8-year-old daughter of Mr. and ESTATE CO., 32 Union St. Tel. 819. 140-tf
reaffirms the policy of guaranteeing Mrs. Ernest P. Jones. The floral
TO LET—(Furnished rooms at 10 PLEAS
The committee in charge of tlie the prices of tlie following RCA Ra- tributes were of great number and ANT ST. Tel. 854-W.
145-450
Old County Fair ask that all exhibits diolas and Loudspeakers until July beauty, betokening rhe love held for
TO LET—-Furnished apartment of two or
3d. It is built on
he at the hall Monday forenoon so 1. 1928, at least. At that time further the little girl and the sympathy ex three rooms with lights and water. Very cozy
1 st. It is straight
and convenient for light housekeeping. 204
that they quay he properly arranged notification will be issued.
a combination
RCA tended to the sorrowing family. The RANKIN ST. Tel. 1187-J.
145-147
Have names securely sewed to ail Radiola-28, RCA Radiola Loudspeak bearers were Earle Smith, M. .1
lasted and fits
last, made two
needle work exhibits and name past er No. 104, RCA Radiola Loudspeak Dick, Evan Marston and George
ed on all jars, etc. Tilts will greatly er No. 100-A, RCA Radiola-16, RCA Wood.
Interment was at Achorn
the foot in its
widths narrower
help the committees. They would Radlola-17, IhCA Radlola-20; RCA cemetery.
also tike everything removed from Radiola-30-A, RCA Radiola-32. We,
at
the heel than
natural shape.
the hall as soon after 6 o'clock as are emphasizing the matter at this
The W. C. T. U. met at the home
possible. A number of rugs and particular time because all sorts of of the Misses Ada and Alena Young
at the ball of the
patchwork pieces are already listed. rumors have been brought to our yesterday afternoon. The topic of
BOUGHT
AND
SOLD
foot.
A musical program is given in the attention and we want all RCA Au the meeting was "The child in our
thorized Dealers to realize that the midst,” with Mrs. John Dunstan as
afternoon.
“Cash On the Spot
2d. It has a nar
RICA line is thoroughly stablized
Any Size Lot”
leader, who gave a very interesting
Children’s Coats at reduced prices. with adequate protection for every talk on the needs of children of to
row shank that
4th. It has a pear
one concerned.—adv.
Tol.
7SSW
or 899 and our repre
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
day, and the responsibilities of par
sentative
will
call
on
you
ents. She spoke of the children in
shaped heel, fit
fits close to the
foreign lands and how they are -being
Rockland
Furniture
Co.
ting
snugaround
commercialized. She noted that much
arch, supporting
15 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 788W
has been done along the lines of child
the top and wid
145-S&Tu-bf
welfare, but there Is much yet to do
it.
work in which all may bear a part
er at the base.
that a program of three fold develop
CITY PROPERTY, FARMS, ETC.
ment for the child, mental, physical
and spiritual may he carried on. The
meeting raised <5 for the Near East
SPECIAL
If you want your friends and rel
Relief fund.
Made of high grade tan calfskin and carried in stock
atives to ba healthy this winter,
I have a remarkably
D and E wide
Under the auspices of Ruth May buy a keg of Sauer Kraut.
good home for only
hew Tent, Daughters of Union Veter
2Vt Gallon Kegs
$2.50
ans, with Mrs. J. -F. Cooper as chair
4 Gallon Kogs
$3.CO
man, a "County Fair” wdll be given
$3000
in G. A. R. hall Monday afternoon
Can send it Anywhere in tha
Why not have a shoe that fits?
EASY TERMS
with supper at 6 o’clock, with sale of
United States
fancy work, aprons, cooked food,
candy, preserves, etc., and a baby
show. Several awards will be made
INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS
to exhibitors, and two prizes for the
EDWIN A. DEAN
AT THE WALKOVER SIGN
baby show, first to the baby up to
ROBERT V. COLLINS
* ROCKLAND, MAINE
two years old, second to baby between
|)75 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 77
ROCKLANI
Rockland, Me.
.two and three. The committee are
Telephone 1181M
142-S-tt
taring no effort to make the "Coun
145S154
ty Fair” a complete success, In hope

.'PMiffeewe'S’S’s’-’c'e'S'S’S's'e's’c's’sis’s

“Who is To Blame?

J. W. A.s for Christmas

Sold By Every Dealer

J. W. A. CIGAR CO.

hafo-d'cer
“ARCHFIT” OXFORD

RCA-Radiola 17
Requires neither batteries
nor battery eliminators
It operates directly from the
lighting socket by means of the
new “AC” Radiotrons. Thia is
one of the reasons why Radiola
17 is the year's outstanding
achievement in radio. Simplicity
of operation, sturdy construction
and excellent tone quality are
outstanding features of this new
receiver. Tuning ie accomplished
entirely by one knob. In addition
there is only a volume control to
regulate the output and a twitch
to turn the current on and off.
|n Radiola 17, the owner finds
all cf the refinements that recent
developments have contributed
to the radio art. Its compact
cabinet, beautifully finished in
mahogany, contains all the Mech
anism necessary for operation.

Over the tuning control, there is
a small electric light which not
only illuminates the station se
lector but also serves as an indi
cator that the current is on or
off.
Radiola 17 employs the perfect
ed RCA tuned radio frequency
circuit which consists of three
stages of radio frequency ampli
fication, detector and two stages
of audio frequency amplification.
The power Radiotron UX-171 is
uped in the last audio stagq to
insure substantial volume with
out distortion. This Radiola is
the culmination of years of re
search in set and tube design to
produce, for a moderate price, a
completely socket power operat
ed receiver.

Without Radiotrons - - - $130.00
With Radiotrons
.... $157.50
With 100A Speaker - - - $192.50

AINE
Rockland, Me.

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE

REAL ESTATE

SAUER KRAUT

PRICE $7.50

McLAIN SHOE STORE

•r-D-y
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SPORTING CIRCLES

FOOTBALL REVIEW

Some Subjects Under Discus- Popularity of Fall Game Is
sion By Winter League.
Shown By Record Attend-

ToCo

FINE USED CAR BARGAINS
1924
1920
1924
1923
1921
1922
1923
1925
1923
1922
1921
1921
1926

ance—Many Upsets.

Either*Lincoln Academy’s basket
ball team is far below standard this
season qr Richmond High has an exExcept for a few final and fluurceptional court team, for the Rich- ishing gestures in die South and far
mond boys licked tlie Academy team West the open season for touchdowns
last week, 18-15 at Damariscotta. In ant] uprooted goal posts has come to
view of the fact Lincoln was chosen a record-breaking conclusion. Sento play ill the Rates tourney last sational from the first shrill blasts
We have just received our second car of
March and licked Lewiston High, it „f thP whistle, the college campaign
would appear that it has suffered a of 1907 has been featured by unpre
TOCO Hi-Test Gas. This is positively the
relapse. Undoubtedly the graduation cedented attendance at games from
of Ralph Brewer. All-Maine scholas- coast t0 coast an(i a succession of
best gas ever sold through a pump in this
tic guard has something to do with ,fon„ tlip-flops that have produced
section.
it.—Bath Times.
new champions in nearly every con*
ference or section.
Baseball popped back into the
From the spectacular point of view,
One trial will convince you that you have
limelight Tuesday with a series of thp Cnmax was reached Saturday
swift changes in personnel and man- when ,.hp greatest football crowd of
never used anything like it.
Well, Thanksgiving vacation is their choice of cither a season ticket
agement. As one of the foremost a„ (imp 113 000 was packed into the
over and we’re all back at school to the home basketball games or a
burgh club in the National League vaM( reachea of soldier Field, Chicaagain. I had a wonderful dinner; a trip to the Lincoln game on the spe
,Klkl Cuyler passed from the Pittst0 aee Notre Dame's warriors nose
fine, fat mouse with lots of catnip. cial train. Both winning essays will
burgh club in the National League ()Ut Southprll California while 76.000
Somehow or other I don’t feel a bit be printed in the Christmas edition to the Chicago Cubs in exchange for more ,n „ew YorR f((rmed a colorfui
like working. I guess the pupils feel of "What's What,” which comes out Earl (Sparkplug) Adams, second . . ..... ’
,rn,v a Pconquest
,infl,iest
background for ,.
the Army's
the samt as I do, but Christmas isn’t Dec. 13.
baseman, and Floyd Scott, outfielder,
• • « •
of the Navy.
so very far oft.
two venerable stars of Yankee teams
• * • •
Estimates gathered by the Associ
Last week the interclass game be past drifted out of the American
Tel .127
Rockland, Me.
104 Park Street
Hearing the clack of typewriters, tween the Freshmen and Sophomores League for the time being. And. as ated Press from all sectors of the
as .1 was taking my afternoon consti was played. Those who bought tlie Yankees announced the uncon football battlefront indicate it is no
tutional in the upper hall the other tickets for the game were excused ditional release of Pitchers Boh exaggeration to place the aggregate
day. I decided to pay a long neg the last two periods in the afternoon Shawkey, right handed veteran, and attendance at all college games some
lected call on Mrs. Robinson and see but those that didn't had to stay and ’’Dutch” Reuther, southpaw, the where between 25.000,000 and 30.000how the typewriting classes wede study. I didn't have a cent so I Philadelphia Athletics hoisted Eddie 000. There is no way of reckoning
coming along. I scratched politely couldn't go, and I did want to see Collins to a position as “general as the figure exactly, or of getting the
at the door and was admitted at that game so badly! “It is to howli" sistant" to Connie Mack, veteran final financial returns but it seems
• « • *
fairly consarvative to place the total
once. Mrs. Robinson told me that at
pilot.
■gate" somewhere about $50,000,000.
The Girl Scouts of Troop 3 had a
present the whole class is working
• * • •
Nearly eight million fans thus are
for a Competent Typist’s Certificate. very successful candy and sandwich
The early season workouts of the
of
To win this, a rate of 50 words a sale Wednesday at recess. I grabbed Morse 111^11
High xllllUUI
School UrtaHtUKlIi
basketball nuildtl
squad accounted for in four Main areas
,
K’«»
minute is necessary, with five errors a sandwich and ate it in the gym will be watched with interest. Men battle hut they represent pro a
or less allowed. The following pupils balcony before anyone found me.
like Eaton Lyden and Longiey, each not more than 30 percent nt t e o .1
• • • •
have already passed this test: Eliza
and every one as good as any school turnout at thousands of games in
beth Duncan, Norma Hutchinson,
I heard a strange male voice in in Maine can boast, will be watched everF nook and corner ot the na on.
Kathleen Webber. Etta Brown, Elea the assembly hall recently so I tip carefully. Everything depends on There were millions more who ear
nor
Young,
Elmer
Montgomery, toed in very cautiously to see who this trio. If they make good. Morse about the big battles over the ra 10,
Brenda Blackall, Sylvia Condon. it was. I was surprised to see none will come back says the Bath Times, making up an audience of unpreIrene Weymouth, Dorothy McLen- other than my friend Mr. Phillips
• * • »
cedented proportions in one season
non. Elizabeth Harden. Angelina talking in a most peculiar voice. I
Jimmy Buzzeil, brilliant halfback f°r an>' sP°rtMazzeo, Margaret Everett, Ellena asked one of the seniors (for they of the University of Maine football
The downfall of 1926 champion,
Dyer,
Myer
Benovitch,
Cecelia know everything) if he was trying eleven, was elected captain for the 's the most striking feature o com
Mitchell, Alice Hodgkins and Leah to effect a disguise but she said. “No. 1928 season. Buzzeil was the choice petition. To show how- complete the
Peterson. I also found that 15 bronze he has a very had cold.” And so, of the players over several other turn-over has been it is onij nt"-es
and nine silver pins have been won what looked to he a promising mys veterans, including Rip Black and sary to note that not one
1
.
this year by seniors, and that the tery was exploded, as mysteries have George Coltart, two other stars of the major undefeated teams o
s
highest records this year are held a way of doing in everyday life.
maohino at
able to hoast a clean slate for 19-7.
1926 machine
at Mnint.
Maine.
♦
•
•
•
by Xorma Hutchinson and Elizabeth
Only one of the championship out
• • • •
Boys’ basketball
practice
has
Duncan, who have both written at
The New Year’s Day football game fits of last year, Stanford. Is still
started
with
a
squad
of
about
40
re

the rate of 67 words per minute.
at the Tournament of Roses in Pasa- around the top and the Cardinals, alporting. I can hardly wait to see dena, Calif., will be played by the un- th,,UBh unbeaten in the Pacific Coast
<
• • • •
_f — — .. _ .
1 . ..,I T 1- , » a
L rt I n O 11 n .
" “Firpo” Frye's devastating smile is them wallop Lincoln Academy.
defeated Pittsburg team and Stan conference itself, have had tlie un
pleasant
sensation
of
being
trimmed
getting him into a lot of trouble
ford University, Rockland radio fans
by St. Mary's and Santa Clara in two
CALLED "GAME ANIMALS”
lately. Last week in U. S. History
will tune in on this match.
of the year's main upsets.
• * • •
ctass “Firp" gave Dorothy Choate
All told, only seven "Big College”
one of his heart-breaking glances Bears and Rabbits Not Fur Bearers,
Johnny Risko is anxious to meet
Game Department Rules.
Jack Dempsey or the winner of the teams remain undefeated this season
and she was so thrilled that she
Jack Sharkey-Tom Heeney bout to a"d a" of these except Georgia have
dropped the handful of paper she
It it not the Original
• experience,, at least one tie TenWas carrying. Someone really should
Bears and rabbits are considered be held in the Garden on Jan. 13.
cost, but the up-keep
______________ nessee, Pittsburgh, Washington and
tell him to curb this dangerous as game animals and not as fur
that sells R U D Y Fur
HENS AND MINISTERS’FUND
Jefferson, Texas Aggies. Minnesota
Weapon.
naces. Call us or come
bearing animals by the State De
* • • •
and Illinois complete this list.
in and ask us about
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Old
Biddy
and
ner
pais
tnat
reside
Notre Danie’s flashy troupe start'“■I liked two items in the current Game and thus can he hunted with
the price of a RUDY
out with bright prospects of reissue of ’"What’s \Mhat" especially out the securing of a combination on a farm near New Lancaster, Kas.,
HEATER for your
well. One was an article by Miss hunting and trapping licepse cost have been doing religious duty on u,rning to National Championship
home.
Glenn Stevens, girls’ physical direc ing either $10 or $5. it was announced >unda>s for the past three years and heights hut the Irish stumbled into
with Minnesota and then fell
SIMON K. HART
tor, on Swedish Gymnastics. The recently at the department. Only consequently have swelled the en- a
other article was written by Emery the regular 25 cent resident hunting dowment fund for the retired min- before the Army’s charge, spoiling a
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
isters of the Kansas conference to record otherwise illuminated by tri"Runt" Trafton, of athletic fame, on license is necessary to hunt them.
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Streets
The fur bearing animals include the extent of $88. The pledging of umphs over the Navy, Georgia Tech
245 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
the need of boy cheer leaders at the
ROCKLAND, ME.
the Sunday eggs was the plan adopt- and 'Southern California,
games. This paper has some really skunks, raccoons, foxes, otter, fisher,
ln the East. Lafayette, Brown and
worthwhile things in it. The papers mink, etc., and for the hunting of ed several years ago by farm women
not sold at the High School will be these a combination hunters’ and in an endeavor to aid the retired min- the Navy, have been beaten back, the
isters of the Kansas conference.
"iron men" of Brown crumbling into
on sale every two weeks at one of the trappers' license is required.
no less than six successive portions
Such license is not required, how
stores down street, where anyone
of defeat. In their places. Yale, beaten
ever, for the hunting of bobcats,
may get a copy for three cents.
only by Georgia in an early season
• • • •
loucevler and Canadian lynx on
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
fray, and Pittsburgh, tied only by
The following sophomores were not which a bounty is offered.
Agents for "BESTWALL" (The Best Plasterboard Made)
Washington and Jefferson, present
absent or tardy during the first
ATLAS PAINTS, MURPHY VARNISHES
the chief claims to mythical eastern
quarter: Kennedy Crane, Frances
championship recognition.
Chatto, Doris Coltart, Louise Dolli
Yale, finishing with a sensational
We are prepared to install
ver, Beulah Parker, Mabel Porter.
spurt in spite of the loss of its back
William Rounds, -Pauline Scarlott,
TELEPHONE 124-3
THOMASTON, ME.
field ace, Bruce Caldwell, through
Ruth Davis. Violet Martin, Luther
Waterproof
ineligibility, had the distinction of
Bickmore, MacNeil Brow-n, Lillian
administering the only defeats sus
and
Cole, Bernard Gray, Helen Hall, Edtained by three of the East's great
The preliminary tryouts for the de
est teams—Dartmouth, Army and
This is the season when you need
bating teams are going on with mem
Princeton. Pittsburgh, led by tlie re
bers of the faculty acting as judges.
Truck Covers and Tarpaulins
doubtable Gibby Welch, matched tlie
in
There will be two teams, each com
E'l record witli decisive victories
ill'll
posed of two members and an alter
We Build Them on Short Notice
All Makes of Automobiles over West Virginia, Carnegie, Drake.
nate.
Nebraska and Penn State.
• • * •
Prices As Low As Quality Goods
Illinois surprised the western con
Give Us a Call
I'm rather a mixture of sadness and
ference pack by dashing to five
Permit
gladness this week.
Mr. Bowden,
straight victories over "big ten" ri
who has taught in 'R. H. S. for sev
vals and winning the championship
eral years has returned and Mr.
while Michigan and Northwestern,
Atherton, who has been substituting
co-leaders in 1926, f/ll hy the wayfor him. has left. We won't forget
Call or Write
side. Minnesota, the pre-season fa
Mr. Atherton soon, he was more than
vorite. finished undefeated hut a tie
a teacher, lie was everybody’s friend.
ROCKLAND
with Indiana cost tlie Gophers a
POPULAR PRICES
Rockland
583 Main Street
Rockland
change to dispute the title.
gar Hallowell, Flora Hamlin. Owen
AWNING CO., INC.
Out on the Pariflc Coast, Stanford
Marble & Granite Works Johnston, Frances Keene, Gertrude
Tel. 333
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.
and Southern California lead the big
Ladd, William McLennon, Lawrence
H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
NEWBERTS
conference parade, witli Idaho also
17 WILLOW ST.
TEL. 852-R
Mills, Thomas Moulaison, Jessie
FORD SALES AND SERVICE
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
undefeated and In the running, but
306 Main Street
Naylor. Clifford Oliver, Mary Small,
Rockland
Telephone 681-W
the debate won’t be settled until
Mary Thomas, Burnham Young.
Southern California meets Washing

Hi Test

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES

Thurston Oil Co.

SLEEPER BROS.

Chevrolet Touring ................................................$175,00
Dort Touring :......................................................
50.00
Apperson Four Door Sedan ............................. 450.00
Dort Coupe .....................;.................................... 175.00
Franklin Sedan .................
400,00
Ford Touring .....................................................
50.00
Ford Coupe ......................................................... 100.00
Ford Coupe ........................................................... 250.00
Ford Sedan ......................................................... 100.00
Buick Touring .................................................. 150.00
Overland Touring—Special ............................
50.00
Nash Coupe ........................................................ 300.00
Ford Ton Truck—GoodCondition .. ................. 350.00

ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

A. P. LORD
SAIL AND AWNING

MANUFACTURER
Orders for

SAILS, AWNINGS, TENTS,
FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

HOODS, ETC.,

PROMPTLY FILLED
We Carry a Full Lina of
AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND

savings a/c
wedding gift
of permanent
value?

YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP
CUSHIONS RE-COVERED
OUTFITS & MARKET BASKETS

Security Trust Co.

Camden, Me.

Rockport Branch

C. W. LIVINGSTON
MANUFACTURER OF AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
AGENT FOR HARVEY BOLTLESS SPRING—GUARANTEED

GENERAL REPAIR WORK
ROCKLAND, ME.

148 MAIN STREET

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS

Glass

W. J. ROBERTSON

TRUCK COVERS

WINDSHIELD

DOOR GLASS

Wholesome Rods

/Meals

Knox County

Motor Sales Co.

W.

• * « «

i. LESLIE CROSS
Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
THERE’S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

It is predicted that a comnination
SPRUCE HEAD
of television and telephony will come
into general use, hut we do not an
Miss Helen Meservey who has been
ticipate that it will he greatly em in New Hampshire for the past year
ployed by husbands who are detained is at her home here for a brief stay,
late at the office.—Punch.
and friends are extending to her a
I hearty welcome after a year's ab
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
sence from the home town.
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for
Mrs. Susie Smith of South Thom
Augusta, |7.45 a. m., t‘2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. tn.,
aston is visiting her old friends here
♦6.25 p. ra.
Bangor, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. ra., §2.30 p. m., this week.
|6.25 p. m
. _
IMrs. Cassie McCloud’s daughter
Boston, 17.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
|6.25 p. ra.
Ethel of Portland visited her mother
Brunswick, |7.45a. m., f2.20p. m., {2.30 p. m.,
and grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Free
♦6.25 p. m.
Lewiston, f7.45 a. ra., t2.20 p. m. §2.30 p. m., man Elwell recently.
New York, t2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.
Mrs. Eben Elwell who has been on
Portland, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. ra., §2.30 p. ra.,
a case nursing in iRockland the past
f6.25 p. ra.
Waterville, f7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m , §2.30 p ra., week has returned home.
♦6.25 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton are
Woolwich, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. ra., §2.30 p. m.
rejoicing over the birth of a bounc
♦6.25 p. ra.
♦ Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
ing baby boy. Mother and child are
both doing well.
Vinalhaven & Rockland
I.ast Sunday evening a service was

"Wlhat’s What” is running a prize
essay contest at present. A choice
of several subjects was given with a
length limit of 600 words. Miss
Coughlin. Mrs. Phillips and Miss
Norton are the judges. There will he
two prizes, one for the best essay
from the two upper classes and one
for the best lrom the two lower
classes.
Each winner make take

held in the chapel conducted by Rev.
John W. Poole of I'nion. He was ac
companied by several others from
that town including Mrs. Poole who
did some very effective splo work
which was much enjoyed. There
were only a few of the village peo
ple out as the weather was bad and
it was very dark, hut it is hoped that
should Mr. Poole be privileged to
some again many others will be able
to hear him. His message was not
new yet a very practical one and it
was delivered with much earnestness.

The army order forbidding dogs to
accompany troops on parade is be
lieved to be a sequel to a recent in
spection. when a dog jumped up and
licked the general’s hand. The dog
ought to have known that only
colonels are allowed to do that.—
Punch.

Steamboat Co.

NEEDED IN EVERY MOflE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to Change without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

An Emergency Family Remedy

ALHAVEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND LINE
learner leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 A. M..
ilngtnn 6 30. North Haven 7.30, Vinal■u 8.30, due io arrive at Rockland about

9.45.

Return—Leave, Rockland at 130 P. M
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Havea at 3.45. Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan a Island
about 6.30 P. M.

B. H. STINSON. General Agent

Ballard’s Golden Oil
|

The beat ‘‘First Aid” for house
hold ills and ails—especially good
for Coughs, Colds, Chills—Wards
off Pneumonia and Flu. Safe for
children.
Not expensive—sold
everywhere.

ton next Saturday.

Jteep .candy/uuuty!
5 Cents-JITNEY BAR-5 Cents
*A REAL LUNCH FOR A NICKEL

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN
ROCKLAND, ME.

. WALDOBORO

TELEPHONE 359

a pupil in one of the schools In our
own Union. The winner is Thelma
Mae Lyon, a seventh grade pupil
in Muscongus School, which Is
taught by Mrs. E. M. Studley. This
winning essay brings a prize of $15
in cash and a gold medal and has
yet to go before the national judges
to compete with forty-seven others.
Second and third prizes went to
pupils in 'Portland and Bath
The Christmas Health Seal Sale is
oil. This is a worthy cause, aiding
as it does in the splendid work the
Maine Public Health Association is
doing for the prevention and cure
of disease. The stamps are of hand
some design and only cost one penny
each. Every one can help a little
in this wonderful work for humanity.
Miss Agnes L. Creamer is town
chairman and she is being assisted
In the sale by the teachers and pu
pils in the several schools and by
members of the Woman’s Club.

Mrs. D. R. Mayo entertained the
auction Club at Ihe last meeting.
Miss Ellen A. Smith held the highest
score.
Miss Ida M. Black and Miss Annie
O. Welt were in Augusta last week.
Mrs. Harold It. 'Smith spent sev
eral days in Cooper's Mills last
week.
George Kultn has been at homo'
from Exeter, X. IL, for a brief vaca- I
tion.
•Mrs. Mary G. Elkins has returned
from Portland.
Mrs. Emma Randall has returned
to Augusta for the winter.
Kenneth Smith of Houlton is 'lie
guest of Fuller Hodgkins.
(Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Benner
were in Lewiston Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nickless have
been visiting in Unity.
Mrs. Ella Flagg of Rockland has
been the guest of Miss Gladys Bailey.
Simon Murphy was in Bath Fri- |
WEST ROCKPORT
day.
Richard Hilton was at home from , Mrs. Robert Nutt has returned
Springfield, Mass., for the holiday j Pom a visit with relatives in Au
and weekend
gusta.
The Highway Education Board
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark were
lias recently announced the State Thanksgiving Day guests of Mr. and
winners in its nationwide essay Mrs. Charles Dunbar In South Hope.
contest conducted as a part of the I Mrs. M. J. Oxton and Mr. and Mrs.
National Safety Campaign.
It- is ‘ Gray have gone to Rockland for the
gratifying to note that the first prize* winter.
for the State of Maine has come to j Mrs. Leman Oxton entertained the

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh (IrSt
aviator to make a non-stop flight
front New York to Paris, will accom
pany Commander Itichard E. Byrd
on his projected South 'Pole flight
next year if negotiations now being
carried on, result in the desired
agreement, it was learned from an
authoritative source Tuesday.

Tuesday Club very pleasantly at her
lome this week.
Tlie Mission Circle met with Mrs.
A. A. Clark Thursday. The next
meeting, Dee. 15, will be with Mrs.
'haries Rhodes.
John Laine is home from Massa
chusetts where he has been employed
for the past year, and is with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gustave Laine
for an indefinite period.
Elmer Keller has been spending the
past week witli ills parents coming
home from Beverly, Mass., for the
holiday.
Mrs. Sidney Andrews Is at Knox
Hospital for surgical treatment.
Joseph Blake of Beverly visited
relatives in town recently.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of
Portland, Mr. and Mrs. George Payson and son Grevis of East Union,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor and
John. Virginia and Janice Dunbar of
South Hope were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Clark.

Several times a year, or whenever
waste water begins to run away
slowly from your sink drain or from
other fixtures, the pipe should be
well flushed with boiling hat water
to dissolve the grease. This should
he followed with a strong solution
of caustic soda or caustic potash
(lye) and half an hour lat^tthe pipe
should be flushed thoiohgWy with
clear hot boiling water.

Housewives

Want Clarions
For over fifty years veter
an homemakers have hand
ed down to daughters and
granddaughters, the facts
concerning the remarkable
Durability, Quality, and
Baking of the CLARION
RANGE.

& BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine
Established 1839

YEAZIE HARDWARE CO„ Rockland

•Si"

LIVE POULTRY ,‘N0°

A. T. NORWOOD, Warrm

Braided Rug Makers

For the quickest and most efficient
service and best results. TRY US. Home work. Only experienced mak
Reference Federal National Bank. ers who will furnish good work
promptly need apply. OLD SPARQuotations and tags on request.
HAWK MILLS. So. Portland, Me.
W. F. WYMAN & CO.
132-149
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt,
Boston, Mast.

Every-Other-Day
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WARD

TWO

WARRANT FOR CITY ELECTION

FIVE
□

State of Maine

To Be Voted On In the Several Wards of the City of Rock
land at the Municipal Election To Be Held On
REPUBLICAN
A

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

For Mayor

For Mayor

For Mayor

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5,1927
To vote a straight party ticket, place a cross (X) in the square above
the party group of candidates for whom you desire to vota: or omit the
cross (X) in the large square above the party group and place a cross (X)
in each one of the small squares at the right of the names of the respective
candidates in the party column.
To vote other than a straight party ticket, omit the cross (X) in the
large square at the head of the column and place a cross (X) in the small
square at the right of the name of such candidates as you wish to vote for
in any of the party columns. If the name of a candidate of your choice is
not on the ballot, strike out the name under the designation of the office in
any of the columns, write in the new name and place a cross (X) in the
square at the right.
As an optional method of voting other than the straight party ticket,
place a cross tX) in the large square at the top of the column, strike out
the name of any candidate thereunder whom you do not wish to vote for, and
if you wish to vote for the candidate of another party for that office, place
a cross (X) in the square at the right of his name as printed in any other
column, if you wish to vote for a candidate whose name Is not on the
ballot, strike out the name printed under the designation of the office in the
column at the head of which you have placed the cross and write jn the
new name in the blank space underneath.
Stickers shall not be counted unless used to fill a vacancy or correct an
error in the printed ballot.
’
E. R. KEENE. City Clerk.

WARD

JAMBS F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

Q OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two
□

For Aldorman

1
1

Henry A. Howard
70 Cedar Street, Ward Two

Alena Young
100 North Main Street, Ward Two

Guy C. Douglas
57 Warren Street, Ward Two

ONE

□

REPUBLICAN

For Warden
□

□

□

Sanford K. Hatch
111 Pleasant Street. Ward Five

□

□

MOOSE WEEK’S TOLL

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

Alton E. Young
14 Lisle Street, Ward Five

Emma R. Harvey
10 Berkeley Street, Ward Five

DEMOCRAT

Mayor

Charles M. Lawry
19 Purchase Street, Ward Five

□

□ Leland F. Hawkins
6 Lisle Street, Ward Five

31 Amesbury Street, Ward Two

Killings Not Nearly As Large
As Had Been Expected.
□

□

□

□
For

j

For Warden

Eva M. Rogers

Florence B. Philbrook
32 Warren Street, Ward Two

□

For Member of School Board

□ Arthur F. Lamb
22 Pleasant Street, Ward Five

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

□

□
For Member of School Board

For Warden

Harold C. Simmons
18 Rockland Street. Ward Two

Ralph 'H. Trim
107 Broadway, Ward Five

□

□

For Warden

For Alderman

Justin L. Cross
,166 Main Street, Ward Five

For Member of School Board

Q

□

For Alderman

□

□

OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

Q

□

□

Lafayette W. Benner
88 North Main Street, Ward Two

For Member of School Board

For Mayor

JAMES F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

For Alderman

Allen V. Sawyer
32 James Street, Ward Two

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

JAMES F. CARVEJR
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

WARD

OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

WARD

THREE

SIX
—1

□

□

□

1
Alderman

For

For Alderman

John W. Lane
31 Spruce Street, Ward One

'

Jesse T. Carroll
10 Fales Street, Ward One

□
For

Member

of

Board

School

For Member of School Board

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

JAMBS F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

Q

William A. Glover
IS Grove Street, Ward Three

For Warden

For Warden

Evan H. Marston
31 'Frederick Street, Ward One

□
For

Ward

Clark

For Ward Clerk

Fernando 6. iPhllbrlck
302 Camden Street, Ward One

Ruth Elllngwood
67 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

□

Albert M, Hastings
12 Grove Street, Ward Three

[~~|

r-

□

□

□

For Member of School Board

Frank F. Trafton
64 Crescent Street, Ward Six

Q Jeanette B. Dunton
18 Mechanic -Street, Ward Six

□

□
For Warden

□

□

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk
Elsa M. Hayden
68 Mechanic Street, Ward Six

[~|

Ethel M. Hart
13 Carroll Street, Ward Six

Q

0

M

□

□

□

□

| |

John H. Wilson
10 Holmes Street. Ward Six

□

C. E. Harrington
43 Willow Street, Ward Three

Elizabeth H. Brewster
43 Rankin 'Street, Ward Three

Q

Oscar S. Duncan
158 Main Street, Ward Six

Edgar J. Southard
10 Ocean Street, Ward Six

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

For Alderman

For Warden

Albert M. Hastings
12 Grove Street, 'Ward Three

□

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

□

For Warden

For Warden

Q

□

□

□

Benjamin W. Bisbee
53 Camden Street, Ward One

□

JAMES F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

' For Member of School Board

For Member of School Board

Ruth Elllngwood
Q
67 Talbot Avenue, Ward Three

For Mayor

□

□

For Member of School Board

For Mayor

Oscar S. Duncan
158 Main Street, Ward Six

William A. Glover
18 Grove Street, Ward Three

□ Fred W. Gray
17 Rocky Hill Avenue, Ward One

DEMOCRAT

For Aldorman

For Alderman

For Alderman

□

Q

REPUBLICAN

□

□

□ Eva iD. Snow
88 Camden Street, Ward One

Oscar W. Stuart
6 Adams Street, Ward One

OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

7

,

WARD

i

H

SEVEN

WARD

FOUR

□

□

2
L

25

’

u

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRAT

For Mayor

For Mayor

JAMBS F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four
Mi

□

EZ

K
t

William A. Johnston
183 Broadway, Ward Four

VMC^aTCRMATIOWAl »VUfHC*TI.
HORIZONTAL

8-Kndeavor
B-An unopened

flower

HORIZONTAL (Cent.)

VERTICAL

48-Haetened

18-Salnte

46-A weapon

21-A

sphere

7- To regret

41-To draw out

22- Ranked

8- To cut down

Sl-Chlof

23- To

8J-To

10- To beg
11- Noroe

legends

undermine

13-To

1B-The reign of a

64-A king of Judea
6(-To drink, aa a cat

24- Provlnco

In

South

up

with

fear

B8-A card game

1B-ConJunction

6»-To aak charity

28-Boy’a nickname

20-lndian tribe

tO-Lair

30-A small portion

VERTICAL

27-To make hastily

37-A bird
SB-Stormsd
SB-C leaks

5- A small

4-Porlod

(England)

□

dlahea

52- Be Indebted for
high pointed hill

time

□

Marietta C. Moody
438 Old County Road, Ward Seven

Annie B. Frost
432 Old County Road, Ward Seven

□

□

c

FOR THE FARMER

6- lneect

conflict

10- To

•7-The thigh bona

11-Fragmont

••-Pal

12- A direction

place

49-Crlmoon

Agricultural Department Has
Issued Bulletin In Their In

60-Contalnod
81-Raocoon

ah red

40-Pungent

14-A kind of dog

52- A

43-Commonplace

18-Negative adverb

66-Female door

*

weeks

finds

every

APPLES

year

as Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips

Quick Returns

Best Prices

KINGMAN & HEARTY, INC.
20 No. Side
Faneuil Hall Market

BOSTON,
MASS.
121-S-tf

44-Pronoun

86-Wrltea

the trade

41-Rodent
[43-A sister

B-A back gate

•-Armed

Previous

Edward M. Tolman
84 Broad Street. Ward Four

fifty-two

For Ward Clerk

carpet

of

47-Hoad-covarlng

•4-To bind

□

□

2- Otvlee for carrying

29-Catohee suddenly

Solution to

David S. Hyler
18 Oak Street, Ward Four

1- Stateiy

29-Qiri’e name

53-A

51- Porcolve

SB-Twlated

23-Auatere

For Ward Clark

For Ward Clerk

For War^ Clerk

Where

We also sell other produce which you raise, such

Benjamin C. Perry
453 Old County Road, Ward Seven

□

□

□

26-Reepect mingled

SHIP YOUR APPLES TO

□

For Warden

D. A. Sherer
406 old County Road, Ward Seven

Fred A. Hall
71 Tillson Avenue, Ward Four

Herbert L. Steven's
192 T imerock Street, Ward Four

Africa

17-Platfcrm

«1-8hrlno

Lucy E. Rhodes
222 Cedar Street, Ward Seven

cleanoa

26-To wipe

does

□
For Member of School Board

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

LaForest A. Thurston
468 Old County Road, Ward Seven

□

□

,
□

□

Lucy E. Rhodes
222 Cedar Street, Ward 'Seven

action

thoroughly

etlteh

67- Moisture

regent

of

Contrary to the predictions of a
slaughter of bull moose in Maine
last week, the killings reported were
comparatively few.
Of the eight counties wherein the
killing of bull moose was made legal
for the first time in Maine in a de
cade, from Nov. 21 to 26, Inclusive,
of this year only, Waldo led the list
with 11 kills already reported, and
with three days remaining for the
hunters to “get out’’ their game.
Wflille the to’al number of animals
to fall during “moose week" will not
be known until official announce
ment Is made from the office of the
department of inland fisheries and
game, indications were that of the
1500 non-resident hunters and large
numbers of resident hunters, those
centering their sporting efforts In
Hancock and Washington Counties
You need only one kind of flour
fared next best to those selecting
the woods of Waldo. The killings in when you have HARDESTY PEER
124-S-tf
AroOstook, Penobscot, Piscataquis, LESS—adv.
Somerset and Lincoln Counties were
few.
Despite the fact that the Maine
woods were literally infested with
nimrods, seeking the monarch of the
forest, but one fatality in the way
of human beings mistaken for moose
and killed was reported. The vic
tim was Lewis Salsbury, 21, of Hart
land. who was killed on the opening
day qf the season, by Clarence W.
Mansur of Malden, Mass. Arraigned,
Mansur furnished bonds for appear
LESSON No. 16
ance in supreme court later.
Four cow moose are known to have
Question: Why do
been killed. In the course of the bpeii
growing children, partic
week. Clarence Davis of Union was
the first to violate this section of the
ularly girls, need emul«
statutes, it was alleged, the second
sifted cod-liver oil ?
day of the season. He appealed a
$400 fine in a Rockland court.
Answer: Growing chil
In some instances the cows were
dren, and particularly girls,
found wounded, by warden, and im
mediately killed to end their suffer
need vitamin-rich nourish
ing, taken over by the 'State and
ment to help them
sold. Future court proceedings are
expected, as the outcome of these
through critical stages of
shootfrrgs, investigation on each case
extreme
tax on their
still being carried on by officials seek
ing clues as to the identity of the
strength.
violators.
Pleasantly flavored, easy to
The matter of ownership of one
take, children like
bagged moose remains as yet, to be
aired In the courts. Sixteen-year-old
Arnold Orff of Waldoboro, brought
down one of .the huge animals, mo
mentarily,-"with his first shot, it was

For Alderman

For Member of School Board

Q

stated. As the big fellow arose two
other hunters came on the scene
and with the youth, they started fir
ing. As the charging mor.re went
down, an issue presented itself con
cerning whose bullet did the work.
After an alleged decision to cut the
game into three equal parts, the pair
to arrive last went to get a truck, to
transport their share. Returning
they found moose and boy gone.
A writ of replevin was procured
and the hunters, with a deputy sheriff
the next morning took the carcass,
giving $200 bonds in the matter.
Friends of young Orff have sub
scribed a fund variously estimated
from $100 to $500 to provide him with
the services of an attorney.
Whether or not an unwritten law
of the woods, that the person putting
the first bullet into an animal Is the
owner, will hold, remains to be seen.
Several hunters were reported lost
during the week, but posses soon
found the temporary unfortunates,
none of whom were any the worse
for their experience.

Scon’S EMULSION

OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

□

(Cent.)

(abbr.)

]

Putnam P. Bicknell
510 Old County Road, Ward Seven

For Member of School Board

For Member of School Board

For Mayor

□

' □

L

For Mayor

For Alderman

Edgar R. .Richardson
132 Limerock Street, Ward Four

Mpnt P. Trainer
367 Main Street, Ward Four

DEMOCRAT

□
For Alderman

For Aldorman

REPUBLICAN

JAMBS F. CARVER
31 Elm Street, Ward Four

Q OBADIAH GARDNER
17 Chestnut Street, Ward Two

County of Knox. ss.
City of Rockland
To Robert A Webster, Constable of the City of Rockland.
You are hereby required in the name of the State of Maine, to notify
and warn the inhabitants of the several Wards of the City of Rockland, quali
fied to vote, to assemble at their several polling places in the several Wards,
on the first Monday of December, the same being the fifth day of said month,
in the year of our Ix>rd one thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven, at
seven o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to give in their votes for
Mayor, Aldermun, Member of School Board, Warden and Ward Clerk.
The polls will open at seven o’clock in the forenoon and close at seven
o'clock in the afternoon. The hoard of registration will be in session at their
room in the City Building on Wednesday. Friday, Saturday, Monday, Tues
day and Wednesday, November 23, 25, 26, 28, 29 and 30, A. D, 1927, from
9 A. M. to 1 P. M.; 3 to 5 P, M. and 7 to 9 P. M. for the purpose of cor
recting the list of voters.
HEREOF, FAIL NOT and have you there and then this warrant with
your doings thereon.
Given under our hands in the City of Rockland this seventh day of
November, in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and twentyseven.
J. F. CARVER.
Mayor.
A. L. ANDREWS,
L. W. BENNER,
JOHN M. RICHARDSON,
M. P. TRAINER,
F. C, FLINT.
O. S. DUNCAN,
L. A. THURSTON,
.
Aldermen of the City of Rockland.
[Seal]
A true copy—Attest:
E. R. KEENE, Clerk of the City of Rockland.
113-144-145

terest.

Commissioner of Agriculture Wash
burn announces the publication of a
new bulletin, which Is a compila
tion of all Maine laws relating to
agriculture and
prescribing the
j duties of the commissioner of agri
culture and his agents.
This is in pamphlet form of 134
pages and is available for distribu
tion to any Interested parties. Copies
will be sent free to any one applying
to the Department of Agriculture,
Augusta, Maine.
Commissioner Washburn explains
There seems to he some difficulty that this publication of agricultural
as to leadership among the Western 1 laws and regulations Is somewhat
irregulars in Congress. Apparently more comprehensive in its make-up
each one of the bloc wants to be the and contains more material than any
similar volume nut out bv the de
bloc-head.—Columbus Dispatch.

Because the United States and
Finland have been making cheeses
of the Swiss type, the cheese indus?
try has proved less 'profitable In
Switzerland and the Swiss dairymen
are turning to butter production.
To stimulate butter production the
Swiss government has appropriated
about $200,000 to assist the IndustryMost of this, it is expected, will be
devoted eventually to cover deficits
caused by a governmental guarantee
of buttfer prices.

I

partment in the past year. This
year ail regulations governing live
stock sanitary work or eradication
of bovine tuberculosis are included
as well as the color, size and pack
ing requirement^ of the new Maine
apple packing law.
For the first time the Maine farm
loan law and the co-operation
marketing act are included in the
pamphlet, and also the law regarding
agricultural societies which was en
tirely re-written by the last legisla
ture. Ijtws relating to dogs, and
pure food, seed and drug require
ments are presented in full. Parties
interested in potato seed certifica
tion will find the bulletin of interest
as the law governing the production
of certified seed has been amended
by every legislature since its first
enactment and Is now presented In
Its fully amended form.
'1We have several thousand copies
of these laws on hand ready for
mailing and are only anxious to put
them out where they will be help
ful," said Commissioner Washburn.

SEARSMONT
Hale Handy of Camden shot a
large bull moose Saturday near
Woodman’s
Mills.
Supt. Joseph
Stickney and his wardens have
faithfully done all they could to keep
hunters within the law and have
worked in a gentlemanlike manner,
making many fast friends with our
local hunters and we hope to see
them all another year.
Ed. Richards and family have
moved to Belfast for the winter.
There was a special town meeting
to raise $100 for a doctor's bonus.
At the spring meeting $600 was
raised and Belmont has raised $200.
Dr. Robert Love of 'South Windham
will locate here and receive $900 a
year besides his professional ser
vices to the people.
Quite a number attended the State
Highway meeting at Augusta Tues
day to see about changing No. 102
highway to Liberty to go through
Searsmont village Instead of through
North Searsmont from Belmont as
originally laid out.
This change

would benefit a larger number of
persons and would be a much easier
road to build as two-thirds of It
Is State road now.
Among others who have shot
moose here are Roland Thomas of
Belfast Mr. Paul and B. E. Cunning
ham.

NORTH HAVEN
Carl Thurston, Harold Wooster
and Kendall Stone left on the Fri
day morning boat as delegates from
;lie Church School to the twentieth
annuai boys conference held Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at Augusta.
The North Haven boys will accom
pany the Rockland group unde.- the
col-? of Scout Executive John W.
Thompson. Tit's Is Inc i.rst time
that boys from the Island h ivc at
tended a State Conference.

One gets a good notion of the rel
ativity of time by seeing how rap
idly prominent people can serve a
jail sentenee.—Springfield Republi
can.

V. F. STUDLEV
Real Estate
CASH PAID FOR GOOD TRADES

ACCOUNTS DUE
All accounts due the V. F. Studley, Inc., furniture store
or due me personally, should be Paid At Once at the
old store.

V. F. STUDLEY CO.
Telephone 1080

Rockland
130-tf
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WILSON WENT LIMIT

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

Probate Notices

STATE OF MAINE

Knox, ss.

To the Hono-able Justice of the Supreme!
Gen. Knox Chapter, D. A. R., will
I' FOR SALE—Ford truck with Wliofford
Judicial Court to be held at Rockland, wlthlil
Advertisements in this column not to ex- transmission good rubber, cheap for cash or
STATE OF MAINE
meet with Mrs. A. P. Heald n6xt ’ Interest in last night’s boxing exand for said County of Knox, on the secontl
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 centSj wlu , atk. for
Ford car or stock of
Monday evening. Mrs. Mary Bunker hibition, held under the ausptcfs of
To all persona Interested In either of the Tuesday of January. A. D., 1998
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lins* 3 aT1T ktnd
H H kaLBK. Washington, Me,
| Respectfully represents JIaggie C. McClurtl
is chairman c' the program commit the Elks charity committee at Strand
cents each for one time. 10 cents for three T(,'| Washington j-ZS.
145*1*7 estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In of Rockland, hi said County of Knox tha
times.
Six
words
make
s
line
Theatre,
centered
on
the
semi-final
tee for the evening entertainment.
FOR SALE—Green Mountain potatoes <le- and
__ _ _
w _of______
........was
__ lawfully married to George H. Me
for__________
the County
Knox,, __
on the .......
lath _she
Members will please bring annual between Al. Wilson of Rockland and
livered In Rockland. $1.40 per bu. Get your jay of November, in the year of our Lord Clure at aald Rockland, on the twenty-fiftl
winter
’
s
supply
while
the
price
is
reasonable.
thousand
nine
hundred
and
twenty-seven
day
of
March, A. D.. 1916, by the Reveren
Young Chase of Biddeford, oiase
Lost and Found
dues; this is important.
H. B. KALER, Washington, Me. Tel. \\ash- 1 an(j by adjournu|ent from day to day from E. S. Ufford, duly authorized to solenmlzi
The Belief Corps will meet with appeared to he better grounded in
The New Atwater Kent A. C. Set which rune en ycue house cur
Ingto.t
5-25.
_____________________
14>*147
the
15th
day
of
said
Noveml>er.
The
folmar
lages
In this State;
LOST—Bui tcaso marked Al. R 8. WednesMrs. Susan Strout Monday evening. the manly art, but had his hands I
That the said Libelant has ever been faith
liaht socket it in. NO BATTERIES. NO BOTHER.
rent from anyy light
on
Broadway.
Park,
Union.
Main
or
Holmes
!set
r
“
f
«n5\urM
sledi*jiprd'setjor
tw»
’
h^
herelnaBer
Indicated
it
Is
ful
to
her
marriage obligations, but that tin
George Allen is confined to the full when Wilson launched his sav- 1
Ask For Demonstration.
said libelee* has been unmindful of the same
Srs. If the person who picked It up will re- gfeds. prices very reasonable. H. B. KALER, . he^by 0 ..ere4i
- .
!age attacks. The fight went as a
house by illness.
That the said Libelee utterly deserted you
turn it at once and receive reward no further Washington, Me. TeL Washington 5-25.
|. That notice thereof be (fiver to all persons
The Junior girls and boys of the good draw, and Wilson’s admirers
145*147 interested, by causing a copy of this order, libelant without cause on the ninth day o
steps will be taken.
Ideal Meat ion inside.
Try the marvelous PHILCO SOCKET POWER—installation FREE
Baptist Sunday school will present were not dissatisfied,
-, to be published three weeks successively In July. A. D.. 1922. and has continued sal*
52 UNION ST. Tel. 618.
145-tf
FOR SALE—Per of White Wyandotte The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published desertion for three consecutive years nex
on any set.
a comedy program next Friday in | The main bout was a disappointLOST—A sum of money. Reward. Leave vearllngs and pullets, best of stock with at Rockland in said County, that they may prior <o the filing of this libel, that his rest
thc vestry at 7.15. The public will ' n.eni due to the fact that Johnny
at COURIER GAETTK office.
144-145 cockerel. 14 In lot, $25 for lot. laving
DR. appear at a Probate Court to he held at said dence is unknown to your libelant and can
.SHERMAN.
Rockland. Tel. 598-W. 145*lt Buckland on the 26th day of December A. D. not be ascertained by reasonable diligence;
Radios and Batteries Serviced by Expert Authorized Dealer.
like this program.
j Scully did not show up. In his place
LOST—Bound Jet pm with pearl in center. _
__________________
Wherefore she prays that a divorce fror
The annual Christmas sale of the appeared a dark skinned pugilist.
Tuesday evening, between corner Union and I FOR SALE—Few 8. C. R. I. Red cockerels. 19(27 at nine o’clock In the forenoon and be
the bonds of matrimony between her an*
Sumnier Sts. and Baptist Church. Reward, from w. Mansfield Poultry Farm, trap nested heard thereon if they see cause.
ASK ANY OF THESE:
Ladles’ Aid of the M. E. Chruch will Eddie Thomas of Cambridge, who
the said libelee be decreed; aud that th
Leave at WVRIBR-GAZETTE OFFICE.
and pedigree bred. $•' each. J. T. DEAN
FIINA NIEMI late of Friendship, deceased, custody of their minor children, namely
he held next Wednesday in the ves- , displayed considerable agility, but
Here are a few satisfied users of Atwater-Kent Radio:
145*It
144-146 Thotnastoh, R. F. D.
ill and Petition for Probate thereof asking Annie E.. born Mat- h 26, 1917; Janies H
try. There will he a splendid line who also took considerable punishLOST—Old fashioned pin. heavy with gold
FOR SALE—Smith typewriter—writes in tha, Letters Testamentary lie Issued to Walter holt March 4, 1918; George X.. born Febru
of fancy and useful articles on sale, 1 ment at the hands cf Kid Fred Wrew
edge inlaid with sma'l pearls. Of value only visibly, $26.00 Exceptionally long wearing, Anderson of Friendship, he being the Executor ary 13, 1919; and Mary A., born June 6, 1926
Roy Luce, Union; Tom Stone, Pleasant Point; Josephine Kelso,
to
owner.
Reward
if
returned
to
KNOWL

new
ribbon slides to use whole width. BOX named in said will without bond.
fruits, assorted cakes, doughnuts, } of Biddeford. In the course of the
be decreed her.
Searsmont; James Cameron, Union; Ben Lincoln, Washington; Herb
TON’S MARKET.
144 146 305, Rockland.
_____ 145*147
Dated at Rockland this first day of Xovem
pastry, relishes, home-made candies, I bout the negro spat out six or seven
WALTER F. LYFORD late of Vlnalhaven,
Grinnell, Union; Lucy Simmoae, Union; Ralph Wyllie, Thomaston;
LOST—Black fox hound, white markings.
FOR SALE—1926 Dodge sedan, lpechani- deceased. Will and Petition for Probate ,here- her, A I).. 1927.
etc. Christmas wreaths of native teeth, hut he was game to the finish,
H. E. Messer, Unien; Leander Davis, Union; A. L. Esancy, South
MAGGIE C. MeCLURE.
EARL BARRON. Tel. 678-M.
143*145 cally jierfect, four new tires, and many extras, of asking that Letters Testamentary he issued
pine, fir, spruce and red berries will and the battle went to its prescribed
STATE OF MAINE
Hope: Alida Hyler, Thomaston; E. M. Stubbs, East Union, and Eva
Minnie A. Lyford of Vlnalhaven, she
LOST Monday evening on the library $249 when car Is delivered, and balance on
Knox,
ss.
November
1. A. D.. 1927.
be a specialty. Shopper’s lunch at, limit.
Taylor, South Hope.
ground. Union or Maple Sts., long, dark blue easy terms. If Interested write BOX t£44. being tlie Executrix named in said will with
Personally appeared Maggie C. McClure
145-<f out bond.
noon for 25 cents. -Thursday at 0
Pecker Martin of Biddeford proved
’tbbed si’k scarf. Will finder please return to Kokand.
the
above
named
libelant,
and
made oath tha
13 BROAD ST. and receive reward. Tel.
FOR SALE OR TRADE—1926 Hudson
chicken pie supper will be too many guns for Young Simpson
p. m.
OCTAVIA W. GILLCHREST late of Thom the foregoing allegation as to the resldene
1013-J.
143*154 Coach. Al condition. Take late model Ford aston, deceased. Will and (Petition for Pro of the libelee Ls true Before me,
served.
of Waterville who took the count
FOUND Three keys at corner Rankin and coupe or sedan in trade. Call owner. TEL. bate thereof asking that Letters Testamentary
FRANK b MILLER,
The World Wide Guild will meet early ip the third round.
145*147
issued to Ella K. Gillchrest of Thomas
Broadway. VINAL DAILEY, 566 Old County 741 M.
Justice of the Peace.
with Olive Parks Monday evening.
Battling Sukeforth of Rockland
Rd
145-kt
STATE OF MAINE
UNION, MAINE
FOR SALE—The Utility Sleeve Co., estab ton. she being the Executrix named in said
White’Cross work.
had Seattle Kid groggy in the first
(Seal)
lished 1962, makers of the famous "Keep will without bond.
Knox, ss.
Kleen Kuff.’’ A money maker for the right
The Christmas sale of tlie Episco round, hut the latter made a prompt
GEORGE H. STARRETT late of Rockland,
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Cour
party. ('ALL 186-R after 6 p. m._____ 145*tf deceased. MTU and Petition for Probate
Wanted
pal church was well managed and rally and was putting it over Suke
in Vacation
FOR SALE—Two safes—Victor, new two- thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
very successful, approximately $1511 forth so badly in the third that the
Rockland, November 14, A. D., 1927.
WANTED. .Woman boarder at cross road. door Mosier, used, but perfect. MRS. EDITH Issued to Enuna R. Sta-rett of Rockland, she
Upon
the
foregoing
Libel.
Ordered. Th.
being realized.
fight was stopped.
» children, quiet place to rest. ANNIE A. KICKS. Tel. 988.
144-149 being the Executrix nnrogd in said wilt with the Libellant give notice to said George P
HART. South Hope. Me. Union, Me.. R. F.
Thursday evening the Baptist
The Strand stage proved an ad
out
bond.
SPRUCE HEAD
McClure to appear before our Suprem
FOR SALE—Set of Howe scales, used very
145-147
Church elected its Sunday school of mirable place for the bouts and the
little; also Clarion lange. sold cheap If taken
tumner Waldron continues quite
GEORGE K. MERRILL late of Rockland, Judicial Court, to be holden at Kocklan*
WANTED Furnished, heated room. Write at once. R. L. ANDERSON. Tel. 1192 W.
Ithln and for the County of Knux, on Ute sec
ficers for 1928: Superintendent, Rus patrons watcjied ithem with more 111 at his home here.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate thereE” care THIS OFFR’E.
145*147
144*146
asking that Letters Testamentary he Is ond Tilesday of January A. D. 1928. by publish
sell Gray; assistant superintendent comfort than was possible at The
Helen Meservey is having an out
Ing an attested copy ot' said Libel, and tbi
sued
to
Lena
E.
Merrill
of
Rockland,
she
be

WANTED
—
Old
Books,
Coins.
Stamps.
FOR SALP*-Ready made poultry larm, two
and secretary, Miss Frances Shaw; Arcade.
side cellar-way built. Henry Allen
Highest cash prices
Bend Ls4. dates, con miles from Rockport village; five acres; nice ing the Executrix named in said will with order thereon, three weeks successvlely in Th
“ >urler-Gaze1te, a ifewspaper printed
treasurer, Mist* Nellie A. Kales; li
dition. Address “COLLECTOR,” 124 Thom house, barn and hen house; 50 hens, one out bond.
is doing the work.
Rockland in our County of Knox, the las
brarian, Miss Alice Maatcy.
aston St.. Rockland. Me.
145*147 Jersey cow. three tons of hay, farming tools
E8TATB OF EZRA E. BARROWS late of publication to be thirty days at least prlo
Mrs. Rebecca Carr who injured
FRIENDSHIP
Ice kitchen range and telephone In the house Camden, deceased, Petltlun for Pepretual care to said second Tuesday of January next, tha
Clarence F. Benner of Lynn and
WANTEhTo
iiuv
.small
griiivr)
siore.
On
her wrist in a severe fall some time
trade
HASKELL & CORTHELL. Tel of Burial Lot filed by Frank H. Ingraharti he may the e aud then In our said coui
Miss Annabelle Wentworth of Med
Ryron Nash went to the State
hdr SieloMM Banished by the highway preferred. Address CAMDEN. Big
38-11 Camden.
125-tf
ubllc Admr.
MALXE. Hosmer Pond Kd.. Box 98. Tel.
appear and show cause, if any he have, wh
ford, Mass., were in town Friday to Street Hospital. Portland, Thursday ago is still unable to use that arm
Lydia E. Pinicham’s Vege
■3-11.
1*5*150
ESTATE OF WILLIAM F. BRACKETT late the prayer of said Libellant should not
FOR SALE 160 acre farm. Fine location,
attend the funeral of Mrs. Annie where be underwent an operation for and hand to any extent. The injury
table
Compound
has
proved
to
he
more
serious
than
WANTED—At once Angora kittens, long good buildings, two miles from city 6000; of Union, deceased. Petition for Perpetual granted.
Wentworth.
are of Burial Lot filed by Frank H. Ingra
chronic appendicitis.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK.
hair.
Write or telephone 293-W. DELIA lights and phone if desired; good orchard;
a broken bone would have been.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Cour
Ice well; large amount lutobe* and wood; ham Admr.
Sunday morning at the Baptist
YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
144-146
M r». (Wilder Orry andi GCeason
Mrs.
Nina
Matteson,
Box
206,
Jasper Drinkwater who has been
truck farm. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfast
ESTATE OF XORMULX K. BURNS late of A true (Opy of the Libel and Order of th
Church the pastor will give the sec Perry of Camden visited Mrs. W. H.
—Position as housekeeper by mid
Court thereon.
line.
143-148 Friendship, deceased. Petltlno for License
suffering from an infected finger is Oxford, N. Y., writes—"If it had not dleWANTED
ond discourse in the series “The Ba Hahn Wednesday.
aged woman of experience. Address J. E,.
to
Sell Real Estate filed by Genora E. Burna (Seal)
your
been
for
FOR
SALE
-Used
fur
coats
and
fur
col
still under the doctor's care.
Courier-Gazette.
143*145
Attest: MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
sic Truths of Christianity."
At
Twenty ladies gathered in the little
lared sheepskin lined ulsters, also winter Admx. asking that she may be licensed to
medicine, I could
Leslie Thompson sawed wood with
139 8-14
WANTED—1 *ure white shaggy cots and overcoats as low as $3. (i. K. MAYO. 22 sell at public or private sale certain real
seven in the evening Supt. of Schools brick schoolhouse Thursday io tie
not
have
done
kittens and all colors. LAKE VIEW FARM. Masonic St. Tel. 304.
143-145 estate belonging to said deceased situated on
Charles E. Lord will speak on the quilts which the Baptist circle are iiis machine for Merrill Simmons I
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
my
work
as
it
Hosmer
Fund
Rd.,
Camden,
Me.
Tel.
153-11.
Vanberiy
isle
In
Friendship
and
described
FOR SALE—Stave edgings ut my mill in in said Petition.
theme "Submerging the Unit in the making. A picnic dinner was served last week.
140*151
Whereas Maude lllaler Hibbert of Washing
should have been
large bundles 5 cts. each.
Delivered at
Elmer Barnes is working on his
Machine."
HOWARD V. RACKLIFF late of Rockland, ton in the County of Knox and State
done. Mother
and a pleasant day reported. Th house every spare moment getting it
ocldand in truok loads of 150 bundles 10
Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated Hi
deceased,
Will
and
IMtltlon
for
Probate
Miss Alcada Hall is leaving today, schoolhouse was recently purchased
cts each. SIDNEY HUMES. Stickney Corner.
told me of Lydia
Miscellaneous
Me. Tel. 6-5 Washington.
143-145 thereof asking that Letters Testamentary he twenty-third day of March. 1919, and rt
Saturday, for Orono to spend a few from the town by Dr. Randall J. ready to occupy next spring.
E. PInkham’s
orded
in
Kuox Registry of Deeds, B«»ok 18*
issued
to
Margaret
A.
KacklilT
of
Rockland,
AM NOW READY to butcher pigs. F.
Mr. and Mrs. William Todd of Bos
days with a former school friend.
FOR SALE—Reo truck, rigged dump body.
Vegetable Com W. EDWARDS,
Condon, superintendent of the Cin ton are occupying their house here
271 Limerock St. Tel. 806-J. Can lie made Into .stationary body, with cab she being the Executrix named in said will page 318. conveyed to George H. Lincoln
Ithout bond.
said Washington, a certain parcel of real es
Morning worship at the Methodist cinnati (Ohio) schools, and has been
pound, and I had
145*147 and top. Two hind tires new, heavy duty.
for a brief time.
FREIDONIA ALLEN late of Indianapolis, tate, situated In said Washington and bount
Church at 10.30; subject of sermon,
read in different
ompletely overhauled this spring by Reo Ind..
fixed up very attractively making an
NOTICE—Notice* is hereby given of the loss
ed and described as follows:—
deceased,
authenticated
copy
of
the
Lester Post and family of Rockland
‘‘Quietness Amid Confusion,” Rev. J.
papers 'what it of deposit book numbered 760 and the owner mechanic, price $225. or will trade for two Will and Petition for Probate thereof, to
Beginning at a stake and stones soutlk
ideal place for such a gathering.
were guests of his brother Maynard
L. Pinkerton, pastor. Sunday school
had done for dif of said book asks for duplicate in accordance horse sled and grocery wagon ROSE HILL gether with a Petition for Probate of Foreign west corner of George M. Hibbert’s land
A well-baby conference was held last week.
ARM,
Owl
’
s
Head,
Me.
Tel.
425-31.
with
the
provision
of
the
State
Law.
.
SEthence
north-easterly to land formerly owne
ferent women.
meets at 12 noon, L. F. S. Morse,
142-147 Will and Petition for Probate thereof, to by the widow, Elizabeth Howard, to a hire
in the vestry of the Methodist Church
URITY TRUST CO.. Rockport Branch.
be allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate
Frank Wall has had his house piped She wanted me to try it, so my hus Rockport, Maine, by Harold 8. Davis, Mgr.
League service will be at 6 and a
FOR SALE—Sixty acre farm. Rockville Court of Knox County and that Letters Tes- tree marked for a corner; thence north
Friday under the auspices of the
band got me one bottle at first;
for water.
‘
-Rockland,
-t|
praise and preaching service at 7
145-8-1.77 village, three miles from
on jf
State
:..nn-nt.iiv l»c Issued to The Union Trus’ westerly by said Elizabeth Howard’s land
State Board of Health. A nurse way
will be held Thursday evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Emma Dunn and daughter then I took two others. • • • Now
’ompany of Indianapolis, Ind., it being the the "Old Ballard Line,” (so called) to
YARNS- Of pure woo. worsted for hand road. Modern, new six room house, all hardin
attendance
and
many
helpful
hint?
spruce tree marked for a corner; thence b
ood floors, bath, city water, electricity. Executor named in said will without bond.
Next week see a big sale on lard,
Annie have gone for the winter to I am feeling quite strong again.” knitting, also rug yarns for hooked rugs. 56c
said "Ballard Line" southerly across tli
Nice
ham
36x49;
wayside
store
and
gaso

received
by
the
mothers
present
1
oz.
skein.
Order
sent
C.
O.
D.
Write
for
Mrs. Ernest Tanguay of Adams.
B8TATB OF JENNIE F. LIBBY late of highway leading from West Wasliington .
flour, shoulders, etc., ut the A. & P.
join Mr. Dunn at Florida Hejtw,
station. Ten
res blueberries, ten more Cushing, deceased. Petition for License to sell
with their babies and small children
Mass., says she was ill for four free samples today. Ask about wool blanket®. line
Clark’s Corner, so called, to the land
store.—adv.
to
burn
in
spring.
Early
land,
lots
of
wood
where he is employed.
CONCORD WORSTED MILLS, Dipt. 42 W,
Real Estate filed by Jennie F. Bucklin of
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
years and could not sleep nights or 'oncord, N. H.
lid lumber; 56 apple trees; fine view of Waldoboro, Adtnx. asking tha<t she may be George M. Hibbert aud known as the Jon_
169-S&1-147
Arthur Patterson of Boston visited
Mrs. Annie Wentworth
lake and hills. Apply to W. A. Rll’MEY. license*! to sell at private sale certain real lot; thence south-easterly on aid Hibbert
Church will hold its annual Christ
go out on the street. She read
NOTICE— Notice Is hereby given that Hattie Rockville. Tel. .352-5, aft«r 4 p. m.
141-146 estate belonging to said deceased situated in line to the above mentioned highway, an
Mrs. Annie Wentworth, 82, who mas supper and sale in the vestry on friends in this place Sunday.
about the Vegetable Compound and
widow of Charles J. Gregory, late
across the highway to the north line of
Young Harvey Cline shot and killed decided to try it. After taking eight E.Gregory.
FOR SALE—Twenty-eight foot power boat Cushing and descriltcd in said petition.
died Nov. 30 had been a resident of Dec. 7.
of Glencove. Maine, has notified the Rockland
W. Wellman, it being a part of the aboi
a big doe recently.
suitable for lobster, scallop, or flsh boat
Savings
Bank
that
deposit
book
No.
1059.
ESTATE
GF
LEILA
8.
PAYSON
late
of
Thomaston sixty years. She was
bottles
she
was
able
to
do
all
her
mentioned Jones’ place, to the first mention*
Mrs. Mattie Simmons entertained
Mrs. Ella Cook who has been visit work and go anywhere and is quite issued by said Bank to Charles J. Gregory, is ln«iuire at 505 OLD COUNTY RD. Tel. 534-J Hope, deceased. Petition for License to sell bounds. Containing one hundred acres, moi
born in Waldoboro Oct. 7, 1845. Her the Ladies’ Aid Wednesday. Lunch
144*146 Real Estate filed by George F. Taylor of or less ;
lost and that she wishes to obtain a dupli
parents were both native of that eon was served and a great deal of ing her son Fred Cook of Stonington herself again.
cate thereof. ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK,
And Whereas the said mortgage and tl
FOR SALE—Ford touring , 1923.
Good Belfast, Admr. asking that he may be licensed
This dependable Vegetable Com by E. D. Spear, Treas. Rockland. Maine. battery, rubber and mechanical condition to sell at public or private sale certain real debt thereby secured was assigned by tl
town. Her father was John A. Nash progress made on the preparations the past two weeks has returned to
142*S-148 EARLE CONANT. South Hope.
her home here.
pound is a household word in thou Nov. 26, 1927.
141-tf estate belonging to said deceased situated in said George H. Lincoln to Benjamin H. Lli
and her mother Cedona Cushman. A for the annual fair.
Hope and described in said petition.
coin of said Washington, by written assigi
NOTICE—This Is to notify all persons con
The many friends of Mrs. Eugenia sands of homes. The fourth genera
son, Ernest Wentworth, died several
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and furnace
Mrs. Crosby Prior has returned
ESTATE OF AUCK SULUVAN late of ment. dated June 27. 1927, and recorded
that 1 will r.of be responsible for any wood. W. L. OXTON, West Rockport. Tel.
years ago. Mrs. Wentworth was one from Knox Hospital feeling much im Godfrey will be pleased to learn that tion is now learning the merit of cerned
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 173, page 311
Thomaston,
deceased.
Petition
for
Confirms
bills contracted by my wife, Hannah Russell, Camden 152-4.
141-tf
she has received the appointment ol Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com after this date. GEORGE RUSSELL. Rock
And Whereas the condition of said tnori
of the world's busy ones whose proved in health.
tion of Trustee, filed by Annie M. Mank of
FOR
SALE
—
Pair
of
black
horses,
weight
pound.
If
this
medicine
has
helped
gage
has been broken, now therefore, by re.
Thomaston
asking
that
she
may
be
appointed
land,
Dec.
3.
1927.
145*147
bread was earned in the sweat of her
Much sympathy is felt for Thomas postmaster for the Spruce Head office. other women, why shouldn’t It help
round 3600, good condition, good workers. Trustee, that said appointment may he con son of the breach of condition thereof,
brow. For a number of years she Maker in the loss of his home and She has been acting in that capacity
NOTICE— This is to notify all that from R. W. BUZZELL CO.. Rockport.
138-tf firmed and that letters of trunt be issued to he said Benjamin H. Lincoln, claim a fori
you? At your druggist’s.
this date I have given my son, Blanchard W
had been an invalid and one who
closure of said mortgage.
FOR SALE—Buick sedan, 1927, In fine con her according to law she first giving bund.
farm buildings which were burned since the death of Winnie M. Grant
Star;, his time. MRS. LOTTIE E. START
Dated this fourteenth day of Novembe
found the ancient statement to he
who
filled
the
office
for
many
years.
ESTATE OF CLARA E. MELVIN late of
Camden,
Me. Nov. 29. 1927.
144*146 ditlon, low mileage, three new tires, price
Wednesday night. Mr. Maker lived
right. TEL. 386-2.
135-tf WeU Rockport, deceased. Petition for Dis A. D., 19 '
true that the life of four-score years
The
people
of
the
village
are
to
be
ROCKPORT
BENJAMIN H. UNCOLN.
NOTICE—Any peraon known to be cutting
in Cushing just over the Friendship
is full of trouble and sorrow. Fu
FOR SALE—Xo. 16 Modern Glenwood par tribution filed by Henry V. Melvin Admr.
STATE OF MAINE
congratulated un having such an effi- i Mr ”>d Mrs. Ralph Loring and trees or brush on my property will be pun
line.
ESTATE
OF
ANN
D.
COOK
late
of
St
lor
stove,
used
one
season.
C.
A.
EMERY
November 14. 1927.
neral services were held at the Bap
cient member of the postoffice de Mrs. Laura Leach of Rockland were iahed according to law. LA FOREST C 28 Pacific St. Tel. 518-M or 436-M. 134-tf George, deceased. Petition for Distribution Knox, SS.
Personally appeared the above subscrlb
SMITH. Rockport.
144*149
tist church Friday afternoon, Rev.
partment as Mrs. Godfrey and all recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her
filed by Everett W. Cook Admr.
Benjamin H. Lincoln and made oath that t
FOR
SALE
—
Farm
75
acres
known
as
the
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS—Trees large
H S, Kilborn officiating. The bear
CAMDEN
join in wishing her such success dur bert Coates.
ESTATE OF JOSEPH G. MADDOCK# late foregoing notice of foreclosure is true.
and small, for Christmas and other occa Lovejoy farm on the Hosmer pond road, 2H
Before me,
Owl’s Head, decease*?, Petition to deter
ers were George Morse. Bowdoin
The regular meeting of Camden ing her term of office. The assistant
Mrs. Stanley Shibles of Portage sions. Prompt delivery, reasonable prices. miles from Camden, nice poultry farm oi of
mine
inheritance tax filed by Ella L. Had
HAROLD B. KALER,
Lermond, Oliver Johnson, Marston Lodge. K. of P„ will be held Monday. is to be Mrs. John McKenzie who Lake is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. HERBERT H. SIMPSON, 23 Cedar St. Te truck farming; large two story house and out
docks
Exx.
Nov.
19-26
Dec. 3
Justice of the .l’ex
864-J.
143*145 buildings, in nice condition; nice well of
Simmons.
Mrs. L. C. Oborne and daughter has alrleady served in that capacity Edgar P. 'Shibles.
water; plenty of wood and pasture; th»
ESTATE OF CHARLES S. ROBBINS late
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
CARPET
SWEEPERS
and
vacuum
cleaners
argest elm tree in the county stands dl
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition to determine
Frank Smith who was the guest repaired—24 hour service—satisfaction guar
Whereas Robert E. Scott of St. Georg
Josephine, returned this week from for several years and given hearty
Funeral services for Alma J., Melrose, Mass., where they were satisfaction to the public.
rectly back of the house. HASKELL
inheritance tax filed by Carrie S Rot,bins County of Knox and State of Maine, by h
of his daughter Mrs. G. R. Viles re anteed. HOME SERVICE REPAIR (X)., INC.. CORTHELL.
Camden. Tel. 238-11.
125-tf Exx.
mo.tgage
deed dated the twenty-ninth day
widow of Charles F. A. Newhall, will called by the critical illness of Mrs.
timed Wednesday to his home in 12 Myrtle St., Rockland. Phone 8923.
ESTATE OF ADA F. CLARRY late of October. 1924. and recorded in the Kim
FOR SALE—Ten acre fleld. one half mile
be held at 2 p. m. Monday from the Osborne's sister Mrs. Aubrey Dunton
143-14
Anson.
County
Registry
uf Deeds, Book 202. pa;
Union,
deceased.
Petition
to
dete
mine
In

from Rockport village; cuts 10 tons of hay
residence of her son, E. L. Newhall.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. William Spear has returned REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any arge barn and garage, nearly new. Wood heritance tax filed by Edward H. Clarry 434. conveyed to me, the undersigned, a ce
William Clark is a patient at the
color; storage. 4 A. STEVENS & SON. Mc and lumber lot for sale at Hosmer PonJ, loi Admr.
tain lot of land, together with the buildini
185 Broadway, Rockland.
Rev. Mr. Rockwell of Concord, N. from Staten Island and White Plains Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
Camden Community Hospital.
thereon, situated In said St. George on tl
130*132-tf of big oak and pine and a '.ot of hard wood
Accounts filed for allowance in the fol south side of Tenant’s Harbor at Ellmor
"Come Out of the Kitchen,” will be H.. will preach at Union Church Sun N. Y. where she has been visiting
Some nice cottage lota on Oils land. HASK
lowing estates:
bounded and described as follows: Begi:
WARREN
ELL
At
CORTHELL.
Phone
238-11
Camden.
presented at an early date In the day morning and evening. There will relatives*
i
CLARA E. MELVIN, first and final filed by ning at the northeast corner of land owned L
To Let
U'-tl
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Porter
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins of opera house by the senir class of be special music by the choir.
Henry
V. Melvin Admr.
the heirs of E:ta Barter; thence running we
moved
this
week
into
the
Robarts
FOR
SALE
—
75
pair
of
steel
arch
support*
Regular
meeting
of
Marguerite
Camden
High
School.
Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
ROSA KAJANIXER, first and final, filed by 16 deg. north by said land nine rods to lau
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for light similar to the $3.00 kind for $1.00. McLAIN Ida Salo Admx.
owned by James Hunter; thence north by sa
house
on
Amesbury
Hill
which
they
Chapter,
O.
E.
S„
will
be
held
Mon

Mrs.
Kate
Sherman
and
Miss
Edith
Robbins of Hope were dinner guests
housekeeping. Modem. Adults only. MIL SHOE STORE.
131-tf
JOSEPH G. MADDOCKS, fl.ist and final, Hunter’s land fif’een rods, more or less,
of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Randall Sun Clough have moved for the winter day night. The entertainment com recently purchased.
TON GRIFFLN, 25 Ocean St. Tel. 373-M
land
owned by Philip Smith; thence east
Reliable stock ot hair goods
filed by Ella L. Maddocka Exx.
Frank Priest and Austin Whit
145-ft theLADIES
from their residence on upper Elm mittee are making arrangements for
day.
deg. south b\ said Smith’s land nine rods
Rockland Hair Sto^e, 236 Main St. Mai
IOLA
W.
VINAL.
Supplementary,
filed
by
the
road
leading from the highway to Wi
ney
who
were
home
to
spend
the
TO LET—Cosily furnished rooms at 2
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 131-tf Alice W. Karl Admx. c. t. a.
Bible Sunday is Her. 4 and at the street to apartments in the Camden a most unique program which in
11am Holbrook’s home; thence by .said roa_
145-14
cludes a White Elephant Party. All holiday with their parents Mr. and ELM ST. Tel 883-R.
Baptist Church Rev. H. M. Purring block.
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGE?
ALICE W. WARDWELL. first and final t£n roils, more or less, to the first mention*
TO LET—Five room tenement at 81 Grace and estates; up-to-date property, in the gar
Mrs. William G. Stover is quite ill members are requested to bring a Mrs. Fred D. Priest and Mr. and
ton will speak on “The Bible ai^l The
bound, containing one quarter acre at
filed by Alice W. Karl Admx.
St. Inquire at THE PAYSON CO. or on the den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. WritHome.” The union meeting Sunday at her home on Sea street and is be parcel (something they care nothing Mrs. William Whitney have re premises.
EZRA E. BARROWS, first and final, filed thirty-one square rods, more or less; at
144-tf us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Bel
who
eas the condition of said mortgage ha
turned
to
Burdett
’
s
Business
College
evening will be at the Baptist Church ing cared for by Mrs. Oscar Bridges, about) to be exchanged. There will
131-tf by Frank H. Ingraham Public Admr.
been broken, now therefore, by reaswi of th
TO LET—Building rear of 61 Limerock St., fast, Maine.
also be a parade, a representation of Boston.
ADA F. CLARRY, first and final, filed by breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim
with C. D. Paul speaking on the topic R. N’.
for Sale—Eight room house at 121
can be heated suitable for shop or garage.
Dr. and Mrs. F. X. Allen have MRS. EDITH A. HICKS. Tel. 988.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
144-149 Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and tw« Edward H. Clarry Admr.
The Philathea Class met at the book titles and of songs, and a mov
"The Strength of a Man."
•D!ited this twenty-second day of Novembe
CHARLES S. ROBBINS, first and final
moved from Thomaston into the
ing picture contest.
The name of Parker H. Spear of church parlors Friday of this week.
TO LET—Just finished, newly furnished barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER. Tel. 43-M.
A. 1). 1927.
filed by Carrie 8. Robbins Exx.
47*t,
Haskell
house,
Beech
street.
another three room apartment, in Vinal block
Mrs. frank Winslow will entertain
The following from Camden will
Warren should have been on the list
*
JENNIE (rILES
ALICE SULLIVAN, first and final, filed by
FOR SALE—Dry. hard, fitted cord and junk
There was a large attendance Thomaston, centrally located. EASTERN
STATE OF MALNE
of Knox County young people attend attend the Y. 11. C. A. State Boys' the Whshington Club at her home
Annie M. Mank Exx.
REAL
ESTATE
CO.,
32
Union
St.
Tel.
819.
wood.
T.
J.
(
’
ARROLL.
Tel.
263-21
Rock
Knox,
ss
Wednesday evening at the inspec
Conference to be held in Augusta this Saturday evening.
143-145 land. P. O. Thomaston.
ing the University of Maine.
131-t
ELLA J. JARVIS, first and final, filed by
November 22, 19...
Frank A. Richardson Admr.
Misses E. F. Roberts and Elizabeth tion of the Fred A. Norwood Relief
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Packard have week: John M. Taylor, Arthur Red
Then pe nonally appeared the above sul
TO LET—House on Oak St. with all mod
EVERETT BEVERAGE, second and final scribed Jennie Giles anil made oath that tl
moved into the Simmons flat lately man, Maurice Fitzgerald. Clifford Wlederhold entertained the- Apron Corps. The inspecting officer was em Improvements. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
filed by Fremont Beverage Admr.
fo egoing notice of foreclosure by her aigne
142-tf
Taylor, Clarence Taylor, Leroy Alley, Club at Brldgeslde Tuesday. The Mrs. Effie E.French of Winthrop, Me Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
vacated by Robert Cinqmars.
Farms, City Homes*
JAMBS 8. HALL, first and final, filed by Is true.
TO LET—-House at 87 J’ark St., eight
The ladies of the Congregational Frank Thomas, Franklin Hopkins, guests of honor were Mrs. C. B. Vina I Department President of tlie Na
Before me,
Sadie
Al.
Cobb
Exx.
tional Women's Relief Corps. While rooms, bath and furnace, AR modern. In
JOHN M .INGRAM,
Church circle are serving a public Judson Lord, Irving Bracey and Er and Mrs. Alice Strlckjand.
GEDRf^i G. DELANO, first and final, filed
Cottages, House and
146-tf
luire at 89 PARK ST.
in
town
she
was
tlie
guest
of
Mrs
Notary tPubllc.
The
Silent
Sisters
met
Wednesday
»
supper in the parlors next Thursday nest Jones.
by H. A. Delano Exr.
Nov.
26
Dec.
3
10
[8ea
Ernest Torrey.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Cottage Lota, General
^The December meeting of the Par with Mrs. L .W. Sanborn.
when they will entertain the mem
ELIZABETH M. STURGIS, first and final,
Mrs.
Beulah
Richardson
was
hos
Whereas,
Annie
L.
Meese
by
her
deed
of
filed
by
Russell
Sturgis
and
Arthur
Sturgis
Mr. and Mrs. David Duncan and
bers of the choir as guests. The ent-Teacher Association will be held
FRED S. RHODES late of Rockland. *1*
Exrs.
less Friday evening at an auction mortgage dated the 10th day of November
Real Estate.
ceased. November 15, 1927. Uharlotle (
supper will he preceded by their an at the Y. M. C. A. next Tuesday daughter Rebecca expect to leave
1920 and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds.
bridge
party
at
the
home
of
her
MINNIE
E.
NUTE,
first
and
final,
filed
by
Rhodes
of Rockland was appointed Ex
Tuesday for a week’s stay in Boston
Book 165, Page 552 conveyed to me. the
evening at 7.30 o'clock.
nual December apron sale.
without bond.
Lizzie B. McCorrison Exx.
mother 'Mrs. Minnie Crozier on Cen undersigned, certain parcel of real estate
Mrs. Charles T. Swan is in Knox before sailing for Scotland.
Miss Harriet Hahn is spending a
ANN
D.
COOK,
first
and
final,
filed
by
SUSAN
AMELIA BUTLER late of Warre
including*buildings thereon situated In Vlnal
Vinalhaven High School orchestra tral street. Those present were Mrs haven in the County of Knox and bounded
part of the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Hospital, Rockland, for a major op
Everett W. Cook Admr.
deceased, November 15, 1927, Lucie -leant
Frank
Rtone,
Mrs.
Elmo
Crozier
held a rehearsal at the band hall
and described as follows;—
Fred Hahn in Gardiner.
eration.
38 Chestnut St Rockland
DOROTHY E. HALLEN, first and final Butler of Warren was appointed Exx. withoi
Mrs. William Lefurgy, Camden, Mrs
bond. She has appointed Frank H. Ingraha
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
filed by Adolph B. Anderson Guardian.
Mrs. John Sidensparker will spend
The bi-monthly meeting of the Thursday night.
of Rockland as her Agent in Maine while si
Herbert iMann, Mrs. G. Lester Hale westerly side of the Granite Wand road and
Telephone
723-M
FRED 8. RHODE#, first and final, filed by is living out of the State.
Mrs. Ralph Brown was hostess to
the winter in Camden and with her Friends-In-Council will be held next
Miss Marion Weidman, Miss Marie on the northerly side of the private way
Lottie C. Rhodes Guardian.
S4-S-tt
daughter Miss Elsie Sawyer she Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. A. the Mothers' Club 'Friday.
to H. A. Dtlauo’s residence; thence
WILLIAM H. BUTLER late of Warren, *1*
Lunden..
A dainty luncheon was leading
ALICE W. WARDWELL, second and final ceased, November 15, 1927. Lucie Jeant
westerly by line of said way 175 feet to the
Charles L. Boman entertained the
will do light housekeeping in a small Robbins ut "Undereliffe.”
filed by A. Walter Wardwell Guardian.
served and the occasion was a most shore or to the wesjerly side of a ledge on
Butler
of Warren was appointed Exx wl
flat. Mr. Sidensparker will alter
Mrs. Margaret Norton entertained Bridge Club Wednesday night at his enjoyable one.
the shore bank; thence northerly as the shore
PAUL A. JONES, first and final, filed by out bond. She has anointed Frank H. L
nate between the two towns wherever the Twilight Twelve Thursday at her home, in honor of C. F. Grimes’
lies 58 feet to a large granite boulder and
Emma L. Jones Guardian.
graham of Rockland as her Agent in Mail
Services at the Methodist church including the shore privileges thereto west
birthday anniversary.
bis work calls him.
home on Bay View street .
EVELYN F. ELWELL, first and final while she fs living out of the State.
during December will all tie to tlie erly of this line; thence northeasterly 135
filed by Mabel H. Colson Guardian.
EDWARD L. FERGUSON late of Cushln
Joshua Starrett, 82, a life long resi
Lafayette Carver Corps will be in topic: “Unto us a child is born
The fourth social of the Baptist
SHIP
YOUR
feet to the aforesaid Granite Island Road ‘for
Witness. EDWARD K. GOULD, Eaqulre deceased. November 15, 1927 Floyd R Fe
dent of Warren, died early Wednes Calendar Club will be held next spected Tuesday night by D. D. P. Next Sunday the morning medita a corner; thence southerly by line of said
guson
of Cushing was appoinhd Admr. wAltl
Judge
of
Probate
Court
for
Knox
County
day morning, having succumbed to Wednesday evening, Supper will be Mrs Fdtdinand Cooper of Rockland. tion will be on "The God of the Old road 235 feet ,0 the bound began at. con
out bond.
Rockland, Maine.
taining three-fourths of an acre of land there
an attack of pneumonia.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
G.
Johnson
and
Attest
served at 6.30, followed by an enter
SANBORN II. PAYSON late of Hope. ■<1*
Testament" and in the evening, “Jf being the same more or less.
CHARLES L VIUZIE. Register.
Live and Dressed
ceased. October 18. 1927. George F. Taylor
daughter I.uda left Friday for Wor Jesus had not lieen born?”
Fred 'Overlook and others will tainment.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
Belfast
was appointed Adnu\ and qualifl*
has
been
broken.
Now
therefore,
by
reason
cester.
Mass,
.where
they
will
spend
make up a small orchestra to play for
The regular meeting of the United
Mrs. Laura Leach of Rockland of the breach of the conditions thereof
by filing bond on Nov. 18, 1927,
the union church service at the Bap Order of Golden Cross was held the winter months.
was the guest of Mrs. Maria Tibbetts claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
LENORA
T. RTCB late of Boston. Ma»
Notices of Appointment
tist Church Sunday evening. Miss Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen who .have Wednesday.
HARVEY W. AMKfi.
deceased, November 15, 1927, Edward
Dated
at
Vinalhaven,
Maine,
this
16th
day
Rice of Framingham Center, Mass, was a
Johnson of Thomaston will give a
At the next meeting of Megunti- been guests of their son Richard
Capt. Charles Wooster has re
1927.
Exr. without bond. W. H. Butler
solo.
cook Grange there will be work in the Allen, returned Saturday to Bar turned from Bangor where he ac of November STATE
I. Charles L. Veazle, Register of Probate pointed
OF MAUVE
Rockland was appointed Agent in Maine.
for
thn
County
of
Knox.
In
the
State
of
"A Great W’oman” is the topic for third and fourth degrees. Saturday Harbor.
November 10, 192'
companied Mrs. Wooster for a sur Knox. ss.
MARK B. FLANDERS late of Rocklan
Maine, hereby certify' that in the following
Personally appeared the above subscribed
the Sunday morning service at the evening. Dec. 10 a Pomona supper
James ChYlstie arrived this week gical operation.
estates the persons were appointed Admin deceased, November 15, 1927, Mervyn
Harvey W. Arnes and made oath that the fore
Baptist Church.
front Barre, Vt.
will be served at 5.30
Lstratore or Executors and on the dates here Flanders of Rockland was appointed Adm
At the Baptist church Sunday going foreclosure no;Ice is true.
Commission Merchants
without bond.
inafter indicated.
Frank Thomas of Pleasantville has
Mrs. Luther Burns returned Satur morning the pastor Rev. J. L. 'Wil deed.
A Masonic assembly will be held
MARY A. ADAMS late of Rockland, „
CLARENCE CROUSE late of St. George
purchased a driving horse of (Dana Dec. 8 in the Masonic Temple.
day from Boston.
Before
me.
son will t ike for his subject "Hands
deceased, August 12. 1927, Edwin S. Vose of ceased, November 15, 1927. Helena A. Fal
47-53 North Market Street
DANIEL H. GLIDDEN,
Mrs. Ned Kittredge and Mrs. Across the Sea.”
Smith.
The Philathea Class met at the
Church Bible
Cushing was appointed Admr. and qualified of Rockland was appointed A4mx, and qual
J Just Ice of the Peace.
37-42 Merchants Row
George Geary visited Rockland Sat School at the noon hour. There will Nov. 19-26-Dec. 3
fied by filing bond on the same date.
church parlors Friday afternoon.
by filing bond November 23, 1927.
J
THERE ARE LOTS OF US
BOSTON. MASS.
NORMAN K. BURNS late of Friendshl
Mrs. W. D. Knowlton will entertain urday.
LOTTIE H. CARVER late of Vinalhaven,
he a special collection for the Near
ONE OF THE OLDEST
deceased. November 23, 1927, Ola Estelle deceased. November 18, 1937, Genora i
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick have East Relief. There will be no eve
the Monday Club next week.
Bums
of Friendship was appointed Adm
Ames of Vlnalhaven was appointed Exx.
Next Census Exnected To Show That
ESTABLISHED COMMISSION
The regular meeting of Knox moved into the Lyford house on East ning service.
and qualified by filing bond on the san
without bond.
date.
i
Uncle Sam’s Family Contains 124,- Temple, Pythian 'Sisters, will be held Main street.
HOUSES IN BOSTON
BARBARA H. GOVE late of Owl’s Head,
The remains of Hannah B., 84,
i
000,000.
FRED J. BICKNELL late of Rockland
next Thursday.
deceased. November 15, 1927, Albert B. Gove
PROMPT RETURNS
APPLETON RIDGE
,( The United States will have a popof Owl’s Head and Grace L. Kirk of Middle- ceased, September 20, 1027, PutnaiiTT B.v
The remains of Clara Hemingway, widow of Roscoe Babbige, were
Weekly
Market
Report*
nell,
Osmond A. Palmer and Edith C. Bic
town, Conn, were appointed Exrs. without
•Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. ’Sprowl
( ulation of about 124,000,000 about wife of M. H. Tracey of Brooklyn, N. brought here Monday from Worces
bond. Charles T. Smalley of Rockland was neil all of Rockland were appointed Exrs
Mailed Upon Request
1930, Census Director Steuart pre- Y„ were brought to Camden Thurs ter, Mass, .accompanied by her son and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard M. Brown
quaHfled
by filing bend without sureties
appointed Agent in Maine for Grace L. Kirk.
November 25, 1927.
i dieted in his annual report to Sec day for interment in Mountain Street Sanford Babbige and other relatives. were in Rockland Tuesday.
HLMUN E. GLIDDEN late of Thomaston,
Attest
:
—
The pupils not tardy or absent
deceased. November 32, 1927, Alice M. Gild
retary Hoover.
cemetery. The 'body was accom She was formerly a resident of this
den of Portland, was appointed Admx. and 45-8-151 CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register
'* He outlined detailed preparations panied to Camden by the husband town. Interment
was made in during the fall term of school were
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
Moody
and
Walter
, that his organization now is making and daughter Mrs. Helen King and Bay View cemetery, Archie Beggs Laurence
THOMAS B. SWETLAND late of St. George,
Sprowl.
/
1 for the next count, remarking inci- Mrs. Elvie Heal of Roxbury.
officiating at the committal service,
deceased. September 20, 1937, Elizabeth A.
Mrs. Ella McLaughlin has been
I'dentally that since the first census
Coolbroth of St. George was appointed Admx.
having some repair work done on her
and qualified by filing bond November 16,
in 1790 the pountry’s inhabitants
Plumbing and Heating
Mrs. Barbara E. Smith
1927.
panied by her daughter Miss Martha buildings b>- David Esancy and Will
Called Por Within City Limits
had increased 30 times.
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
CHLOE
CROWELL
KELLEY
late
of
Cam

Mrs.
Barbara
Elizabeth
Smith
who
Wood.
Smith,
for
burial
in
the
Mountain
Phone
226M
1 The 1920 census, Mr. Steuart add
Since 1840 this firm has
bridge, Mass., deceased, November 15, 1927,
Telephone 1005-M
Visitors at the High School Wed
ed. indicated a population of 105,- died at her home in Hartford, Conn., cemetery, with committal service at
Stillman Francis Kelley and Edmund Sears
faithfully aarvad tha fami
l*2-every Sat-tf
AT HIGHEST MARKET
Kelley both of Cambridge were appointed
710,620 for continental United States Nov. 25. was widow of Prof. Lyman t|,e grave by Rev. H. I. Holt. Besides nesday were Evelyn Hatch, Alma
lies of Knox County.
Exrs. without bond. Charles L. Veazle of
PRICES
Lady
Attendant
In addition to counting people, the D. Smith, professor of writing in the ),er oniy daughter, she Is survived by Mitchell and Wilberta Kowell from
Rockport was appointed Agent in Maine.
Ship us your accummulatioo. ConTai. Day 450; Night, 7S1-Y
Census Bureau now undertakes a schools of Hartford for 45 years. several nieces and nephews, among Burkettville and Faustina Brown,
CHARLES H. MANK late of Cushing, de
Ignments held seven days and if our
variety of national investigations, re Mrs. Smith was born In Lincolnville, whom are Mrs. Alice Paul and Eu- Bertha Johnson and Muriel Robbins
UUaAT a
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ceased,
November 15, 1927, Gilford B. Butler
valuation is unsatisfactory, we return
from the Ridge.
flating to manufacturing production, July 23, 1848, daughter of John and gene Young of Camden
of South Thomaston was appointed Admr.
your furs and PAY ALL CARTAGE
rntotanra.S
’
fc
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Sprowl
and
Misses
and
Qualified
by
filing
bond
November
15,
Sally
(Calderwood)
'Whitmore.
Fu

EXPENSES.
mortality, health
and accidents.
bt.'xes, sealed with
1927.
Toko WO oth
other.
During the last fiscal yen
yearr the Bu- neral services were held from her I Hardesty Peerless Is an ideal flour Bertha Johnson and Dorothy Fuller
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
G.
H.
BLETHEN
late
of
Rockland,
de

Ask ft
spent
a
few
days
last
week
in
South
reau reported 3.500,DM statistical late home in Hartford Sunday after- for all kinds of cooking and baking,
ROCKLAND, ML
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland
ceased. November 15, 1927, Marietta R.
'WHope,
guests
of
Mrs.
Sprowl
’
s
par

years
known
as Best, Safts
124-S-tf
items dealing witli tlie various sub- noon at 2 o’clock. The remains were —ajy
Blethen of Rockland was appointed Exx.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Mills.
without bond.
jects of inquiry which it directs.
brought to Camden Monday accomSOUtBYWWQOBR

Atwater-Kent
Radio
Atwwt.

RONALD MESSER

TWO WOMEN
FOOND HELP

EARLE LUDWICK

VEAL, PIGS
POULTRY

N. E. Hollis & Co.

WE BUY

£Wurs

DEERSKINS

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

L. W. McCartney

CHICHESTER
. THE DtMION»S PILL!

BURPEE’S

F very-Other-Day

gw society
In additional to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................................. 770
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HARRY

Why You Should Take

Father John's Medi

DANIELS ABROAD

Visits Portugal and Looks In Vain For Fishermen—Finds
Many Petty Grafters, However.

cine for Your Cold

HB

fft)

WO

PR.EPAR.ED

We are 2246 miles from Boston, their Republican form of govern
Ml
It is safe because it is free
straight across the Atlantic, and at ment. It was 17 years ago that i
c
'
'
........
Si
;
The regular circle supper of the
Manuel, the last Portuguese kffl??.
from nerve deadening drugs
our first port of call, Ponta Delgada,
Methodist church will be given in
was spending a great deal of time
Vf
Azores Islands, off the northwest in Paris with little Miss Gaby de
the vestry Wednesday evening, with
or alcohol. It soothes and
coast
of
Africa.
There
are
nine
isl

Mrs. Etta Andersjn in charge, as
Leys, the dancer, which resulted In
heals.
ands and about 250,000 people. Cos his overthrow. And now, with the
sisted in the kitchen and dining
tumes
are
strange,
the
women
wear

room hy members of the choir. A
"republic," as with our neighboring '
ing a monkish gown with a white Central American republics, graft is
candy sale will also be held, followed
The greatest body build
hood.
The
land
is
very
fertile;
of
bv an entertainment in the evening,
evident at every turn. The ship
er, makes tissue, strength
volcanic origin. There doesn't seem must anchor in the stream, although
the proceeds of which will go to
to
be
much
of
Interest
here,
and
it's
ward the fund for choir robes.
and flesh, so it builds power
there are plenty of vacant ducks
just a good place to leave the ship, and a sufficient depth of water to !
BP -- '
to
resist
illness.
It
is
richest
after six days on the ocean, and get ge to them, (I am informed by an
The Sunshine Society will meet
the feel of land under your feet. Por officer,) and the reason for tills Is
•isMonday afternoon with Mrs. Georgia
in vitamines.
No sooner had Christinas, 1926,
Now we are ready. Gifts and
tuguese is the language and it needs jo allow the local fleet of small ,
Aylward, Ifi Clarendon street.
youth, strength and courage for a boats to take the passengers ashore ,
Holiday
merchandise has come
become a memory than, we began
Proof of its merit is its 70
stranger to tackle it.
(100 feet), for $1 a head—and there ■
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman have
through
our
doors from the world
So we wilt go along to the east are a thousand passengers. And it
planning for Christmas, 1927.
years of success.
returned to Rockville after a week's
ward for two days more, and hit our also costs $1 a head to get back to
over.
visit with their daughter, Miss Mary
first port in Europe, Lisbon, Portu the ship.
Postage stamps are 300
Tolman, at the home of Dr. F. O.
Through the entire year we have
Those who take cold
gal, at the mouth of a river that centavos each, 15 cents tier letter,
We are prepared to serve you as
Bartlett, Llmerock street.
confws along, over from Madrid, sold hy another set of profiteers who
easily find that Father John’s
kept an eye on December 25th—
never
before. You should be pre
Spain, and crosses the country. And buy them from the federal govern
Medicine builds up their
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Packard will
buying and preparing for the great
here is most of the town up on top ment and sell them at 400 percent
pared
too—by planning and Shop
return Monday from a two weeks'
a high cliff, perched aloft, and the ' proflt and make a living at it.'
powers of resistance.
vacation trip to Boston and -New
est
Christmas
yet.
ping
Early.
way to get up there Is by a rope 1 A Hudson motor car seating four
York.
railway. Wines and fruits. That people is $7.50 an hour anil you are
Miss Jennie Packard has returned
Miss Susan Nutt has been con- seems to be the business here and obliged to hire it for four hours for
from
Camden,
and
Is
stopping
with
The regular business meeting of
lined to the house the past week.
there doesn’t seem to be much doing $30 for t,he transportation service is
Evelyn
Burbank,
Masonic
the BPW Cluli was held at the rooms Miss
that Is new, novel or interesting. also controlled by the political grhftstreet.
Thursday ev'ening Willi Mrs. Ella
One other city, Oporto, Is the only ers. who have no ambition to work
Cite, first vice president, in charge.
other city In this small country.
and so it goes throughout the whole
At the close of business, iRev. Walter
Misses Vlttrlcl and Elizabeth C.tSome few centuries ago the King country. It is a good place to stay
S. Rounds gave In an entertaining rini are at the Thurston Farm in
dom of Portugal boasted a civiliza away from. There is nothing worth
manner readings from "The Cope Union for an extended stay.
tion that was the envy of the world. while and you are hleil from lilt
land Reader,” a volume compiled hy
It was in the 16th century that Vasco time you land until you embark.
Prof. Copeland of Harvard College,
Grades 5 and 6 have formed d Cit de Gama sailed out the Tagus river
Mrs. Leo Howard left Knox Hos
The tide comes in for 24 hours a ,
ing the next two months Hie men at Cooper Brook through Hie ChristON MY SET
a former Maine man and a graduate pital Friday for her home, much Im izenship Club, the organization tak from this harbor of Lisbon, where we day. and never goes out, nt Olbral- i
wlll see, iituny anil work at actual J nias vacation, returning for the
of Bowdoin College.
Mr. Rounds' proved In health.
ing place on Armistice Day. Russell are now anchored, seeking a new tar Straits, separating Africa from i
Occupying the position on the
lumbering and Woods operation. | “penjng of Hie spring semester in
readings were "The Village Singer,”
Bartlett of Grade 6 was elected route to India. And he found it by Spifin. This unusual condition <s ] dial that WCSH used to have,
Cruising, mapping, logging, engin- I'chruai
hy Mary Freeman; "Madeline of the
Mrs. G. C. Knight of Broadway, president, and Margaret E. Pendle going down the coast of Portugal, due to the fact that the few rivers
WEEI is now giving much great*
eering and forest' management ure
Movies,” by Stephen Leacock; "A will entertain the Thimble Club ton of Grade 5 secretary. Vernard past Gibraltar, on down the wesB flowing into the Mediterranean Set
er satisfaction, and the Boston
the four major lines to lie studied.
ON READING EITTERSWEET"
Winter Courtship,” by Sarah Jewett; Monday evening.
Crockett and Sylvia Shafter of coast of Africa and around Cape of da not empty into It a sufficient vol- j Globe's late night bulletins are
The site of the camp this year is in
A little Question fur today :
and "The Gift of the Magi” hy
Grade 6 were chosen captains of the Good Hope and up the Indian Ocean. ume of water to overcome the j again being heard.
Hie
vicinity
of
Cooper
Brook,
which
If twenty's lime or even May.
O'Henry. Mrs. Rounds was guest of
The first social event of the Coun lines. Sylvia Cohen was named as Others had tried before him but had amount lost hy evaporation, and as
.«. .a.
Hus lain one Itmli H. Whittemore any
Is eaRt of Moosehead Lake, about 26
honor.
Refreshments were served try Club under the new officers took governor and Elmer Newman and fqileil, and Columbus was on such an a result, the Mediterranean Sea level
Mere Forty is Xuvenrlier
miles
in
the
woods
from
tile
Kokailj"
Charles
M.
Lawry
logged
Anyluus inquirer.
under the direction of Mrs. Susie place Thursday evening when a suc Virginia Leach as captains of the expedition when he discovered Amer is always a bit lower than the At
postofttce. Tlie lit students will slay
WKBP of Kingston, Penn, the
Nov. 311, 1927.
Davis. Mrs. Donald Perry was ad cessful and enjoyable supper and lines for Grade 5. The second meet ica.
lantic Ocean. That is fact. The fic •other night. “On My Set" will be
mitted to membership. Next Thurs auction party was given with Mr. ing was held on Nov. 23.
Portugal ip those days was a tion is that Hercules is supposed to j
glad to note unusual stations.
day evening there will be a sewing and Mrs. Louis Ward well of Camden
kingdom worthy of the name, but have found the rock of Gibraltar
.«. .*.
bee at the rooms to make card table heading a callable committee of 1-1.
The following pupils of Grade 1 that is now all changed. The Portu shutting off the Mediterranean from
House-Sherman's
new Dodge
covers for club use.
and
the
Sub-primary
had
perfect
at

There were 72 present and tliey were
guese are now living in the past. the ocean, and to have cleft 11
truck, artistically decorated by
emphatic in their praises of the sup tendance for the first half of the fall They contribute nothing to the arts, asunder, uniting the two bodies of
Charles B. Emery, inform* the
The Relief Corps Sewing Circle per served hy Mrs. Lillian McRae. term: Mary Gross, Mary Egan. Bar sciences, inventions or progress, and water, and leaving massive promon
world that it it in the radio
will meet at the home of Mi’s. Ber Honors in auction fell to Mrs. Ken bara .Murray, Ibra Ripley, Avis Ru content themselves with making tories on either side.
They are
game. The firm announces theae
nard Butler, 390 Broadway, Wednes nedy Crane, Miss Anne Hlackington, benstein, Roger Vose, Harold Taylor, wine, some of it very bad, and can called the Pillars of Hercules. Gi
sales: Mrs. Charles Wade, Fada
Mrs. George Baihelder, Mrs. A. W. Laura Sylvester Nathan ,1’easley, ning a little fish. For miles off the braltar is 1430 feet high, and a B. itday evening.
Special Six, electrified; E. F.
Foss, Charles M. Kalloch, Henry Marion Armata, Marion Church and coast I looked in vain for fishermen isl fortress. Although, with subma
HarringtoA, South Thomaston,
bu, could only locate three boats, and rines and airships she's not the
The Cardinal Club will be enter Howard. Louis E. Wardwell an3 A. Tiilie Haskell.
Telma Hawkins anil Condon Rob I am now of the opinion that Ameri grewsome,
Freshman Equaphase, electrified,
impregnable
guardian
tained this afternoon hy Mrs. Hfcrah .1. Bird.
inson have entered the first grade.
Mrs. M. B. Perry, Freshman
ca has most of the Portuguese fish that she was a few short years ago.
Snow Masonic street.
a
Little Angelena D’Augostino has ermen. and that they are located on
Equaphase, electrified; W. H.
The Chapin Class will hold Its
And so we cross the straits, the I
Glendennlng, Freshman A. C.,
IMrs. Howard Hall and daughter monthly supper In the Universallst been very ill with double pneumonia. Cape Cod, at Provincetown and always incoming tide, "the blue waHer teachers and small classmates Gloucester, many along the Maine eis of the Mediterranean’ that are
operated console.
Estelle spent Wednesday in Lewis vestry Tuesday evening, with the
following committee in charge: Mrs, are hoping that she will soon be bel coast, anil a few at Key West. Any mostly a regular Atlantic Ocean
ton.
Bernice Dunbar, chairman;
Mrs. ter and able to return to school.
way, they are not in Portugal.
James Briggs logged KMO of
greenish-gray, as all travelers know,
One day recently Master David
The country is poor, and some of mil we will head for Casablanca, on
Tacoma,
Wash.,
Wednesday
!
The Clara Barton Guild will meet Daisy Bird. Mrs. Ella Perry, Mrs.
Curtis, a third grade youngster, en the people have degenerated into a the northwest coast of Darkest
Frances
Bicknell,
Mrs.
Bernice
Free

night.
with Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker, 232
tertained the first grade by telling lot of petty political grafters under Africa.
man.
Miss
Margaret
Nutt,
Mrs.
Eve

H. A. Daniels.
Broadway, Monday afternoon at 3.30.
lyn Peaslee and Mrs. Pauline Scho them a story, holding their attention
“Your wife is a hard working
from start to finish.
field.
Mrs. George Everett is caring for
woman,” said one of the come
• • * •
tlon
trip
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harrington
IN OLD MIZZOURY
Mrs. Grace Keller-who is very ill at
dians the other night.
attended the annual football match
Grade G had only one case of tar
Mrs. Thelma Stanley has returned
her home 311 Main street.
“Yes,” replied fhe second co
of Boston College and Holy Cross.
from Malden. Mass., where she has diness the past month. Nineteen of
median, “I wish I had two more
Rockland
Couple
Spend
a
B.,C.
won
the
game
l»ut
Il
’
s
hard
to
the
pitpils
have
had
perfect
attend

Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Moody of been for several weeks with her aunt,
just like her.”
Gene that II. C. didn't do
ance in spite of the severe storms
Pleasant Vacation With convince
Warren were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Mabel Fassett, who has been
the
better
work.
that
have
visited
the
city.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gardner, Ran seriously ill. Mrs. Fassett. a former
The Federal Radio Commis
Grade 6 is very’ glad to welcome
Rockland resident, is much improved
St. Louis Friends.
kin street.
sion has decided upon the elimi
In health, being able to be up and hock Vernard Crockett who was out
SMART DEER ISLE BOY
When Santa Comes Let Him Find You Prepared. We
nation of 303 of the 694 broad
several weeks on account of illness
A vacation trip which will always
William Flanagan returned to abeut the house.
casting stations. My comment
The poster for Fire Prevention
Will Help You. We Are To Stage
Kenneth
11.
Haskell
of
Deer
Isle
after
a
ten
Lewiston Wednesday
be remembered with much pleasure
on this proposition may be ex
Mr. and Mrs. iSamuel A. Burpee Week proved very interesting in
was high rank man of the University
days’ visit with his parents, Mr.
was
completed
Tuesday
when
Mr.
pressed
in
a
single
word
—
amen!
Grade 6.
Original posters were
of Maine College of Agriculture '
Flanagan, Willow are closing their Beech street home
and Mrs. J. H.
and will come to "The Lauriette” Drought in by Rebecca McClure and and Mrs. Eugene Harrington re Freshman class last year and by vote
street.
Monthy where they will have apart Lucille Rankin. A sand map of turned from St. Louis, where they of the honorary agricultural frater- i
Hilliard Spear, Warren’s cham
South America was made by Eliza had spent 10 happy days as guests
pion station hunter writes that
nity, Alpha Zeta, his name will he
Mrs. Judson Young who has been ments for the winter.
beth Moore.
And Clean Out Our Extensive Toy Department. All
he logged 35 stations between
of former Rockland citizens and inscribed on the Alpha Zet i Placque
with her aunt, Mrs. W. O. Cummings
• • • •
TJie circle supper to be given at
where motor trips to many inter on display in the Agricultural build- 1 4.30 p. m. and 6.30 p. m. Thurs
Broadway, for the past two months,
Articles Will Be
In Grade 2 personal appearance is esting points gave them a new vi
day and 17 more between 10.30
has returned to her home in Matini- the First Baptist church Wednesday
ing, according to the announcement
Each sion of the Middle West.
evening will be in charge of the men: being very much stressed.
and midnight, when he was ob
cus.
made
by
Ardron
B.
Lewis,
chan

C. S. Beverage, chairman; Rev. B. morning an inspection is made and
liged to stop on account of static.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrington, accom cellor of that society. Haskell, who
PRICED ACCORDINGLY
the report Is put on the board. The panied by their daughter, Miss
Included in this registry were
Mrs. C. L. Sleeper entertained the P. Browne, W. O. Fuller, F. W. Ful
is
the
third
student
to
win
tills
dis

room to keep up with the children Louise Harrington, left Nov. 2, and
ler.
V,
A.
Leach,
R.
S.
Sherman,
E.
six
stations
new
to
his
list
Opting Club Monday evening in
This Is a Rare Christmas Buying Opportunity
has also changed its appearance. made their first stop in Jefferson, tinction, is working his way through
WEVD, WPAP, WJAY, WGL,
honor of Mrs. 'Lizette Rollins, who E vHagar, Almon Bird, A. E. Bruncollege.
herg. F. B. Miller, F. H. Ingraham The walls have been tinted a deep Mass., where Miss Harrington re
CFCA
and
WFIW.
All
I
can
say
has been home from New York.
E J. Morey, R. B, Magune, Lawton cream and a table added to be used mained to visit Mrs. Annie C. Pren
is that Warren radio fans must
Bray.
An entertainment wlll^ be for books for a school library. On dergast while her parents were on
If college students o! Hie present I be operating under a special dis
Mr. and .Mrs. F. L. S. Morse, ac
given under the direction of the questioning the children it was their Western trip.
day are*so utterly beyond hope why.
pensation. .
companied hy Ivan Tolman, have
found that there were quite a num
Brothel hood Class.
••• •••
In St. Louis they were guests of do you suppose, has the University
been spending the holiday season in
ber not eating certain vegetables. A Miss Mary A. McLoon, formerly of of Kansas school of fine arts estab
Absent from the set in the
Auburn, Mass., guests of Mrs.
Rockland, Maine
The Progressive Literary Club will campaign on vegetables has been Rockland, who is now making her lished a class in harp-playing?—New
early hours of last evening I am
Morse's sister. Miss Ellen Tolman,
started. The children have decided
and in Boston, where Mrs. Morse meet with Mrs. Cora Snoyv Tuesday every time a vegetable is on the table home with her niece and namesake. York Evening Post.
not In a position to tell about
lias been receiving medical treat- afternoon at 2.30. The roll call will they do not like, they are to taste It, Dr. Mary A. McLoon. They also
general conditions. From 10 to
mint for her throat. Mr. Tolman be answered with topics of the day so hy the end of the year they hope visited Nelson McLoon. a former j
. 1030 I logged WRC, WNYC,
The
reading
of
;
hakespeare's
'
Mac

Rockland man who is now employed
continued to Brooklyn, where he has
WEEI, WBBM, WGY, WiMCA,
beth” will begin with Act 5; current to have acquired a taste for all veg as a foreman by the Glencoe Lime
employment.
WEZ, WABC, WOK and WJZ.
events will follow the reading, Mrs. etables.
Company.
Gsne Tunney, heavyweight cham
....
There gras another suggestion of
Miss Bertha McIntosh and mother. Evelyn Snow will he the leader.
pion was describing the sensa
Grade 5 held a food sale recently. home in the cordial greeting extend- i
NQW PLAYING
Mrs. Grace McIntosh, have returned
tion he has on entering the ring
Such
delicious
cakes,
jelly,
pickles,
Oscar Dellheim who was operat
ed to the Harringtons by Charles
fiom Boston where Mrs. McIntosh
for a big fight.
FRED HUMES
candy, apples and popcorn, isn’t oft
has been receiving medical treat ed on at Knox Hospital last (Ved- en seen at a school sale. A sincer W. S. Cobb and Edwin S. Healey, t
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ment.
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vote of thanks is extended to the speetively. of the Glencoe Lime Cum- !
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Mrs. Willis Richardson has re mothers who so generously opened pany.
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been graduated from the Burdett
pine and fir trees were also sold. his office until early in the after
I sixth annual conference of high and
Business College, Boston, with high Mrs. Oscar Dellheim.
Mosher, Hayes & Mosher
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preparatory school newspaper, and
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will
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editors,
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and
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in
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will join Capt. Dunn for the winter.
| agers at the University of Maine
are at their home. 27 Trinity street, help buy two basketballs. Thanks which these former Rockland men
ire also extended to the mothers who
next Friday and Saturday. Invita
Misses Harriet and Elizabeth l’ar- lor tlie winter. Tlie.v have leased took their lime and cars Io get the are presiding.
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Alice and Walter Hill
tions have been sent to over one
The days were spent in sightsee
malce spent Wednesday in Lewiston. their house at Seal Harbor to E. J. berries, and especially to the mother
hundred schools in all parts of the
Eaton, agent for the Eastern Steam
ing in Ait. Louis and its environs,
in “Poor Old Jim”
who brought red berries all the way and the word sightseeing became
state. Editors of the city and coun
The Charily Club was entertained. ship Lines, who will occupy it dur from Islesboro.
try newspapers haw* promised to
very much of a reality when the
MMANCE
In a delightful manner Thunmlity by ing the winter. Mr. and Mrs. Hig1
• • • •
speak at the conference, and a great
JOY and PERCIVAL
Rockland travelers ascended to the Strong as steel in drama !
OF HM.
Miss Teresa Aran, at her home in gins have recently returned from a
What a shout went up when the tower of the 32-story telephone
part of the time will he spent in dis
visit with relatives in Skowhegan
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Camden,
in “It's All Ovsr Now”
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and Norridgewock.
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will
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Mr. and Mrs. Ardrcy Orlf enter
awarded for the best newspaper year
Charles Angus McInnis was recent Monday morning of last week and on all sides.
I terpiece.
tained friends at their home on
MARIE BURTON
the youngsters realized that true to
■ book, and periodical on exhibition.
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In
the
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from
Boston,
called
by
A great deal of construction work
Ocean street, Wednesday evening at
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in
progress
in
tlie
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auction bridge. There were three
only given them two poles for their tropolis, but much remains to be
‘HAWK OF THE HILLS” No. 8
Benedict Edward Tolvo of 'North
tables. Guy Douglas won first prize.
' 0 HI
! Haven is one of the eighteen Uni
Clarence E. Daniels who has been basketball nets, but also was settin
done before the traces of the great
Refreshments were served. Those
the poles for them. Deep apprecia
THE COES
WED.-THURS.— THE SMALL
versity’of Maine seniors who left
present were Mr. and Mrs. Oscar receiving treatment at Knox Hos tion is felt hy both pupils and teach cyclone are removed. The swatli
BACHELOR” and “SLINGSHOT ; .Monday for the practice forestry
Ctomsdy and Music
Ingraham , Mr. and Mrs. Robert pital,, returned to his home yester ers. The children also thank Rich covered by the tornado was a nar
WITH
(•amp in th? .Maine woods.
This
row one, and the blow lasted less
KID”
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Douglas, day, considerably improved.
ard Snow and his son Maurice, who than five minutes hut it wrought
! course of eight or nine weeks is reJAMES
MURRAY
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ripley and Mr.
Matines 25;, 35c. Evening 35c, 50c
have kindly offered to make the iron
* qulred of all forestry majors. Durtremendous destruction and wiped ,
Leon White, Jr., was operated upon
and Mrs. Everett Libby.
framework for the nets. Mr. Whit
HELENE
COSTELLO
Matinee, Children 10c
out many lives. Large brick blocks
for appendicitis at Knox Hospital
temore, the manual training teach
crumbled like dust.
Miss Mary Agnes Brown, a popu Thursday. This family has had more er, is making the "back-boards.”
While Mr. and Mrs. Harrington
MONDAY-TUESDAY
....
lar teacher of Grade 7, left yesterday than its share of this sort of aliment.
were gazing upon these sad scenes,
for Castine .Normal School where Mr. White's three children and wife
Everett Jameson of Grade 5 is sick
the upper tier of their own New
she will complete her normal course. having undergone operations for ap with whooping cough.
England was being visited by a dis
Beautiful Lillian Gish
She has been the recipient of many pendicitis.
Miss Mdrgaret Elizabeth Pendle
aster of far greater dimensions
again demonstrates, in a
social attentions during the week.
ton of Grade 5 s;ient the weekend at
Mrs. Marguerite Porter of Brigh Islesboro, the guest of her grand They were passengers on the last
TODAY’S DOUBLE HEADER
Tuesday evening a party was given
magnificent romance of
train which ]>assed through the
for her at the BPW rooms by a ton, Mass., and Mrs. Anna Susan of mother.
love and warfare, that she
JIENRY B. WALTHALL in “THE CONFESSION”
Berkshires before the floodgates
group of young people from last Boston who have been the guests
alone knows the surest
Grade 5 had the highest percent
(Film version of a famous play)
year's Seventh Grade,
with 30 during the week of their mother age for attendance the last month. opened and rode home on the first I
way to touch the human
ANO
guests including as honor guests Mrs. A. L. Vose, 49 Warren street, They are working to gain it again train which passed through the flood I
heart!
The
Miss Lena Thorndike, Miss Ida Ca return to their respective homes to this month. The reward Is a much district over the main line.
BUDDY ROOSEVELT in “HOODOO RANCH”
Western
newspapers
bad
carried
rey and Miss Ellen Cochran. Fol day.
ccveted privilege.
only a limited amount of news of the
• • • •
lowing an evening of jolly and In
The regular meeting of Opportun
MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mr. Richardson, the janitor, Ir still, 8,eat Xe"“ ^>'land disuster. anil
formal games, Miss Brown was pre
.
a-, ii'if wou nioir nmnyunipnt
when '
sented with a fountain pen and sta Ity Class at the First Baptist church absent from ....
his duties, but is gaining great was their amazement when
tionery by her ypung friends. A Thursday* evening had an attend slowly.
Mrs. Richardson is espe they beheld the ruins on every side.
Mrs. YV. E. Delaney, a niece of
supper party was tendered Miss ance of 25 members and one guest, cially missed, because of her many
Mrs. Harrington resides on the edge
Brown Thursday evening in the do the hostesses being Mrs. Maude kindnesses to the teachers.
of the flooded zone in Springfield,
• • • .
mestic science room by the teach Mather, Mrs. William Grant and
ers of the McLain school and spe Mrs. Hattie Riehards. The parlors
Recent visitors at the Fourth Mass., and the abandonment of her
cial teachers. A shower of useful were gay with Christmas decora Grade have been the mothers of heme came near being necessary.
This program was given: Glenna, Rankin, Edwin Edwards, The cellar was flooded.
articles was bestowed on her, each tions.
in
WITH
The danger did not wholly disap
accompanied by a joke verse. The Reading, Mrs. Alice Taylor; travel —Neil
>vii i_siii.iv,
Little, anu
and DoiJUit
Egbert rFarnham,
<11 niiciin, u
Jr.
i.
talk,
Mrs.
Elmer
Verrill;
vocal
duet
honors were carried off by Miss
interest shown by parents is an en- i lx'ar "'Hh the subsiding of the waters,
NORMAN KERRY
Lena Cleveland whose lines proved Mrs, Clara Gregory and Mrs. Math couragement to both pupils and | Sections of the city streets had been
I undermined, and the collapse of the
the hit of the evening. An article er; readings from "Beauty and teachers
Directed by
The pupils of Grade 4 have paint- J Pav«»8°.cculred
much needed in “showers" was pre Spirit," poems of the late Beulah Syl
Mr.
Harrington
was
surprised
to
vester
Oxton,
by
Mrs.
Clara
Emery
sented to Miss Brown by the teach
ed and printed letters from a former
JOHN S. ROBERTSON
The Brute's pals thought he had double crossed 'em ....
piano and banjo duet, Mrs. Ada Cun drawing lesson to make borders, rep find so much flat country in the
ers—a beautiful silk umbrella.
they tied him to a hitchin’ post .... lambasted him fer fair
A romance by Josephine Lovett. Titles hy Marion A.aslee and
ningham and Mrs. Nellie Magune resenting and naming each ap . 1 West, and was told that scarcely
.... give him so long to git cut of the digging .... but later
Ruth Gummings
ever was a roCk found on the farms.
For over half a century Hardesty Christmas contest, won by Mrs. Nina proachiiig holiday.
. . when they learned .... how they had wronged the guy
| The highways are mostly con_____
Peerless has signified the best high Marshall. At the close of the pro- i
.... well—
WED.-THURS.—FLORENCE VIDOR in “HONEYMOON HATE"
patent flour that can be milled— gram refreshments were served. The
The successful manicurist ^aa structed of cement and macadam.
To cap the climax of their vacaadv,
124-S-tf
next meeting will be Jan. 5.
plenty of business on hand.
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The Junior Harmony Club, adopted
a song, the words written by Mrs.
Leola Noyes and set to the tune of
"Auld Ijing Syne:"
The Junior Club of Rockland. Maine,
A jolly crowd you see,
la trying hard its place to gain
And always natural B.
We'll C sharp all that's good and right
In music as we go.
And never falter till we sight
The best there Is to know.

Our banner green and white we’ll save
For some high mountain top.
Green for the pines of Maine that wave
And white for every thought.
Good music will our motto he.
Our staff, our rest, our sign.
And work we will, that there may be
iNo spaces in our line.

« * • *
Miss Avis Lamb of South Portland
and Charles E. Feeney of Portland,
wihners in the national AtwaterKent radio audition, have been in
New York this week for the district
auditions. Miss laimb has been stay
ing at the Roosevelt Hotel with her
teacher, Miss Henrietta D. Rice of
Portland. In the district audition she
sang with nine other women winners
in the various State contests. Early
in December the winners in the five
districts will compete in final audi
tions in New York, when awards
totalling *17,500 will be presented.
Much interest cepters around Maine's
representatives.
• • • •
Interesting letters are received
from the O’Haras for this music
column. Mr. O'Hara writes of his
studies at the Curtis Institute:
"Of course, I am very happy here.
I enjoy my studies and my teachers.
Lynwood Farnum is wonderful. Be
sides being a giant in his field of
recitalists, he is a great teacher. I
believe I have already improved
under him. He is very patient and
is never disturbed in or out of the
class room. We have a three manual
Aeolian organ (New York made) to
practice on free, and a large four
manual Aeolian for lessons and some
practice. These organs are the gift
of Cyrus Curtis. The Sesqui-organ
(a giant Austin) was once scheduled
to be placed in Gintbel’s department
store, but Mr. Curtis has bought it
for the University of Pennsylvania.
"The practice pianos (in fact, ajl
of the pianos at the Institute) are
Steinway concert grands and prac
tice is allotted free. The studios for*
teachers are richly furnished and re
flect the wealth behind the school.
The studios for piano practice are
spacious, sunny and sound-proof.
Each room in the two buildings has
an electrically wound clock and a
thermostat. There are very many
frigidaires, and new contraptions for
your coat and bat which locks them
and will not unlock without the in
sertion of the check or plate which
fits your particular coat lock only.
There seems to be everything. In the
tremendous foyer or common-room,
there are two Chinese rugs, the
smaller one valued at *15,000. The
chairs and other furnishings are very
rich, and yet the chief impression is
one of refinement and simplicity.
”1 have seen Josef Hofman (he
gave me a thrill by courteously hold
ing the door open for me as I entered
one day!) de Gogorza, Carl Flesch,
head of violin department, Mr. Bailly,
head of viola department, Pr. Rodzinski, assistant conductor of the
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra,
and all of the noted artist teachers
except Mme. Sembrich (she's here,
but I've never seen her). Moriz Ros
enthal, Josef Hofmanns assistant,
iris not yet arrived.
"The new concert hall is about fin
ished, and will be formally dedicated
soon. In about two weeks Mr. Far
num, my organ teacher, will dedicate
the new organ with a recital. I wish

W

my musical friends in Rockland could
hear Farnum. He is internationally
recognized as one of the world's
greatest organists, ranking with
Marcel Pupre of France, Pietro Yon,
and Courbin the Belgian. He is a
master of tone coloring and is fairly
conservative: a great interpreter of
Bach and Caesar Franck, and is very
clean in his Jechnic and scrupulous
about details.
He recently heard
Jesse Crawford and Mrs. J. Crawford
at the Paramount Wurlitzer and con
siders that such work so artistically
done is art in its fullest sense. So
lie is also liberal in his view points.
The enclosed program he played
flawlessly from memory last night.
Mr. Farnum is recognized as being
able to hold public interest tensely
throughout a recital without cheap
ening his program. Although every
number is beautiful, the only play
able for ‘ye average organiste’ is
Stebbins’ In Summer, which I once
played in Rockland. The Mirrored
Moon is ultra-modern, by KargElert, a German generally considered
the finest fugue writer since Bach
“Besides organ I study piano—all
students must take piano solfege,
theory and counterpoint, history of
music and attend lectures on com
parative arts.
The Mexican and
Cuban governments are each main
taining a scholarship pupil, Angelica
Morales (Mexico) and Georges Bolet
(Cuba). With such artist teachers as
the school boasts, and its number of
advance students, talent is a common
commodity.
Indeed, it makes me
realize how fortunate I am to be ad
mitted to their circle. Out of the
students examined for organ, only
five were admi'ted."
• ♦ * *
The recital referred to in Mr.
O’Haras letter was given in ihe
Church of Saint James the Less Nov.
23. in connection with a memcrial
service for William W. and Catherine
B. Harding. Mr. Farnum played:
Toccata on & Gregorian Theme, from, first
Symphony .......... Edward Shippen Barnes
Largo Appassionato, from Sonata in A
.............................................................. Beethoven
Allegro Mode'aio (First Movement) from
Fourth Concerto ................................. Handel
"The Mirrored Moon" from "Seven Pastels
from Lake Constance” ........... Karg-Elert
Divertissement (Ms.) .... H. L. Baumgartner
"In Summer" ........................... C. A. Stebbins
Intermezzo, from Sixth Sympony, Ch. M. Widor

• * * »

Significant names appear on the
lecture list of the Curtis Institute
which Mr. O'Hara also enclosed, such
as Felix E. Schelling. LL.D., profes
sor of History and English Litera
ture. of University of Pennsylvania:
J. Duncan Spaeth, Ph. D., Litt. D.,
professor of English, Princeton Uni
versity; Julius Goebel. Ph. D., pro
fessor of Germanic Languages, Uni
versity of Illinois; Andre Morize,
professor French Literature, Har
vard University; Jean B. Beck,
Ph. D., professor of Romance Lan
guages, University of Pennsylvania:
Thornton Oaley, M. S., artist and
instructor in illustration. School of
Industrial Art; Olga Samaroff, con
cert pianist and music editor of New
York Evening Times; Carl Engel
chief of division of music, Library
of Congress: Leo -Katz, artist and
critic, New York City; Olin Downes,
music editor, New York Times, and
many others.
♦ * • •

From Mrs. O'Hara’s letter these
extracts are made:
"W»‘ are quite comfortably located
in a very small apartment, but it is
cute, convenient and in a good lo
cality. The Institute has been very
kind to me. vonsidering I am not one
of them. The first Sunday in Phila
delphia I was invited to the tea, and
since that time I have attended four
symphony concerts through their
generosity (excepting one. at which
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By Ruth H. Whittemore

THE GOLDEN TOUCH
(An Old Man Speaks)

By R,

I knew a woman once who had the Golden Touch.
Not Midas-wise to turn to lifeless gold
Food, flowers or a winsome little girl.
But time s'he dealt with—had the power to turn
Dull leaden 'hours of waiting for a train
To gold of Autumn sunset, rosy gold.
Years afterward she turned her hours
Of waiting for the common carrier
Into such gold that, like a miser now,
I sit and count it, coin by coin.
My train is due. This time I go the way she went
Towards the sunset,
Stop at the self-same • station where she stopped.
Perchance there is no station and no stop.
At least 1 have the gold.

BUSY YEAR’S WORK

DO UNTO OTHERS

A Summary of What E$ten- Some Thoughts Which Apsion Agents Have Done In
ply To Golden Rule SunKnox and Lincoln.
day, Dec. 4.
The extension agents of Knox and
Lincoln counties have just complet
ed their report of work done this
past year in the counties. The re
port covers 131 pages and gives in
detail the work planned, done and
results in the different projects.
The summary shows that County
Agent Wentworth held 182 meetings,
with an attendance of 2980, made 440
calls on project leaders, demonstrat
ors and other persons; spent 90
days in the office and 200 days . in
the field; 657 individual letters were
written and 57 circular letters pre
pared and 11,773 copies mailed: 126
articles were prepared for the Farm
Bureau News and local papers; 9538
miles were traveled on official busi
ness.
The report of the home demon
stration agent. Miss Simmons, shows
178 meetings held with an attend
ance of 2645; 38 calls were made on
leaders and farm homes; 124(4 days
spent in the office and 166(4 in the
field: 396 letters were written and
13 circular letters prepared and 1726
copies mailed: 82 news articles were
prepared, and 7136 miles were trav
eled on official business.
Nov. 30 completed the fiscal year
of the Extension 'Service. The an
nual planning meetings which will
start this month are for the purpose
of arranging a series of meetings
and demonstrations in the various
committees of Knox and Lincoln
counties.

Mrs. Curtis gave me the honor of
sharing her box with her). Jimmie
has been prlviliged to hear one fac
ulty recital (for pupils and faculty
only), two pupil recitals, three lec
ture recitals by a Mme. -Sandowsky:
one organ recital by Lynwood
Farnum, one concert by the Ameri
can Guild of Organists, four Phila
delphia symphony concerts and one
Philharmonic Symphony of New
York. I was at nearly all of these.
“I am enclosing the program of the
First Student’s Concert, given on
Nov. 10. It was wonderful. Miss
zu Pulitz was the violin soloist, a tall
willowy blonde with the most goreous taffeta dress of pale green com
bined with mulberry, bodice, waist,
full skirt very short in front and long
in back, and faced with the mulberry
about three-quarters to one yard
from hem; a bow of green lined with
the same on right shoulder with
ends extending to hem in bark and
the common purple pansy caught in
places. Slippers of mulberry. She
was a perfect picture. Her numbers
were very interesting and the ac
companist fine.
"Such an opportunity we are hav
ing here!
It hardly seems true.
Everything is done for the pupils at
the school. Tomorrow night (Nov.
28) we have sported two tickets to
hear the Vatican Choir. It is direct
from Rome and music lovers tell us
it is a rare treat. They sing without
accompaniment and not even a pitch
pipe to give them the first note—
perfect pitch. Through Mrs. Bok we
had tickets for the lecture last
Thursday evening on “Tudor Church
Music” by Canon Edmund Horace
Fellowes, undoubtedly the greatest
living authority on English music of
the Tudor period.
“I have met Lynwood Farnum,
who doesn’t seem like the artist he
really Is, he makes himself so gra
ciously democratic! Jimmie is quite
crazy about him. The church in
.which he played is a low stone affair,
surrounded by a family cemetery,
with unique tombstones, the entire
grounds enclosed by an imposing
stone wall. Further down the drive
from the church is a large mauso
leum, built by one of the AVanamakers, and from there sounds of
wonderful chimes filled the air be
fore the service and also as the peo
ple were leaving. It was very im
pressive. The churches I have seen
are magnificent, but the sermons, al
though good, cannot compare with
our Mr. Knickerbocker's!
’’On Wednesday I start working in
Wanamaker's until Christmas. I
think it will fie great fun. and as I'm
to be in the toy department, 1 expect a
circus every hour. There will be organ
concerts several times a day, and
soon they will start their Christmas
carols. Everybody about that part of
the store who can hear the organ Is
given a book and asked to sing.”
* • * •
I took my children to hear Charles
Leech Gulick play at the First Bap
tist Church. About half way through
the program one of them said to me
with an air of knowing what she was
talking about: "He can’t play the
organ half so good as Jimmie."
• • • •
In the list of Bowdoin's new jazz
orchestra "Bowdoin Polar Bears” ap
pears the name of Arthur Orne '30
of Rocklaod,

George Sylvester Viereck says it
is a sense of humor that "keeps the
Kaiser in peace." It seems a pity he
didn’t cultivate that sense of humor
betore he played that monstrous
practical
joke.—(Philadelphia
In
quirer.

WASHINGTON
*
WEEKLY
M. Washburn

Charles Sanger Mellen is recently
dead. Mature men will remember
him as the at one time head of the
iVierged New Haven and Maine sys
tems. His life presented a strange
and striking contrast. Cnee the
personification of official power he
became a synonym of physical dis
ability. His passing stirs eloquent
memories of the old days on Beacon
Hill. Then I was House-Chairman
of the Committee on Railroads.
Those who were with the road mod
estly described themselves as for
building up New England and dis
missed their opponents as of narrow
and. feeble intellects.
The State
House has never seen a greater
storm. Mellen was a genius. He
must have been, for he progressed
without the backing of name or of
money on his own capacity from the
bottom of the service to the top of
the merged systems. He set out to
establish a transportation monopoly.
He failed. No one could then have
succeeded in this purpose because of
the economic temper of the times.
Mellen facilitated his fall by the
way he set out to reach his goal.
So what and why was Charles San
ger Mellen?
• • • •

He was ever alive to tliis disability
but either would not or could not
curb It. Strange how those who ex
cel in the use of the rapier, the rhet
orical harpooner, will indulge in this
suicidal luxury. Mellen could cut a
throat with a feather, his victim a
stranger to his disability until at
luncheon the bouillon appeared, not
on the Inside but on the outside of
his waistcoat. In those days one
Vahey allowed an annual willingness .
to preside over the State At one of I
these hearings he said to Mellen: "If
I were Governor you would not live
in
Massachusetts five minutes.”
Mellen turned quietly, located the
speaker and then said softly: "Per
haps that's the reason you are not
governor, Mr. Vahey."
And the
young men wound him up and car
ried him out. Mr. -Warren once dis
covered Mellen in intense literary ef
fort. It was a pompadoric letter to
Mr. Brandeis whom Mellen loved
with all the fervor that Wilson loved
Lodge. Mellen did smother this let
ter. Warren did do this but he did it
only once. Mr. Rothwell, a citizen
of fine public spirit, once said to Mr.
Mellen: “We should co-operate for
the welfare of New Englan'd." The
latter replied: "Not with men of your
sort." All this was another cause for
he fall of Mellen. For he sought
first to compel and last to coax. He
committed his opposition to perdition
as cheerfully as did the late William
H Vanderbilt, and with the same un
holy cheer as a crowd at Harvard
sings to Yale.
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When he abdicated I wrote him a
letter. I remember it. for it was a
sweet letter. It stood too much alone,
for at that time the air was congest
ed with deceased felines headed to
ward his St. Helena, Council Grove.
I wrote It to comfort him. It did. I
knew it would. It will count in Par
adise. lit opened a correspondence.
His replies confirmed my estimate of
his brilliant charm. He wrote that
he regretted his retirement. "I can
no longer hope to take a fall out of
you. Come see me. Let me know
when, for I am often in New Yfirk
and do not want to miss you. This
you cap do safely, now that 1 am in
retirement. You will find my hair
short enough to show that I have no
horns and that my feet are shaped
quite regularly. It will be delightful
to exchange notes. I can help you
to punch with more effect. Do you
know that we are a little alike in one
respect? Neither of us can forbear
to punch and thus often miss our
true goals." In some of our disabil
ities there was the bond of martyr
dom between us. Mellen knew that
God had given him but two cheeks
so that he was always careful to
conserve the other.
He was a
stranger to the Scriptural words:
“Peace on earth,” and: “A soft an
swer turneth away wrath." All of
these characteristics while an asset
to one whose first business is to light
up a common-place world were a
liability to one who had set out to be
the transportation 'Mussolini of New
England.
• • • •

WOMEN’S SLIDE GAITERS
Light
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Human nature has its weakness,
hut it also has its strength. There
is much in man's daily recorfi that
makes unhappy reading, but always
somewhere in the report there is a
Come see this man as I first saw
page or a line that thrills the heart,
him in the committee-room in the
that is evidence of a vein of latent
attic of the State House. He caught
goodness beneath the outward ap
pearance of badness, that makes us me by the lure of his success and
power, that is so far as I could prop
suspect that after all the badness Is
erly yield and yet protect my judi
more of an outward appearance than
cial responsibility. There was to us
an ingrained reality. So it is a
pleasure to note that a very large a trying contrast between those who
number of men and women have sat on one side of the bench and
either broken away from the brazen those who sat on the legislative side.
rule that reads, “do others,” or have The former were paid in one week
what we were paid in one whole leg
never recognized its forces, and are
exemplifying the Golden Rule, “do islative year. I watched the man as
ur.to others,” and are doing it gen he sat there. He was short, whitehaired, smooth-faced and of promin
erously.
ent lips. He was soft-spoken but
The specific thing we have in mind
sharp-spoken. In his aspiration to
is that phase of the Near East Relief
swallow New England there sat be
now firmly established and known as
side him the best professional army
International Golden Rule Sunday.
in numbers and equipment which
There are many other examples
has ever appeared on the Hill.
showing a healthy growth of the
• * • •
Rockland, Me.
Golden Rule spirit, but this is per
There was 'Byrnes, his Aide-dehaps the greatest single example:
and it is timely because this is Gol Cr.mpe. hired as a poultice for Mas
den Rule Sunday and millions of sachusetts to alleviate the situation
fall. There is Charlie Bosworth, the of money and to more advantag
persons are today doing unto other and he was an adept, for he was of
Scofield of Springfield, competent than when I drew a salary. All thi
children as they would like others to winning ways. Those men were of
and versatile whether on the bench same I am rather ashamed of it to
do unto their children If they had most diverse talents, each fitted to
or on the rail at a race-track. His I feel as though we were put hen
fa’len upon equally evil circum carry the ball at his appropriate
time. There was Choate with a mind
loves were never Mellenesque. Meet for some higher purpose." This fine,
stances.
ing one day an old farmer who was side made him quick to suffer unde
Such a display of true sentiment, as delicately adjusted as a fine mo
a boyhood playmate of Mellen. Bos persecution by a part of the pres:
not sentimentality, is highly gratify tor. a Chef to whom logic first ap
worth inquired about him with curi which, fallible as he was. unjustl:
ing for many reasons. It is one of pealed and yet the last of dishes for
osity. The latter replied: “Charlie and successfully set out to poiso
the things proving our age not so some legislative digestions. There
grossly material as the pessimists were those who punched first and
The man knew his business from always was a practical little cuss.” the people against him. with an ar
would have us believe It is. It is persuaded last. There was Bent its policies to Its details to an amaz And yet the man in seclusion must tlflce from which even the Kpanisl
commendable because in a larger ley Warren, who sought always to ing degree. At this all marvelled, all have found a grim satisfaction in inquisition would have shrunk, li
looking back over this man's Ilf
sense than is found in most chari persuade and never to punch, a who knew him and his work. The the. economic turn of the times.
there Is in a way an analogy wltl
table enterprises the gift is some scarce combine of affability and ca head of the New Haven consulted
that of Napoleon. It was ambitio
thing more and finer than the mere pability, who would have been the with him In retirement. Mellen was
The defeated pioneer for unlimited as they sought to gratify it whic
giving of money; it is entering into last to say in the words of Lucius keen, he was tireless. He lived ftrsl
transportation
unification
in
New
Tuttle:
“
If
this
Committee
knew
retired each. The descent of Me
the real spirit of the occasion and
for the road and last for himself, for
giving something of the self in ad how little it knew it would know he retired with a fortune small foi England lived to sec the Interstate len was of course relatively less tha
Commerce
Commission
affirmatively
that of Napoleon, hut to fall fron
dition to the offering of money. much." There was James F. Jack- one with his opportunities. These
There is no person who observes the son. experienced, skillful and faith facts are recited as this sketch turns command this policy. It was a sharp tire top of a barn may be as fata
day as it is meant to he done who ful. exceeded by none of them in al from the shadow to the sunshine turn from thou shalt not combine to ! as to fall from the top of a New
modern
business
building
will not be better in body and soul truism. Then there was Coolidge, Once on a tour of inspection and thou shalt. For competition as a Yoik
not Cal but Billy, led by his tastes passing a grade-crossing at forty protection to the public has been That is an admirable picture of Na
because of the observances.
and not his ledger. Unlike his Chief, miles an hour he said to his as superseded hy the power of Federal poleon in Ludwig’s book, represent
• • • •
The simple meal duplicating so with his vigor, yet he could be hap sistant who sat beside him: ‘‘That and State Commissions to decree ing him on the deck of the Bellero
far as possible the usual food of the py when others were also happy. gate-tender's cabin has been built rates and facilities and systems now p! on in Plymouth harbor. The wa
victims of untoward circumstances He knew as much railroad as any of since we last passed this spot.’ command the economies of unifica (cis were filled with boats. All Eng
will fix in the mind by its contrast them. No one touched him in the Again he went to Springfield. In tion as they should. The genius of land had come out to see as a pris
with the common fare of our more confidence of Mellen. And yet none those days the New Haven controlled Mellen was blocked to the disadvant oner the man they did not love. And
frvored people the fact that there of them could bridle (Mellen, a client its trollies. A superintendent asked age of New England not only by his yet as he appeared all heads wer<
are tens of thousands of children and who proposed to march not after but for the privilege of bringing Mr. own incidental disabilities tiut also uncovered. It was a recognition to
many thousands of adults who are before his counsel, one cause of his Mellen up to the Kimball. This he by a materially mistaken people. For genius great and uncontrollable. S(
barely living, and the vastly more fall. And there was Louis Brandeis. did. On the way up he was eloquent as Wilson and Lodge might have will discriminating New England re
important fact that if it were not for no greater lawyer. He sat near the to his chief on certain switching fa come together for peace, so might member Charles danger IMellen aa
the offerings of this day of the Gol giant, like David with the sling. cilities. "Yes," commented Mellen, New England and Mellen have come the man of genius.
den Rule ail these unfortunate hu And outside in the corridors, the "but they should have been one together for prosperity. Mellen was
man beings would suffer great pri darkest shadow of the chapter, like block farther up the street." There before his day. Would also that he
vation. and many of them would ac eagles over their prey, hovered the was nothing too big or too small on had had patlenep and discretion. He
forgot the Scriptural wifMs: “He
tually die for lack of food. That is lobby, nevertheless some of the which he did not focus his eyes.
that controileth his tongue is great
the advantage of making the day statesmen impatient for the atroci
« * • •
er than he that taketh a city," whenmemorable by means of a meal that ties to begin. And the lpbby fought
Up
In
Billy
Coolidge
’
s
office
in
in many instances would be in the with as fine a disregard for the rules Boston is a cartoon of "Mellen, the some political candidates do neither.
nature of a hardship, but a meal that of civilized warfare as did the Sioux Colossus of Roads” He was a great Incidentally, strangely, the New Ha
would be considered a feast by the when they massacred Custer. This railroad operator. He was a genius. ven was looked upon as pure in Con
necticut hut as impure in Massa
was another cause for the fall of
children of misfortune.
He failed in his purpose and yet no
'More than food is needed for these Mellen, for the old-fashioned shrunk one could have accomplished in those chusetts. and the Maine as pure in
waifs, these victims of the spirit of less from the Mellen terminus than days what he then set out to do in Massachusetts but as impure in New
cruelty so much in evidence even in from the road whereby he sought to his way. When he was asked why Hampshire.
• • . •
this age of enlightenment, but once reach it.
he had bought the Maine furtively
• • • •
the idea of their precarious situa
and why he had not come to the Leg
There was a fine side of the man
THREE CROW BRAND
tion is emphasized through the me
No one exceeded Mellen as a mas islature for a license, he replied: He wrote me after his retirement:
dium of the simple dinner, it will ter of sharp speech. He would al "You can not buy a railroad with a “I feel a little as though I were
Buy (he Best Baking Soda
not be difficult to visualize the other most rather have passed a dividend brass band." Could he have toned wasting my time. I have now turned
needs and open the heart and the than a scalp for his trophy-room. his methods he would have eased his my attention perforce to the making
purse accordingly. Perhaps it would
be well if we should dramatize the
situation completely by dressing and
otherwise living as near as we can
for this one day in the manner of
those unhappy beings. We would
not go to the extremes that they are
forced to go, for if we did the
marked change from our comfort
able clothing, and especially the heat
in our homes, would likely make us
n*«*> ro'e*
111. But at least we can in imagin
ation place ourselves in a situation
similar to that we are called upon
to relieve, and then our consciences
can be depended opon to tell us what
to do.
Misery has always been the lot of
a large part of the inhabitants of
this: globe, and for years to come
there will be plenty of misery in the
world, but if the lesson of Golden
Rule Sunday is learned well enough,
this will be greatly lessened as the
years pass. It is true, as has been
said, that the Golden Rule, applied,
would revolutionize human rela
tionship as the applioation of electri
cal science has transformed modern
life.
We have had this rule for
nearly two thousand years, but Its
application has been delayed. This
is the cause of most of the misery
in the world. We know what to do.
hut we do not do it. Knowledge that
Is not used is worse than useless.
If we did not know we could not be
judged for our ignorance, but when
we know and fail to employ the
knowledge, then we can and will be
judged and condemned for our fail
ure. Knowledge brings with it re
sponsibility, and this we cannot
evade except to our loss.—Editorial
from the Rochester, N. Y., Daily
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and complote building informtaion.
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